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Abstract
Interfaces are defects present in all materials. Interface transitions are characterized
by abrupt changes in interface structure, chemistry and/or morphology under suitable
conditions. They exist in many material systems and often produce profound changes
in material properties. Several interface transitions in crystalline and soft materials
that have not been previously well understood were studied in this thesis.
In the first part of this thesis, a diffuse-interface thermodynamic framework was
developed for grain boundary structural and chemical transitions. A graphical con-
struction method was developed to predict conditions for grain boundary transitions.
A grain boundary premelting transition is predicted for systems of fixed stoichiometry.
When extended to binary systems, the diffuse-interface model predicts the existence
of a coupled grain boundary premelting/prewetting transition, which produces coop-
erative grain boundary disordering and segregation at sub-eutectic and sub-solidus
temperatures. The analysis rationalizes the thermodynamic origin of intergranular
glassy films (IGFs) widely observed in multi-component ceramics and alloys, for which
thermodynamic stability has not been well explained in previous research. Predic-
tions on the conditions for IGF's formation are consistent with experiments. As part
of this work, a prototype of "grain boundary complexion diagrams" was constructed
which delineates the stability domains of different grain boundary "complexions" on
bulk phase diagrams.
Morphological transitions of interfaces in soft materials such as surfactant self-
assembled structures were investigated in the second part of this thesis. A phase-field
model was developed for simulating morphological evolution of surfactant aggregates
in solutions. The model captures both the self-assembling behavior of surfactants and
the effect of interface-curvature elastic-energy on the morphologies of self-assembled
structures. Simulations of single surfactant micelle growth in dilute solutions reveal
several previously unknown morphological transitions, including a disk-to-cylinder
micellar shape transition and a tip-splitting instability of cylindrical micelles. It is
proposed that the observed morphological instabilities provide kinetic pathways to the
formation of branch points between individual cylindrical micelles, whose presence has
significant effects on the rheological properties of solutions.
Surface wetting transitions often display simultaneous changes in interface struc-
ture and morphology. Despite the extremely broad technical applications of the
Si/SiO2 structure The equilibrium wetting properties of silicon oxide on silicon are
poorly understood, This is partly due to the extremely low equilibrium oxygen ac-
tivity for SiO 2/Si coexistence (e.g. 10- 37 torr at 700'C), which cannot be reached by
current ultra-high vacuum techniques. In the third part of this thesis, a solid-state
buffer method was developed to access oxygen partial pressures near the Si/SiO2
equilibrium with systematic control. It was discovered from experiments that silicon
oxide does not perfectly wet Si(001) surfaces near the equilibrium oxygen activity,
with the wetting morphology being oxide islands coexisting with a thin oxide layer of
.0.4nm on top of Si.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Interface Transitions
Interfaces, such as grain boundaries, free surfaces and inter-phase boundaries, fre-
quently have a controlling influence on material properties and therefore play a deci-
sive role in a material's utility or its failure [5]. Interfaces are also principal agents of
change within materials over time scales varying from nanoseconds to geological time.
Motion of interfaces may trigger recrystallization, grain growth and phase changes,
all of which may dramatically affect engineering properties.
Interfaces, taken as purely geometrical objects or mathematical representations of
these objects, may undergo transformations that need not refer to their internal de-
grees of freedom (e.g., interface structure and chemistry). For example, the Rayleigh
instability [6] and the instability of four interfaces intersecting along a line [7], are
both examples of geometric transformations that depend only on the fact that pos-
itive work must be transfered to an interface to stretch it. The rate at which this
work is done depends on a material property, the surface tension, which is positive
for any system in thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, these geometrical instabilities
generically exist for all systems. Another type of transition is introduced below to
distinguish these types of transitions from one another. The transitions above will be
called morphological transitions and are fundamentally connected to the geometric
instability of the mathematical representation of the interface.
Interfaces in materials such as grain boundaries and free surfaces are consider-
ably more complex. They depend on the nature and geometric configurations of the
bulk materials that abut them. Equilibrium material properties of the bulk phases
inevitably influence the properties of the interface. Thus, intensive quantities that
affect bulk materials such as chemical potential, temperature, and stress will-in
combination-produce extensive changes associated with the interface itself; for ex-
ample, interface width, chemical content, strain and entropy.
These descendant properties of interfaces were known to van der Waals, who
hypothesized that the liquid-vapor interface has a finite thickness across which the
molecular density varies rapidly but continuously [8]. However, their first systematic
thermodynamic treatment was performed by Gibbs [9]. Gibbs made a choice that
differed substantially from that of van der Waals - Gibbs decided that he would
declare the interface to be a two-dimensional mathematical object with zero thickness.
He then derived thermodynamic properties of interfaces from this supposition. Gibbs
clearly understood that interfaces in materials had a finite extent in a direction normal
to his mathematical interface; thus, he showed that any quantity derived from his
supposition was independent of the supposed position for the mathematical interface.
After Gibbs, the van der Waals approach of treating the the interface as a thin
slab of intervening material was re-adopted by Guggenheim [10], and is probably more
intuitive than Gibbs' approach. However, the conclusions are all the same.
Much of our intuition of interface behavior derives from soap films [11]. Their
morphological instabilities have fascinated and provided diversions for children and
mathematicians. Newton was clearly fascinated by their colors and was the first to
observe a transition in soap films. He discovered that the colors of soap bubbles dis-
appear continuously as the thickness of soap films decreases, and made the following
observation [12]:
...And as the bubble grew thinner by the continual subsiding of the water,
... after all the colours were emerged at the top, there grew in the center
of the rings a small round black spot, like that in the first observation,
which continually dilated itself till it became sometimes more than 1/2 or
3/4 of an inch in breadth before the bubble broke... I saw within it several
smaller round spots, which appeared much blacker and darker than the
rest, whereby I knew that there was some reflection at the other places
which were not so dark as those spots...
The "much blacker and darker" spots Newton observed are now often called Newton-
Plateau black films, as opposed to the "not so dark" spots known as common black
films. Plateau made a remarkable study of such films 200 years after Newton [13].
Today we understand that the transition from common to Newton-Plateau black films
is associated with a discontinuous decrease in soap film thickness and the two types of
black films are stabilized by different forces [14]. Thus, there are types of transitions
that are associated with the material properties of the interface itself: these will be
called "complexion" transitions.
In principle, material interfaces could adopt more than one metastable "complex-
ion" (i.e., distinct interfacial structure or composition profile). The term "complex-
ion" [15-17] has been introduced as the two-dimensional analog to a bulk phase:
parts of an interface that differ with respect to any equilibrium feature are examples
of different complexions of the same interface. Assuming that interfaces can rapidly
equilibrate with their abutting phases by local atomic motion, only metastable com-
plexions (i.e., those with local minima in free energy with respect to available de-
grees of freedom) will be observed. Generally, the metastable complexions, including
the one with the lowest free energy (the globally stable complexion) will each have
distinct, reproducibly measurable physical properties (densities, structures, composi-
tions, etc.), that differ from those of the abutting bulk materials or crystalline phases.
The complexions' stability ranking and physical properties depend on imposed con-
straints such as temperature, stress, and one or more chemical potentials. As in
bulk-phase equilibrium coexistence, interfacial complexions could stably coexist at
certain subsets of the possible values of fixed pressure, temperature, chemical po-
tentials, etc. Complexion coexistence, e.g. of grain boundaries, identifies conditions
where boundary thermodynamic properties (i.e, structure, composition, etc.) would
undergo predictable alteration; derivative physical properties such as transport, creep
behavior, and fracture may undergo profound changes as a consequence.
Even though Gibbs treated an interface as infinitely thin, he was aware of the
Newton/Plateau intefacial instability and knew that this instability was associated
with an abrupt change in equilbrium thickness [9]. He showed that this transition
must also be associated with an abrupt change in surface tension as well.
Analogous transitions are known to occur at the ice-water vapor equilibrium in-
terface. Depending on temperature and humidity, the ice surface can adopt a dense,
more amorphous layered configuration [18]. Comparisons to a liquid water coating
and pre-melting are natural in this case. However, the layered phase has a longer
range order than that of equilibrium bulk-liquid water and is induced by the crys-
talline nature of the ice phase. These films are less amorphous than liquid water;
liquid water is unstable except at the triple point. These themes-of degrees of
"amorphicity" and of an interface's extra surface tension providing a medium for the
appearance of layered "nearly" equilibrium phase -appear repeatedly in this thesis.
In crystalline or anisotropic materials the properties of interfaces have a more
complicated theoretical foundation: the relative geometric orientations and transla-
tions across the interface and the inclination of the inteface with respect to one of the
abutting bulk phases certainly affect the interface. These extra degrees of geometric
freedom are distinct from those associated from thermodynamic quantities (such as
surface absorption, surface tension and stress, and enthalpy density), but cannot be
uncoupled.
This thesis provides thermodynamic derivations of equilibrium interfacial proper-
ties in crystalline materials. The treatment indicates how geometric and equilibrium
thermodynamic properties collectively produce complexion transitions. There are
some simplifications in the treatment. Most importantly for crystalline materials, the
equilbrium thermodynamic interface, grain boundary in particular, is treated as flat
and dependent on a single misorientation parameter. A theoretical framework to treat
all misorientation degrees of freedom was developed recently by other groups [19,20]
(for different applications) which could and should be incorporated into the frame-
work developed here. It is asserted that these extra degrees of misorientation will not
affect the principle conclusions contained in this thesis. They will lead to a richer set
of the interface transitions that are predicted here.
In the above discussion, references to equilibrium interfacial properties are neces-
sary. However, equilibrium experiments and their observation at amorphous/crystalline
interfaces are considerably more difficult. In particular, controlling the chemical po-
tentials so that the vapor/crystalline interface is in equilibrium is difficult and often
ignored. In Si/SiO2 , the equilibrium vapor pressure is many orders of magnitude be-
low that which can be achieved in ultra-high vacuum systems. A method is developed
to observe the nature of this important interface at equilibrium in this thesis for the
first time.
Studies of morphological transitions of interfaces have been traditionally confined
to crystalline materials in the field of materials science. With the continuous evo-
lution of this field, a broader definition of material interfaces is being adopted to
include interfaces in soft matters such as biological membranes and surfactant self-
assembled structures. However, when such an extension is made, the notion that
interface morphologies are determined by the surface tension should also be modified
- geometrical instabilities of soft materials are often controlled by material prop-
erties other than the surface tension [21], which necessitates a different theoretical
framework. Motivated by such a need, a theoretical model is developed in this thesis
to investigate kinetic aspects of morphological transitions of a particular type of soft
material interface -interfaces of surfactant aggregates in solutions.
In the following sections, a brief introduction of a number of interfacial transitions
related to this thesis work and the current research status is presented. The research
topics of this thesis will then be introduced and justified. Finally an outline of the
organization of the thesis is given.
1.2 Structural and Chemical Transitions of Inter-
faces
1.2.1 Interfacial Chemical Transitions
Free-surface composition transitions in the context of wetting transitions are among
the complexion transitions that were first studied. One of the earliest predictions
of interface wetting transitions was given by Cahn's critical point wetting theory
(CPWT) [22].
In CPWT, Cahn employs a compositionally-diffuse interface model to treat two-
component liquids in contact with a container (which may be vapor). The container
provides an interface where stable composition gradients in liquids develop. The bulk
liquids have a molar free energy of mixing, AF(c, T), that gives a phase diagram with
a miscibility gap [22], as shown in Fig. 1-1. For purposes of discussion, suppose the
phase diagram has phase a that is rich in component A (small c) and phase 0 rich in
B (large c). Phase / has a lower surface energy with the container, %Yp, than phase a,
7-,. For compositions within the miscibility gap, CPWT predicts a complete wetting
transition temperature, Twet, above which / is a perfect wetting phase that separates
the a-phase and the container (i.e., yp + 7yp -y,,). For the A-rich single-phase
(a) region, a subset of compositions and temperatures, c(T), exists along which two
free-surface complexions, XR and XP , can coexist: XR has a larger B-adsorption, B' ih,
and a wider characteristic interfacial thickness, Lthick; XP has smaller values of rPoor
and Lthin. The curve c(T) specifies locations of a first-order complexion transition
between XP and XR characterized by ArB = Fprch - oor and AL = Lthick - Lthin
c(T) intersects the two-phase region at (ca, Twet). In the single-phase region between
c(T) and the miscibility gap, interface complexions are those XR that reflect the bulk-
phase wetting behavior [22]. Such transitions have been directly observed in organic
and metallic liquid systems [23,24].
The complexion transition at c(T) is an example where a microstructural property
characteristic (e.g., absorbed layer thickness) can be superimposed onto a bulk equi-
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Figure 1-1: Illustration of Cahn's surface wetting diagram. In the two phase region,
the B-rich phase completely wets the container surface above Twet, and has a non-
zero wetting angle q below Twet. A prewetting line exists in the A-rich single phase
region, and intersects the miscibility gap at Twt. The prewetting line delimits two
different surface complexions: a complexion XR characterized by large B-adsorption,
Ipch, and wide interfacial thickness, Lthick, and the other complexion XP with smaller
B-adsorption and thickness. A first-order prewetting transition between XP and XR
occurs when traversing across the prewetting line.
librium phase diagram. Such diagrams could be constructed whenever a microstruc-
tural defect produces local variations from equilibrium bulk compositions, structures,
or other properties. Each defect (e.g., interface) feature will have characteristic quan-
tities, such as a width and composition, that have equilibrium values and these could
be included on a microstructure phase diagram. These microstructural aspects do
not produce additional degrees of freedom that would modify the rules governing the
topology of bulk phase diagrams. However, conditions for changes in macroscopic
physical or mechanical properties that depend on microstructural features can be
inferred (e.g., interface diffusivities or migration rates).
1.2.2 Interfacial Structural Transitions
Interfacial melting is another complexion transition and it involves structural changes
of interfaces. Free-surface melting has been observed to initiate at temperatures Tsm
below the bulk melting point, T,, in various materials [25-27]. For crystals, Tsm
can depend on interface inclination ni [28,29]. At Tsm < T < Tm, the stable surface
configuration for a particular orientation may be a surficial film with finite equilibrium
thickness, w(T). The surficial film has a different structure than the equilibrium
crystal phase; the structure is usually less ordered and less dense [26, 30,31]. For
metallic systems, as T - Tm, w diverges as w - wo Iln[(Tm - Tsm)/(Tm - T)] and the
surficial film's structure approaches that of the liquid [26,32-34]. In addition, well
below the onset of premelting, a roughening transition usually initiates for faceted or
vicinal surfaces [30, 35].
Although grain boundary (GB) melting might also be expected, evidence is scant
and contradictory in pure systems. Observations from derivative macroscopic prop-
erties (e.g., boundary dihedral angles, GB diffusion, sliding or migration) allude to
some type of GB transitions that occur well below Tm even in nominally pure met-
als [36-39]-however, these could often be plausibly attributed to other causes, in-
cluding kinetic transitions such as breakaway from solute clouds [40,41]. Direct TEM
imaging of boundaries in aluminum specimens indicates preferential melting, but only
above 0.999Tm [42], and, similarly, that high-angle bismuth GBs are wet by the Bi
liquid at Tm [43]. Nonetheless, whether, to what extent, and in what systems GB
melting actually can be observed is an open question.
These questions are addressed, but not well resolved, by numerical simulations
using interatomic potentials. A lattice gas model for a tilt GB [44,45] exhibits an
onset of GB disorder at T ; 0.5Tm, which increases towards a liquid-like state as
T -+ Tm, and the disordered region thickens as woln[Tm/(Tm - T)]. A number
of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using empirical potentials have also found
that various high-angle GBs tend to increase continuously in disorder with rising
temperature [46-49], though some others report that GBs do retain significant crys-
tallinity at temperatures close to Tm [50, 51]. These simulations suggest that GB
melting is continuous. Other simulations indicate that a first-order transition occurs
rather than continuous disordering [52] and give wide boundaries well below Tm [53].
Such inconsistencies might originate from numerical artifacts, failure to ascertain the
thermodynamic melting point due to finite simulation size, superheating, use of dif-
ferent boundary conditions, differences in atomic potentials used, and difficulties in
achieving the lowest energy equilibrium structures [50, 54-56]. Furthermore, a stan-
dard measure or algorithm for departure from crystallinity has not been elucidated.
Nonetheless, some MD or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations detect multiple structures
that are demonstrably metastable [57-61]. Additional indications for a GB structural
transition are associated with discontinuities in activation energies for GB diffusion
or migration [62-64].
1.2.3 Cooperative Interfacial Structural and Chemical Tran-
sitions
Compared with pure systems, observations of GB structural disordering in alloys are
more common and such changes in GB structures are usually accompanied by changes
in equilibrium GB segregation. The cooperative structural and chemical transitions
are well exemplified by nanometer-thick amorphous films observed at GBs in many
multi-component systems, known as intergranular glassy films (IGFs). IGFs were
found to exist at general/high angle GBs of both ceramic and metallic systems, in-
cluding silicon nitride doped with sintering additives such as SiO 2, La 2 0 3, Y20 3 , etc
[65-69], ZnO-Bi20 3 [2, 70], SrTiO3-TiO2 [71, 72], A120 3 doped with CaO, SiO 2 and
Nd 203 [17, 73, 74], Ni-doped W [75, 76]. Fig. 1-2 shows high resolution TEM images
of IGFs in SiO 2-doped Si3 N4 and Bi20 3-doped ZnO. A more comprehensive list of
material systems displaying IGFs can be found in a recent review by Luo [77]. The
formation of IGFs at GBs has a profound influence on the macroscopic properties
of materials, e.g., mechanical strength, fracture toughness, fatigue properties, creep
resistance, corrosion susceptibility, electrical and thermal conductivity [77]. Due to
their important technological implications on material applications, structural ceram-
ics in particular, IGFs have been extensively studied over the last thirty years.
Several distinct properties of IGFs have been revealed from experimental obser-
vations. IGFs display equilibrium thicknesses that depend on the chemical potentials
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Figure 1-2: (a) High resolution TEM image of an intergranular glassy film in SiO 2-
doped Si 3N4 . The film is rich in SiO 2. (b) High resolution TEM image of an in-
tergranular glassy film in Bi 203-doped ZnO. The film is rich in Bi 203. Images are
reprinted from Refs. [1] and [2] with permission from the American Ceramic Society.
of minor components [65-67, 69, 78], but are independent of their relative amount
when the chemical potentials are fixed, e.g. by the two-phase coexistence. They have
compositions that are not stable as a single-phase bulk liquid [2,68,69,78-80]. These
films show thermodynamical stability and can exist at sub-solidus and sub-eutectic
temperatures [2,65, 67, 69, 78, 81, 82]. For example, little difference was observed be-
tween IGFs in Bi20 3-doped ZnO samples which underwent different processing routes
but reached the same final condition [2].
A force balance model introduced by Clarke [83,84] has become a standard model
to explain the presence and stability of IGFs in the last two decades. The model in
its nature is similar to the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory [85]
which determines the stability of colloidal systems by considering interaction forces
between colloidal particles in solution. Clarke assumed that IGFs consist of quenched
liquid phase of secondary additives that are sandwiched between two grains of the
primary phase. The equilibrium thicknesses of IGFs result from the balance of vari-
ous forces acting across the films. Major force terms considered in Clarke's original
work [83] include an attractive dispersion force and a repulsive steric force arising
from the structural changes across solid-liquid interfaces. Other forces such as the
electrical double-layer repulsion [84] may also be present. The magnitudes of these
forces depend on film thickness. For example, the non-retarded dispersion force and
the steric force have the following expressions
A121
Fdispersion A121 (1.1)61rh3
Fsteric = Foe- h/ ý  (1.2)
where h is the film thickess, A 121 is the Hamaker constant, and ( is the structural
correlation length of the liquid phase which is comparable to the molecular bond
length. Clarke showed that the balance of all the force terms is achieved at a finite
film thickness, which thus requires an intergranular film to be present between two
grains. Based on estimates of the magnitudes of different force terms, the model
predicts that the IGF's thickness should be on the order of -1 nm and that IGFs
are very stable against extrusion by applied pressure [83], which are consistent with
experiments.
However, the fundamental assumption of the force balance model that IGFs are
quenched liquid phases resulting from mechanical equilibrium has been challenged by
recent experiments. In particular, this model has difficulties in rationalizing some of
the most distinguished features of IGFs, including:
1) The film compositions are very different from either primary or secondary phase,
and do not correspond to any stable bulk phases.
2) IGFs could form at conditions where bulk liquid phases are not present, e.g. at
sub-eutectic temperatures and in solid single-phase regions.
3) IGFs are in thermodynamic equilibrium with the adjoining bulk phases.
On the other hand, the behavior displayed by IGFs is strongly reminiscent of
the premelting concept as well as the prewetting transitions predicted by various
wetting theories. However, the relation between intergranular amorphous films and
premelting/prewetting transitions has not been widely recognized.
The free surface counter-parts of IGFs, termed surficial amorphous films (SAFs),
have also been observed in a number of inorganic systems, e.g., ZnO-Bi20 3 [86, 87]
and TiO2-V20 5 [88]. Two high resolution TEM images of IGFs are shown in Fig. 1-
3. SAFs exhibit similar characteristics as IGFs. They can form at sub-eutectic and
sub-solidus temperatures, and display different compositions than predicted from bulk
phase diagrams, Their thickness, structure and chemistry are thermodynamically con-
trolled by temperature and chemical potentials of minor components. It is suggested
that SAFs and IGFs can be explained by similar physical principles [77, 87, 89].
(a'
Figure 1-3: (a) High resolution TEM image of a surficial amorphous film in Bi 20 3-
doped ZnO. Courtesy of J. Luo and Y.-M. Chiang. (b) High resolution TEM image
of surficial amorphous film in V20 5-doped TiO2 . The film is rich in V2 0 5. Courtesy
of H. Qian and J. Luo.
1.3 Morphological Transitions of Interfaces
1.3.1 Morphological Transitions of Crystalline Interfaces
Similar to transitions in interface structures and chemistries, the morphologies of
material interfaces can undergo transitions with changing external conditions. The
nature of morphological transitions could be thermodynamic or dynamic. In the for-
mer case, different equilibrium interface morphologies exist under different imposed
constraints such as temperatures and chemical potentials; transitions between them
occur when the constraints change. Examples of such morphological transitions in-
clude faceting and roughening transitions of particle surfaces or grain boundaries
[90-98], which are often induced by changes in the anisotropy of surface or interface
tension. Morphological changes also occur in wetting transitions, where a vanishing
contact angle results in the morphology of a wetting phase on a substrate to switch
from droplets to flat films.
In dynamic morphological transitions, morphological evolution of a moving inter-
face is triggered by dynamic instability in non-equilibrium kinetic processes such as
crystal growth. One fitting example is the dendritic crystal growth. Crystal den-
dritic structures with very complex morphologies have been observed in solidified mi-
crostructures for hundreds of years and still attract much attention from researchers.
During solidification, crystal/liquid interfaces move toward the liquid phase under
thermodynamic driving force. Under suitable conditions, moving interfaces with sim-
ple (e.g. flat or spherical) geometries become unstable against shape perturbation
and evolve into complex shapes such as cellular and dendritic structures [6]. The
development of shape perturbations is promoted by the presence of temperature
and/or composition gradients in liquid phases the formation of interfacial pro-
trusions is favored by the volumetric free energy decrease. However, perturbations
also increase interface curvature and hence surface energy, which tends to suppress
perturbations. Whether a perturbation introduced by thermal fluctuation will grow
or decay is determined by the competition of the two opposing forces. The onset of
such interface instability was first mathematically analyzed by Mullins and Sekerka in
the 1960s [99,100]. In their work they studied the diffusion-limited growth of a spher-
ical B-rich second-phase particle in a A-rich matrix. The particle/matrix interface
tension is assumed to be isotropic, and the particle growth is sustained by diffusion
of the B component in the matrix to the interface. Mullins and Sekerka considered a
small perturbation applied to the particle radius in the form of a spherical harmonic
function Ylm(0, q)
r(0, 1) = R+ 6Yim(O, ) (1.3)
where 6 is the perturbation amplitude and the subscript 1 denotes the perturbation
wave number. The growth or decay rate of the perturbation is determined by solving
the diffusion equation in the matrix under the quasi-steady state assumption and
matching the solution to the boundary conditions at the interface. A major finding
of Mullins and Sekerka is that the spherical shape of the particle will become unstable
against any perturbations at sufficiently large radii and eventually the dendritic mor-
phology will form. For each perturbation wave number 1, there exists a critical radius
value, RC, above which the perturbation will grow with time, i.e., d6/dt > 0. Rc
scales with 1 as R, oc [(1 + 1)(1 + 2)/2 + 1]. In real material systems, the perturbation
growth and dendrite morphologies are also significantly influenced by other factors
such as the anisotropies of interface tension and mobility. To quantitatively predict
dendrite growth for real materials remains a very active field in materials modelling
and simulations [101].
1.3.2 Morphological Transitions of Soft Material Interfaces
Similar to crystalline materials, interfaces in soft materials such as vesicles and sur-
factant micelles show a rich variety in morphologies and abundant examples exist for
morphological transitions. Vesicles formed by phospholipid bilayer membranes display
an amazingly large number of shapes (e.g., spherical, tubular, biconcave, etc), and
different types of shape transitions can occur between them, including budding transi-
tion [21], discocyte/stomatocyte transition [21], discocyte/starfish transition [21,102-
104], and pearling instability [21], etc. Surfactant micellar structures consisting of
surfactant monolayers also display various morphologies (e.g., spherical, cylindrical,
bilayer and liquid crystalline) and morphological transitions such as sphere-to-cylinder
transition [105, 106] and branching of cylindrical micelles [107-109] have been ob-
served. These morphological transitions often result in significant changes in system
properties. For example, the discocyte/stomatocyte transition may occur in human
red blood cells and is related to liver disease and hereditary stomatocytosis [110]. The
development of inter-micellar junctions (branch points) between cylindrical micelles
significantly affects the rheological properties of micellar solutions [111,112].
1.4 Thesis Assertions
The overarching goals of this thesis are two-fold:
1) To advance the understanding of interfacial transitions in several material systems
where outstanding questions remain and new insights are demanded.
2) To develop theoretical frameworks and experimental methods necessary for ad-
dressing the questions, which also have applicability for studying interfacial transi-
tions in a broader spectrum of material systems.
Three particular interfacial transitions were investigated in this thesis: grain
boundary transitions, morphological transitions of surfactant self-assembled struc-
tures, and wetting transitions at silicon oxide/silicon interfaces.
1.4.1 A Continuum Thermodynamic Framework for Grain
Boundary Transitions
As introduced in Section 1.2, the equilibrium structures and chemistries of grain
boundaries can undergo transitions under proper conditions. From the modeling
perspective, atomistic calculations can provide detailed and often accurate informa-
tion on grain boundary transitions. However, various limitations in its applicability
and computation capability make the atomistic approach not always feasible to probe
equilibrium grain boundary properties and their transitions in a large parameter space
including temperatures, chemical potentials, stresses, misorientations, etc. Classical
thermodynamics provides methods for generic stability predictions based on general
thermodynamic principles and empirical properties. When supplemented with data
from experiments and atomistic calculations, quantitative predictions can be derived
from the thermodynamic approach. The successful applications of classical thermody-
namics to predicting and calculating bulk phase diagrams has enormously stimulated
the development of materials science and engineering. Analogously, thermodynamic
frameworks for interface transitions are equally desirable and highly useful. This has
been demonstrated by Cahn's critical point wetting theory [22], in which he used
a diffuse-interface thermodynamic model to first predict the general existence of in-
terface wetting transitions. One of the goals of this thesis is to develop a similar
thermodynamic framework for grain boundary transitions to quantify stable regions
of various grain boundary complexions in the space of environmental parameters,
and construct general grain boundary complexion diagrams similar to bulk phase di-
agrams. In particular, such thermodynamic analysis was aimed at rationalizing some
important but puzzling grain boundary phenomena, including grain boundary pre-
melting and the cooperative structural and chemical transitions exemplified by the
formation of intergranular glassy films (IGFs). Although these phenomena may be
understood by heuristic explanations, the thermodynamic analysis provides rigorous
mathematical treatments that are similar to Gibbs and Cahn's works on classical
thermodynamics and have general applicability.
1.4.2 Modeling Morphological Transitions of Surfactant Self-
Assembled Structures
Different from interfaces in crystalline materials, whose morphologies are governed
by the interface tension [6], the morphologies of vesicles and micelles are regulated by
the curvature bending energy stored in the membrane bilayers and surfactant mono-
layers [21]. Curvature elastic energy models, such as Helfrich's model [113] and the
area-difference-elasticity model [21,114], have been successfully developed to explain
the dependence of micelle and vesicle morphologies on environmental parameters
(spontaneous curvature, temperature, osmotic pressure, etc.), and "phase diagrams"
of vesicle morphology can be constructed from these studies [21,115]. However, most
of the curvature models focus on the equilibrium morphological properties. Modelling
kinetic aspects of the morphological transitions and dynamic instabilities in soft ma-
terial interfaces remains a field that has been less explored in spite of its importance.
The phase-field method is a continuum computational approach that has been suc-
cessfully applied to model morphological evolution of material interfaces e.g., crystal
dendrite growth [101] and solid-state phase transformations [116]. In a phase-field
model, a set of field variables are used to distinguish different phases; the interfaces
between them are represented by level surfaces of the field variables, which avoids
explicit interface tracking and is especially advantageous in modeling complicated
interface morphological evolution compared to conventional sharp-interface models.
To date the phase-field method finds most of its applications in crystalline systems,
but its strength in tracking complex interface evolution also makes it a suitable tool
for modeling soft material systems. In fact, phase-field models of polymer segrega-
tion [117] and vesicle dynamics [118-120] have begun to emerge in recent years.
In this thesis the phase-field method was extended to modeling morphological
evolution of surfactant self-assembled structures. Because of the their difference in
interface energetics, a new phase-field formulation different from those for crystalline
interfaces was developed to capture the influence of curvature elastic energy on mor-
phologies of soft material interfaces. A second goal of this thesis is to employ the
model to reveal kinetics of surfactant self-assembly and the existence of morphologi-
cal transitions, which could be difficult to directly observe in experiments.
1.4.3 Wetting Transition of Silicon Oxide on Silicon Surface
The surficial amorphous films (SAFs) observed in several inorganic systems can be
produced by increasing the chemical potentials of minor components (or adsorba-
tions) toward two-phase coexistence. Their formation represents a particular surface
wetting transition known as "pseudo-partial wetting" [121] (or "frustrated-complete
wetting" [122]). In pseudo-partial wetting, adsorbates do not completely wet the
substrate, but form a microscopic thin film coexisting with droplets on the substrate
surface [87, 88, 122, 123]. Complete wetting may be achieved by further increasing
the chemical potentials [87, 122]. If treating oxygen as the principal adsorbate, an
intriguing question is whether the silicon oxide can display similar wetting behavior
on a silicon surface when the oxygen activity is varied near the bulk SiO 2/Si equilib-
rium. Surprisingly, the equilibrium wetting properties of silicon oxide on silicon have
been poorly understood despite the extreme importance of the silicon oxide/silicon
interface to microelectronics. This is partly because the equilibrium oxygen partial
pressure for SiO 2/Si equilibrium is extremely low (e.g., , 10-40 atm at 7000C) and
very difficult to access experimentally.
A better understanding of the wetting behavior of silicon oxide on silicon also
has technological implications for the on-going development of next-generation gate
oxides in metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) [124,125]. To
achieve further down-scaling in semiconductor devices, the SiO 2 gate oxide needs to be
replaced by oxides with higher dielectric constants such as HfO2 and ZrO 2. However,
a SiO. interfacial layer is found to remain present between Si and high-k gate oxides
even under conditions where bulk SiO 2 is not stable [126-129], which indicates the
thermodynamic stability of the SiOx/Si interface. A more sound knowledge of wetting
properties between silicon oxide and silicon will be very useful to understand such
phenomena and further improve device performance.
A third goal of this thesis is to develop an experimental methodology that allows
one to access the oxygen activity near SiO 2/Si equilibrium and use the method to
study the equilibrium wetting characters of silicon oxide on a silicon surface.
1.5 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into several chapters and appendices. Chapter 2 and 3 de-
scribe the development of diffuse-interface thermodynamic analyses of grain boundary
transitions. A diffuse-interface model for systems of fixed stoichiometry, e.g. single-
component systems, is introduced in Chapter 2 and applied to predict grain bound-
ary structural transitions. A graphical construction method is described to analyze
grain boundary disorder as a function of temperature and misorientation. Different
grain boundary premelting behaviors are predicted and compared to experiments and
atomistic modeling results.
In Chapter 3, the diffuse-interface analysis is extended to binary systems in which
local stoichiometry is variable. A more advanced graphic construction method is
presented for analyzing the general behavior of grain boundary disordering and seg-
regation. The results predict the existence of a coupled grain boundary premelt-
ing/prewetting transition which is proposed to be the thermodynamic origin of inter-
granular glassy films.
Chapter 4 presents a phase-field model for simulating morphological evolution of
surfactant self-assembled structures. The phase-field formulation extends Helfrich's
curvature elastic model to the kinetic regime. Results of simulations of single micelle
growth in dilute solutions are presented. They reveal the existence of morphological
transitions of disklike and cylindrical micelles, which provide possible kinetic pathways
to the formation of branched micellar structures.
An experimental study of the wetting behavior of silicon oxide on silicon is de-
scribed in Chapter 5. A solid-state buffer method is first introduced for creating an
environment with ultra-low oxygen partial pressures that enables the study of wetting
transition of silicon oxide on silicon. Experimental evidence presented in this chapter
shows that silicon oxide only partially wets silicon surface at oxygen activities close
to the SiO 2/Si bulk equilibrium.

Chapter 2
Grain Boundary Transitions in
Systems of Fixed Stoichiometry
2.1 Introduction
A grain boundary (GB) is an interface that separates the two orientations of abutting
crystals of the same bulk phase. Many material properties depend on the transmission
of forces and fields across a grain boundary and can be sensitive to grain boundary
structure, chemistry, and morphology. At equilibrium, a GB's structure (the atomic
configuration that produces the misorientation 7), morphology (the interface shape
characterized by local interface inclination ^), and chemistry (the interfacial excess,
Fi, of each independent chemical component species) are determined by the minimum
of excess energy -YGB(T, P, '; R, (ii)) when the abutting crystals are in equilibrium
with the same pressure, temperature and chemical potentials ' = (I 1, /2, ... , 7 c) [90].
Grain boundary complexion transitions only occur if a different boundary structure,
chemistry or morphology has a reduced YGB-
Grain boundary complexion transitions will produce abrupt changes in boundary-
sensitive properties. If a sufficiently large fraction of grain boundaries in a polycrystal
transform over a small range of temperatures or 14, macroscopic properties can undergo
significant alteration. Examples include diffusivity, plasticity, conductivity, corrosion
resistance, brittle-ductile transitions and activated sintering [70, 130-133].
Classical (or continuum) thermodynamic considerations omit the complexity that
is inherent at length scales of the order of a crystalline lattice parameter. For free
surfaces of crystals, which are generally described by two geometrical variables that
specify the inclination of the surface with respect to the crystal, such complexity
arises from relaxation of atomic positions in the surface region. For grain boundaries,
three additional parameters are required to specify the misorientation between the
abutting crystals. Explicit calculations of GB structure based on atomic potentials
or approximations to electron density functions provide methods for direct, often
accurate, calculations of structures and excess energies. However-for behavior over
a range of temperature, stress, chemical potentials, misorientations, and inclinations
in a variety of stable crystal phases-such calculations are not feasible. Classical
thermodynamics provides methods for generic stability predictions based on empirical
properties. Atomistic structural and energetic calculations (which are thermodynamic
minimizations in the static case) can provide information that supplements empirical
data and affirm or refine continuum models.
In this chapter, classical interfacial thermodynamics is extended to a simplified
model of grain boundaries in fixed stoichiometric systems. A diffuse-interface model-
based on the polycrystalline phase-field model from Kobayashi, Warren, and Carter
(KWC) [134-136]-is used to develop a thermodynamic construction to predict GB
premelting, often associated with distinct order-disorder transitions. The thermody-
namic construction extends previous work of Lobkovsky and Warren that established,
and numerically demonstrated, premelting near Tm [137].
2.2 The KWC Diffuse-Interface Model of Grain
Boundaries
In the KWC model for a system with fixed stoichiometry, a two-dimensional poly-
crystalline microstructure is described by two field variables, which are the local
crystallinity field rq(x) and crystallographic orientation field 0(i). The crystallinity
r is a coarse-grained scaled measure of structural disorder. The values r = 1 and 0
are usually defined as denoting crystalline and liquid states, respectively. The crys-
tallographic orientation field, 0, is a local coarse-grained measure of the "most likely"
crystallographic orientation with respect to a fixed axis. Though not specially treated
here, the values the orientation field can take are restricted by the symmetry of the
crystalline phase. For example, the range of value of 0 is [0,7r] for a crystal with
two-fold symmetry.
The values of crystallinity and crystallographic orientation variables can be calcu-
lated from underlying atomistic structures through proper coarse-graining schemes [138-
140]. In a possible scheme to derive r and 9, a crystallinity measure can be defined by
an atom's (located at () radial distribution function Ordf(X-•) [141], or its bond-angle
distribution function abda(-) [138,139], or the ratio (surface area)/(volume)2 / 3 of its
Voronoi tessellation, av [139]. In each case, a distance metric (,) (i.e., (a((), axtal)
that scales with the departure from an ideal crystal, and (a((), aamorph) for an amor-
phous structure) could be defined and for each atom,
-~ 
( Q~(4-a ), aam orph) 
(2.1)
which should range from 0 for amorphous to 1 for ideally crystalline structures. Us-
ing similar methods, perhaps related to an atom's bond-angle distribution, a bond
orientation 0(C) could be likewise assigned. Finally, the continuous fields could be
defined through the following coarse-graining procedure:
r o(e ) Z Eatoms(j) fv X -) (4)ei ) d(2.2)
Eatoms(j) fv X(Z - () dV
where X(i) is a convolution function (i.e., with compact support) such as exp(--.
y/j2) where t is a coarse-graining length, typically on the order of a few bond lengths.
Fig. 2-1 illustrates a schematic profile of 7 and 0 in a bicrystal. Within each grain,
the local crystallinity is equal to one and the orientation field has a constant value. In
the GB region, the local crystallinity takes values less than one, implying less ordered
structure, and the local orientation exhibits a change from one value to another.
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Figure 2-1: Equilibrium profiles for r(x) and O(x) for a one-dimensional symmetrical
GB. The discontinuity in first derivatives of rT, which is collocated with the disconti-
nuity of 0 at the boundary core, x = 0, is a consequence of Eq. 2.12.
The excess free energy of a GB in the KWC model is expressed as a functional of
the two field variables, which is
F[r, 0; T] j= Af((SI ), T) + (q- (V())2 + s 9g[()] IVO dV (2.3)
A one-dimensional version of Eq. 2.3 can be employed for a planar GB where all fields
are uniform in the GB plane, which is taken to be normal to the x coordinate,
F[r, 0; T] = A Af(,r(x), T) + -2 + s g(rq()) - dx (2.4)
sys 2 dx dx
where A is the GB area and set to unity here.
The integrand of Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 can be viewed as a low-order approximation
to the inhomogeneous free energy density-i.e., the integrand includes the values of
rl and 0 and their spatial derivatives. Different terms of the integrand are discussed
briefly below.
Af(r7 , T) is the excess homogeneous free energy density per volume of a uniform
material with a crystallinity r measured against a single crystal reference state, i.e.,
Af(rl, T) = f(rl, T) - f(rT = 1, T). Note that Af must be independent of 0 to meet
the physical requirement that F is rotation invariant. At temperatures close to the
melting point, Tm, Af has the form of a double well with two local energy minima at
the crystalline (,q = 1) and liquid (rl = 0) states. At T < Tm, f (7 = 1) - f(rl = 0) < 0
and the crystalline state is more stable.
The rest of the terms in the integrand are energy contributions from the crys-
tallinity and orientation gradient penalties. Several features of the orientation gradi-
ent term need some explanation. First, different from most other phase-field models,
the leading orientation gradient term is of order one, i.e. IVOI, instead of the usual
quadratic form. A direct consequence of the absence of 0 in Af, this is essential to ob-
tain a locally confined equilibrium GB structure in the model, as Kobayashi et al [134]
have previously shown that including only the square gradient term (VO) 2 results in
an unphysical, completely diffuse GB. Although omitted here, higher order terms of
the orientation gradient may be added to the energy functional, and Lobkovsky and
Warren have shown that the (VO) 2 quadratic term needs to be included for study-
ing GB motion. Second, the coefficient of the IVO1 term is dependent on the local
crystallinity. The prefactor function, g(77), is a monotonically increasing function of
77 which designates the effect of disorder on reducing the orientation gradient energy,
i.e., the misorienation energy penalty: there should be no misorientation penalty in
a complete disordered state (liquid); the penalty should increase with the structural
order of the material and reach a maximum at q = 1. A quadratic form, g(7) = q2,
has been used in phase-field simulations [134,136,137,142], but we will keep the form
of g(7) general here and discuss other choices in the next section. v and s, the re-
maining parameters in Eq. 2.4, scale the gradient penalty contributions relative to
the homogeneous free energy for the disorder and orientation gradients, respectively.
For the model analysis performed in the following sections, the temperature T is
assumed to be uniform within the system. Several other assumptions are implicitly
made in Eq. 2.4. It is assumed that point defects in the proximity of a GB always
obtain equilibrium concentration profiles, and these equilibrium fields are already
implicitly included in Af. By extending Af to be a function of defect concentrations,
the effects of their spatial variation on the stability of GB structures would be an
extension of the current model framework. It is also assumed that stresses near
GBs are fully relaxed by fast atomic transport between the bulk and the interfaces.
Therefore, stresses do not represent independent degrees of freedom. Constraints on
such transport or upon the number of interfacial sites would require extension of the
model to cases where interfacial stresses are included.
2.3 Graphical Analysis of Grain Boundary Order-
Disorder Transitions
2.3.1 Parallel Relation Between the KWC Model and Cahn's
Critical Point Wetting Theory
In our study, focus is given to analyzing the equilibrium structure of a planar sym-
metric GB in a bicrystal. Let the GB plane normal to the x axis, the boundary
conditions applied to a bicrystal are
,r(x = +oo) = 1
O(x = -o0) = 0_ (2.5)
9(x = o00) = 0+
where 0_ and 0+ are the crystal orientations on both sides of the GB. Because of
the symmetry, only half of the bicrystal needs to be modeled, and the boundary
conditions accordingly change to
q(X = 0) = ~7GB
,(z = 00) = 1
AO (2.6)O(x = 0) = + -(2.6)
O(x = 00) = 0+
where tq(0) = ?qGB is the local crystallinity value of the GB core at x = 0, and
AO - 0+ - 8_. AO > 0 is assumed with no loss of generality.
Equilibrium is obtained when F(r~, 0; T) in Eq. 2.4 is minimized with respect to
the functions q(x) and 0(x) subject to boundary conditions, Eq. 2.6. Kobayashi and
Giga [143] have shown that with the assumption that q(x) has only one local minimum
at the GB core, i.e. 7rmin = 7GB, the equilibrium 0(x) field must be a step function
localizing all of its change at x = 0
S- 00< X <0
eq(X) = 0_ + Ax =O (2.7)
8+ 0 <x < oo
With the equilibrium solution of 0(x) being known, one can reduce the GB excess
energy to a functional of q(x) only by substituting Eq. 2.7 into Eq. 2.4 and using the
equality, dOeq/dx = AO6(x), 6(x) being the delta function
F[q; AO, T] = sA9g(qGB) + 2 Af (rh T) + 2- ] dx (2.8)
in which the effect of the orientation field on the GB excess energy reduces to a scalar
misorientation parameter, AO. F in Eq. 2.8 remains to be minimized with respect
to 7(x) and the unknown r7GB. The first term in Eq. 2.8, sA0g(?,GB), derives from
the boundary condition, and favors the smallest possible r7GB value (i.e., r7GB = 0, a
disordered GB). The integral in Eq. 2.8 favors a homogeneous crystal (i.e., q(x) = 1
everywhere). Determined by the competition between these two terms., the equilib-
rium GB crystallinity, q", should take a value between 0 and 1. One would expect
that the boundary structure becomes less ordered for GBs with larger misorientations
.The energy functional, Eq. 2.8, has the exactly same form as the free energy
The energy functional, Eq. 2.8, has the exactly same form as the free energy
expression employed in Cahn's critical-point wetting theory (CPWT) [22],
0d \1 d (2.9)F = D(cs)+ Af(c, T) + K dx (2.9)
if the concentration in a two-component fluid, c, is exchanged for crystallinity rq. In
CPWT, the short-range surface interaction I(c,)-term favors a composition profile
with the surface adsorption, cs, at the minimum of (. The integral in CPWT similarly
favors a uniform bulk. This analogy suggests, under some conditions, that first-order
GB structural transitions may exist below the temperatures at which the boundary
is completely wet by the crystal's equilibrium melt as a parallel to the first-order
adsorption transitions in CPWT.
2.3.2 Graphical Construction
A graphical construction approach, similar to Cahn's analysis for CPWT, is employed
to determine the equilibrium GB solutions and the conditions for GB structural tran-
sitions. The 7r(x) that minimizes Eq. 2.8 has a vanishing variational derivative (c.f.
Ref. [144]),
SF
= 0 (2.10)
which gives
v2d 2 _ f for x > 0 (2.11)dx 2  &rl
with the boundary condition at x = 0 for a variable end-point problem [144]
dc _ sAO dgd = -sAO d (qGB) (2.12)dzx =0+ 2v 2 dr
The first integral of Eq. 2.11 (multiplying Eq. 2.11 by drl/dx and integrating once) is
v2 f(,T) 
for 0 
(2.13)2
-= A f(, T) for x > 0 (2.13)2 dx
where the integration constant is determined to be zero because rq(x = oc) = 1 and
Af (r = 1) = 0. Because r7(x = 0) = rGB is the only minimum of qr(x), dr//dx > 0 for
all x > 0 and Eq. 2.13 is equivalent to
dr/ /2f(r/, T)d- = Af -T) for x > 0 (2.14)
dx v2
Rewrite Eq. 2.14 as
dx v2
2Af(,T) for x > 0 (2.15)d77 V 2Af (, T)
Integrating Eq. 2.15 once gives an implicit solution for the equilibrium q(x) profile to
the right of the GB
x() = 2f dr' (2.16)
f7GB 2A f;2( T)
Using Eqs. 2.13 and 2.15 and the following identityJ f dg
g(q- (2 dr (2.17)
one rewrites Eq. 2.8 as
F = JGB sAO dg (2.18)
-( = -2 d() dr + 2v2Af(TI, T)dr (2.18)2 2 d77 77GB
in which the GB excess energy is expressed as an explicit function of r7GB. Therefore,
the equilibrium GB solution is uniquely determined by the local crystallinity value
at the GB core, rpGB, through Eqs. 2.15 and 2.18. The unknown r/GB in Eqs. 2.15 and
2.18 is determined by inserting Eq. 2.14 into Eq. 2.12
V/2Af(B T) sAO dg (r7GB) (2.19)2 d7r
its solution is denoted as GB.
In addition to solutions of Eq. 2.19, the bounding values of rq, i.e. qr=0 and 1,
may themselves be the equilibrium values of r7GB if F in Eq. 2.18 is an increasing (or
decreasing) function of 7rGB near 77GB=0 (or 1). The condition for such "boundary
extrema" to appear will be governed by inequalities which replace Eq. 2.19. To
find this inequality for i9" = 0, consider two extremal solutions to Eq. 2.8, 0o(x) and
l+(x), with fixed boundary conditions at x = 0: T0(x = 0) = 0 and q+(x = 0) = 56GB,
where 6qGB is a positive infinitesimal quantity. Because the variational extremum still
holds, Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.18 hold for 7GB = mo and 71+. The corresponding values of
F are
Fo = 2 /2v 2Af(,,, T)dT
0J1
F+ = 2 GB sAO dg d+ V/2v 2Af(, T)dT (2.20)0 2 dT 67GB
F+ - F0 is the minimum increase of excess energy for a small positive departure 65GB
away from T7GB=0. Therefore, the condition that qGB is a boundary minimum is
sAO dgd (T = 0) - 2 2Af (0, T) > 0 (2.21)2 d?7
As g(T) is a monotonically increasing function, its leading order behavior at T = 0
is g(7) = 7P with p > 0. The boundary-minimum condition, Eq. 2.21, is never
satisfied for any p > 1 below Tm. For p = 1, the inequality is met within a range of
temperatures below Tm where Af(0) is small enough. For 0 < p < 1, the inequality
is met for all T < Tm. On the grounds that completely disordered boundaries are
minimizers for large undercoolings if p < 1, this range can be eliminated because it
produces unphysical results. Therefore, in the remainder of this chapter, the following
scaling behavior for g(77) at T7 = 0 is assumed
g(7) = TP p > 1 (2.22)
There is a corresponding inequality for 7qGB = 1, but has no consequence in this model
and it is determined T7GB = 1 can never be the equilibrium value.
Based on Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19, a graphical approach can be used to determine the
equilibrium values of the crystallinity at the GB core, %rB, and the GB excess energy,
F(r77q; AO, T), as demonstrated in Fig. 2-2. qr2q and F(rqq; AO, T) can be represented
by plotting the two integrands in Eq. 2.18 against the integration variable 'q (Fig. 2-
2). According to Eq. 2.19, q' is determined by the intersection of the curves for
(sA0/2)dg/drl and V/20 2 Af. According to Eq. 2.18, one-half the GB energy, F/2,
is the area under the first curve between 0 to r1,q plus the area under the second
curve from nB to 1. This representation demonstrates the competition between the
boundary condition and the bulk integral terms in Eq. 2.8: The boundary condition
term, arising from the region 0 < yr < rq ,, and the bulk term, from qrB < q < 1, are
directly coupled through GB.
sA0g( icB)
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Figure 2-2: Graphical construction for GB complexions (see Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19). The
equilibrium GB crystallinity, %rB, is the intersection of the curves represented by the
integrands in Eq. 2.18 and the sum of the two shaded areas is half of the free energy
of an equilibrium GB.
2.3.3 Graphical Analysis of Grain Boundary Order-Disorder
Transitions
The graphical construction permits prediction of trends in the temperature depen-
dence of GB complexions based on qualitative aspects of the assumed double-well form
of Af (, T) and of the monotonic, temperature-insensitive, behavior of (sAO/2)dg/d?7.
The latter function follows from Eq. 2.22, or modified versions used elsewhere [134,
145,146]. The energy of the metastable liquid minimum of Af(,, T) at r = 0 increases
with the magnitude of undercooling, AT - Tm - T, and therefore the intercept of the
curve 2v 2Af also increases with AT. Fig. 2-3 depicts several situations that differ
depending on the relative curvatures of the two integrands. At large undercoolings,
ATiarge, a single intersection always exists at an Qq close to 1, which predicts a rela-
tively ordered GB. As supercooling decreases (increasing T), this intersection moves
continuously towards a more disordered qq. At the same time, with the y-intercept of
V/2v-2Af decreasing, the two curves come close to each other at low 7GcB values. Fig. 2-
3(a) illustrates the situation where two additional equilibrium solutions characterized
by smaller (i.e., more disordered) values of qq appear at decreased undercooling,
ATmed.
Of the three intersection appearing in Fig. 2-3(a), the middle intersection GBmax
is an unstable solution of qq _it maximizes the area below the two curves. The
remaining intersections, nOrd and q ,Di are metastable solutions that represent an
ordered and a disordered GB complexion, respectively. The terms "ordered" and
"disordered" here only have relative meanings, since neither GB structure is purely
crystalline nor liquid-like. Consideration of Eq. 2.15 shows that the disordered GB
has a larger thickness because of its smaller lower integration limit, GBD . The relative
stability rankings of the two solutions depend on their energy values. According
to the graphical representation of the GB excess energy, the energy difference of
the two solutions, F(rdG )-F(rB), is equal to the difference of the hatched area A
and B shown in Fig. 2-3: the ordered GB is more stable when area A is less than
B. When the multiple intersections begin to develop, qg-maxnd qDi are close to
each other and area A is less than B, so G is the globally stable solution. As
undercooling decreases, 7q- max gradually moves to irGB, resulting in an increase of A
relative to B. The relative stability of the 1Dis and qOrd solutions will switch when
area A becomes equal to B at a particular temperature below T,. If the system
parameters support such a switch, this temperature will characterize a first-order
GB order-disorder structural transition, where the local crystallinity and thickness
of the GB have a discontinuous jump. As the undercooling is reduced further, lG•D
decreases continuously and approaches zero at Tm, suggesting that the corresponding
GB complexion becomes completely liquid-like at the melting point. An additional
aspect is that "eqB may merge with G•Od and then disappear at small enough AT,
as shown in Fig. 2-3(a). This results in a loss of the rqG1Od solution, and the GB will
transform barrierlessly into the disordered GB complexion just below Tm.
However, this sequence and the behavior with undercooling depend on the shapes
of the two curves in Fig. 2-3. Two other modalities of GB behavior near Tm can
be distinguished by increasing the curvature of (sAO/2)(dg/dr7 ) relative to that of
V2_2Af , or, by varying the slope of (sA0/2)(dg/dr) which is equivalent to changing
the GB misorientation AO. A second situation is illustrated in Fig. 2-3(b), which is
realized by a more positive curvature of (sAO/2)(dg/d77) or a larger AO relative to
Fig. 2-3(a). In this case, only one intersection, q1B, is generated at any undercoolings,
and it evolves continuously from 7 1 to r GB 0 as AT --+ 0. There is no first-
order GB transition below Tm, but the solution's asymptotic behavior as AT --+ 0 is
the same as for the disordered GB complexion in the first situation (viz. Fig. 2-3(a)),
i.e., the GB possesses a completely liquid-like structure when approaching the melting
point. This is the case of continuous GB disordering that leads to preferential GB
melting.
Figure 2-3(c) illustrates the third modality that is for small AO. Again, a single
intersection, 7G,B is generated that decreases with decreasing AT, but its value re-
mains finite as T - Tm. In such systems, the ordered GB structure is stable against
complete, preferential melting upon approach to Tm from below; moreover, they will
not be perfectly wet by the liquid at equilibrium at Tm. It will be justified below that
rGB -- 0 corresponds to perfect wetting at Tm, i.e., 2 Ysol-liq = 'GB-
Thus the three transition modalities have differing implications for macroscopic
system behavior. The modalities can be cataloged based on two distinguishing phe-
nomena: whether a first-order transition exists below T,, and whether the GB is
perfectly wet (i.e., r~q -+ 0) at T = Tm. The particular behavior depends on the
modeled system through the forms of Af(,q, T) and g(Tr) plus the values of gradient
coefficients s and v, and on the misorientation AO. How AO affects GB behaviors is
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Figure 2-3: Constructions depict differing GB transition behaviors for a range of
undercoolings. (a) illustrates the possibility of a first-order GB disorder transition
below Tm. (b) and (c) illustrate other types of GB behavior arising from changing
curvature for the orientation gradient energy prefactor g(,r). In (b) only one solution
exists that decreases continuously to qG = 0 as T T m. In (c) only one solution
exists, but has a limiting finite value, qG > 0, at T = Tm.
of particular interest because it will vary from boundary to boundary in a polycrystal
while the others are "system parameters" fixed by the material. An extended graph-
ical analysis of misorientation effects and also of these system parameters follows.
By inserting the leading behavior for g(ir) from Eq. 2.22, Equation 2.19 becomes
[Aflr9]' =(q a q  (2.23)
where
1
2 (p- 1) ) )23 (2.24)
Equations 2.22 and 2.23 permit a general graphical construction for q` by plotting
the two sides of Eq. 2.23 against TrGB.
In Eq. 2.23, the aq'GB curve is a straight line that passes through the origin with a
slope a proportional to (AO) 20, and the homogeneous free-energy curve is a double-
well function raised to a power /3.
For a given system, the range of GB misorientations are represented by a fan
of lines emanating from the origin. For the case illustrated in Fig. 2-4(a), when
there is at least one boundary misorientation that produces three intersections with
[Af(r/, T)]O at a temperature T below Tm, two bounding tangent lines, associated with
an upper AOu and a lower AOL misorientation, are produced by the fan (It is assumed
for this demonstration that both AOu and AOL lie within the range of allowable
misorientations which would be 0 < AO < 27 with low-symmetry crystals and reduced
by additional crystal symmetry.) Any misorientation AOL < AO < AOu will have two
(meta)stable GB complexions at the given temperature. A particular AOFO(T) that
has the equilibrium first-order transition at T separates the GB misorientation into
an upper region, AOFO < AO < AOu, wherein the disordered GB qGD is globally
stable, and a lower region, AOL < AO < AOF, where the ordered GB 7OGrd is globally
stable.
However, the two tangent lines of (Af)1 that define AOu and AOL may not exist
at all temperatures. To establish a criterion for their existence, consider the first
inflection point of (Af)3 (i.e., the inflection with the smallest rq value). Of all the
tangent lines from (Af)O, the one at this point yields the smallest y-intercept value
Ymin, as drawn in Fig. 2-4(b). This is shown by the expression of the y-intercept
of a tangent line at q, Y(ir) = [Af(,)]O - O7Aff/i9rl, which is extremized by the
condition 82Af /Oa72=0 (i.e. at the inflection point). If Ymi > 0 at T, no tangent
lines can pass through the origin and there is no coexistence of ordered and disordered
complexions at this temperature. However, two such lines (AOu and AOL) do exist if
Ymin < 0. Ymin < 0 is thus a sufficient and necessary condition for a first-order GB
order-disorder transition to occur at T.
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Figure 2-4: Extended construction to reveal behavior as a function of GB misorienta-
tion. (a) The AOu and AOL define upper and lower bounds to a fan of lines for those
AO having three intersections. Frame (b) illustrates how the sign of the y-axis inter-
cept, Ymin, of the tangent line of the nearest inflection point of (Af(7r)) 3 evolves with
temperature. No first-order transition at any GB is possible when Ymin is positive.
In some systems, Ymin may switch sign from positive to negative below Tm. If so,
a critical temperature can be defined for an undercooling ATcrit where Ymin = 0, as
illustrated in Fig. 2-4(b). Then, for T < Tm - ATrit, no first-order transition will
appear for any misorientation angle. AOu, AOL, and AOFO are meaningful only for
AO < AOcrit. At T = Tm - ATrit, only that tangent line for the first inflection crosses
the origin, which is equivalent to AOu = AOL = AOFO. The slope of that tangent line
defines a critical misorientation, AOcrit. Misorientations of AO > AOcrit will always
have greater values than AOu(T) at temperatures T > Tm - ATrit. Therefore, the
a~q curve for AO > AOcrit has only one intersection with Af8 which approaches the
origin as AT - 0 (i.e., 77,q -- 0). Their associated complexions thus exhibit continous
melting and have perfect wetting behavior (as elaborated in the next section). For
misorientations just less than AOcrit, three intersections will appear above T,, - ATit,
and a first-order GB order-disorder transition will happen if AO > AOFO(T) for some
T below Tm. Finally, when AO is always less than AOL(T) below Tm, there is only
one intersection and it remains at a finite q value as T - T,. Such GBs will not
be fully disordered nor wet by a liquid at Tm.
Plotting the three characteristic misorientation angles, AOFO, AOL, and AOu,
against temperature yields three curves on the T-AO plane forming an interfacial
complexion diagram. These lines represent the first-order GB order-disorder transi-
tion line and the two metastable existence limits. The three lines terminate at the
critical point (T•rt, AOcit), as shown in Fig. 2-5. The critical conditions, (Tcrit, AOci),
are determined by the conditions
o = [Af(r77it; Tcrit)] - crit a (2.25)
(9? •lcritTcrit
0= (2.26)
a9 t2 7crit,Tcrit
AOit = 2Vv Af' (rCrit, Tcrit) (2.27)
sP 7lcrit
Within the limits of the metastable existence curves in Fig. 2-5, both the ordered
and disordered complexions can exist in metastable equilibrium; whereas outside
these limits only one complexion exists. The complexions may coexist stably only at
temperatures and misorientations indicated by the first-order transition curve.
Finally, if Ymin, 0 for all T < Tm, multiple intersections will not be gener-
ated, and the three lines will not appear as in Fig. 2-5. In this case, GBs will have
continuously increasing but limited disorder up to T = T,.
AfA
[A U
AOcrit
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Tcrit Tm T
Figure 2-5: An example of a GB-complexion diagram (the interface equivalent of
a phase diagram) for a system that admits a first-order interfacial transition. The
solid curve delineates first-order grain boundary transitions-on the low T and AO
side, the more ordered complexion (,gqrd) is more stable, while the more disordered
complexion (r G) is more stable on the other side. The first-order curve terminates
at a critical point (Tcit, A0crit) at which the transition is higher order. The dashed
curves indicate existence limits (spinodes) for the metastable extensions of the r; d-
solution (upper, dash-dotted curve) and 7DD8-solution (lower, dashed curve). The
extension of the OGdB spinode to T > Tm indicates whether an ordered GB could
metastably superheat.
2.3.4 Asymptotic Behavior of the Disordered GB complexion
As T --+ Tm, the asymptotic behavior of GBs can be analyzed by expanding Af(q, T)
about 7r = 0 and T = Tm
Ah
Af(r~, T) = AhmAT + A + o(AT, r,) (2.28)Tm
where AT = Tm - T is the small undercooling, Ahm is the melting enthalpy per
volume, A is a positive constant, and q is greater than 1. Using Eq. 2.22 for g(,r) and
~
inserting Eq. 2.28 into Eq. 2.19 produces
ThmAT + A  ' A 2 2 2 (p-1) (2.29)
Equation 2.29 implies that, when 1 < q/(2p - 2), the crystallinity of a disordered GB
(both stable and metastable) goes continuously to zero as
D is , AT 1/ (2p- 2)  T - Tm (2.30)
When 1 = q/(2p - 2), similar scaling relation holds and complete melting occurs, but
only for GBs with AO > AOet = 2vV. When q/(2p - 2) < 1, there is no solution
to Eq. 2.29 at q . 0 (i.e. no disordered GB solution exists because the left-hand side
always exceeds the right when 7 is sufficiently small). For this case, q q remains finite
at Tm, which indicates unconditionally that GB premelting at Tm does not occur for
any AO, nor does perfect liquid wetting.
The asymptotic behavior of the GB thickness can be obtained from Eq. 2.15 by
assuming a fixed r value (near 1) specifies the edge of the GB core. The thicknesses
of disordered GBs always diverge as T -+ Tm. However, the divergence rate is either
logarithmic for q = 2 or obeys a power low relationship for q > 2,
In (Tm/(Tm - T)) q = 2WGB - , (2.31)
((Tm - T)/Tm) 2 q > 2
The logarithmic divergence of film thickness for q = 2 is a typical result of mean field
theories, and it agrees with the results of other modeling methods [44, 45,147]. The
logarithmic divergence results from a Af that is quadratic near q = 0. However, in
one MD study it was noted that the widths could fit (AT)- 1/4 [147], which would
agree with the above relation for q = 4.
The above analysis establishes that, as T -- Tm, a disordered GB with vanishing
7r7, widens due to the gradient penalties. The misorientation penalty disappears as
the boundary thickness increases. In this limit, Eq. 2.18 becomes
G2 '=sl = /2v2Af(, T)dq (2.32)
which is the solid/liquid interfacial energy at Tm. The difference between YGB and
2y1s vanishes as
2%l - YGB ATp/(2p-2) T - Tm (2.33)
Thus, any disordered GB is perfectly wet by the equilibrium liquid at Tm. On the
other hand, ordered GBs have a finite r7Q at Tm and are not perfectly wetted. For
this reason, AOL(Tm) corresponds to AOwt, the wetting transition misorientation, as
in Fig. 2-5.
2.3.5 Grain Boundary Superheating
A perfect solid can be superheated in the absence of liquid nucleation. The free
surface provides barrierless nucleation if the liquid perfectly wets the solid surface.
Not all crystal surfaces are perfectly wet by their equilibrium melt at T = Tm; pure
Pb(111) is an example [28,148]. Grain boundaries will also provide nucleation sites,
and their wetting behavior will determine whether a solid can be superheated in the
absence of free surface nucleation, or suppress superheating and promote melting,
especially for confined solids with no free surfaces. To analyze superheated GBs, the
complexion diagram can be extended to temperatures above Tm using the graphical
analysis. Figure 2-5 shows that, of the three characteristic lines, only the rGOr d curve
extends above Tm. The GDis complexion (liquid in this case) is more stable than the
Ordd complexion for all T > Tm, but the ordered GB is metastable for AO < AOu and7?GB
will melt given a nucleation event. The OOd complexion is unstable for AO > AOu
above Tm.
2.4 Numerical Calculations
To illustrate different GB behaviors and GB complexion diagram with numerical
examples, the following model is considered
Ahm a2  b2
Af(r), T) = m(Tm - T) (1 - 7)'(1 + 3l7 + 6r72) 2( 2 4(1 _ )4Tm 2 2
sg(r) = sr/2
(2.34)
The first term of Af approximates a step function that decreases from -m (T - Tm)
to 0 at 77 = 1/2. The free energy difference between the liquid and solid states is
approximated by m(T - Tm). The second and third terms simulate an energy
barrier between liquid and crystalline states. The parameters a2 and b2 have the
units J/m3 . The model can be rescaled and the only significant parameter is the b/a
ratio. In this first example, b/a=1O is chosen. To develop a GB complexion diagram
like Fig. 2-5, the three characteristic lines on the diagram are numerically computed
in the following way. First, find the two roots of Eq. 2.25 at a given temperature T,
rvu and r)L (r•l > r7L), which correspond to the two limiting misorientations, AOu(T)
and AOL(T), through
AO,L(T) = 22 v f (Af U,L, T) 1/2 (2.35)
Ae(T) (2.35)
The temperature at which the difference between AOu and AOL vanishes is the critical
point temperature, Tcit. Next, within the range AOL < AO < AOU, Eq. 2.19 is
solved numerically for a given AO to find the two metastable roots representing the
ordered and disordered GB complexions. Iterate calculating the energies of the two
solutions according to Eq. 2.8, and vary AO to extract the numerical root of AOFo(T)
at which the two solutions have equal energies. Repeating the procedure for a set
of temperatures generates the AOG(T), AOL(T) and AOFo(T) lines. Fig. 2-6(a) is
the calculated complexion diagram, in which temperature, length, energy and GB
misorientation are rescaled as described in the caption. The first-order GB transition
and the two metastable GB-phase existence limiting lines terminate at a critical
point (Ahm(Tcrit-Tm)/(a2Tm), SAOcrit/(aw))=(-0.0148,1.722). The wetting transition
misorientation is found to be sAOwet/(a>)=1.
To further illustrate differing GB behaviors, several GB misorientation values are
selected for which the temperature dependence of GB crystallinity, energy and thick-
ness are calculated, as shown in Fig. 2-6(b)-(d). The GB thickness is calculated
by defining the boundaries of the GB region at 7r=0.9. The GB energy is com-
pared against the liquid/solid interface energy at Tm, %ys(Tm). The first-order and
continuous GB transitions are exhibited by two of the larger misorientations whose
normalized values are sAO/(av)=1.65 and 3. It can be measured from the plots that
the local crystallinities, rG, of both GBs approach 0 as (Tm - T)1/2 and their GB
thicknesses diverge as -ln[(Tm - T)/Tm], cosistent with predictions of Eqs. 2.30 and
2.31. Fig. 2-6 shows that the energies of the two GBs become twice the liquid/solid
interfacial energy at Tm. The GB with a smaller misorientation, sAO/(av)=0.9, shows
no preferential melting. It has finite local crystallinity and thickness at Tm and its
energy is less than 2 ys(Tm).
In previous simulations of the KWC model, the 94(1- _ )4 term in Af was absent
from Eq. 2.34, i.e. b/a = 0. For comparison, this is used as a second example to show
that the complexion diagram is sensitive to the detailed shape of the free energy curve.
The absence of the third term in Eq. 2.34 gives a liquid/solid energy barrier that is
less steep than the first model. As a result, the three characteristic lines in Fig. 2-5
shrink to a single critical point at (Ahm(Tcrit-T)/(a2 Tm),sAOcrit/(av))=(0,1), Fig. 2-
7(a). In this case, a GB either has no transition below Tm when AO < AOcrit, or
undergoes a continuous melting for AO > AOcrit. This is consistent with the results
of previous simulations, in which the first-order GB transitions were not observed
for b/a = 0 [136, 137]. The temperature dependence of GB crystallinity, thickness
and energy for several misorientations are shown in Fig. 2-7(b)-(d). Two of the
misorientations, sAO/(av)=0.5 and 0.8, are below the critical value. The GBs retain
finite crystallinity and thickness at T,, and their energies are less than 2y,l(Tm). The
largest misorientaion, sAO/(av)=1.5, shows continuous melting behavior similar to
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Figure 2-6: (a) Calculated GB complexion diagram for the numerical example with
b/a=10 in Af. (b)-(d) Normalized grain boundary crystallinity, energy and thickness
as functions of reduced temperature and misorientation for b/a= 10. The temperature
is rescaled as Ahm(T - Tm)/(a 2Tm), GB misorientation normalized with av/s, GB
thickness normalized with -, and GB energy normalized with 2 ,yl (i.e., twice the
solid/liquid interface free energy at Tm). ',l is calculated as f• /2v2/IAf(7, TM)d r.
Small AO shows limited disorder up to Tm, intermediate AO exhibits a first-order
transition, and large AO continuously premelts. The dashed lines represent metastable
extensions of ordered and disordered GBs. The dotted lines represent the unstable
solution.
the first model.
To gain further insight on how the model parameters affect GB wetting charac-
teristics at Tm, the generalized free energy density Af and prefactor g(r]) expressions
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Figure 2-7: A second numerical example illustrates how reduced barrier steepness
(b/a = 0 in Eq. 2.34) moves the critical point to Tm and thereby eliminates the
first-order transition from the complexion diagram.
are considered
Af (l, Tm) =
a2
3 [4,q(1 - q)] q>2
p>l (2.36)
produce a model that depends on the choice of parameters p and q. It becomes the
second model with b=0 when p = q = 2.
determines equilibrium GB states, becomes
At the melting point, Eq. 2.23, which
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Fig. 2-8 shows how the solutions of Eq. 2.37 depend on the value of q/(2p - 2).
For q/(2p - 2) > 1, the slope of the left-hand side of Eq. 2.37 is 0 at ?7GB = 0.
77GB = 0 is always a solution of Eq. 2.37 and it is metastable as judged by either
Eq. 2.21 or from graphical analysis. Therefore, all GBs can be wetted by liquid at the
melting point in this case and AOwet -+ 0 in Fig. 2-5. However, some misorientations
may produce three intersections (e.g., A01 in Fig. 2-8) while others produce only one
(e.g., A0 2 ). Therefore, complete GB wetting can be produced continuously or by a
first-order transition.
For q/(2p - 2) < 1, the slope of the left-hand side of Eq. 2.37 is o0 at 7GB = 0, and
77GB = 0 is an unstable solution for all AO. Therefore, no GB is wetted by a liquid
at Tm, and furthermore there is no GB transition at any AO below Tm - all GBs
remain ordered up to T,.
The intermediate case, q/(2p - 2) = 1, has a finite slope at q=0 in Fig. 2-8. The
qG7B = 0 is a stable solution for sAO/(av) > 1 (e.g., A02) but not stable at smaller mis-
orientations (e.g., A01). Complete wetting only occurs at GBs with misorientations
larger than 1.
Therefore, the phenomenon of complete GB wetting at Tm and GB transitions
below Tm is modulated by the ratio of q/(2p - 2). This is in agreement with the GB
asymptotic behavior analysis in the previous section.
2.5 Discussion
The graphical analysis and numerical results presented in previous sections predict
that grain boundaries will have an equilibrium complexion selected from a spectrum
of disordered structures. The tendency to disorder increases with misorientation and
with temperature up to the melting point where the crystal stably coexists with a
completely disordered (e.g., liquid or amorphous) structure. This results can be un-
derstood heuristically if the energy increase resulting from a layer of non-equilibrium
bulk material is compensated by an energy decrease obtained by converting an ordered
grain-boundary interface into two lower energy interfaces. This observation suggests
laGB
Figure 2-8: Specific examples of three characteristic shapes of Af(m, Tm)o oc
[477(1 - 7l)] 2T that cause different limiting behavior as T --- Tm. Intersections with
the straight lines define the behavior of GBs. Three different types of wetting behav-
ior emerge depending upon the types of intersections possible. For q/(2p - 2) > 1,
first-order or continuous disorder transitions lead to complete GB wetting at Tm for
all AO. For q/(2p- 2) = 1, complete GB wetting can result for AO > A,,,et = (va)/s,
but not for AO < A,,,et. For q/(2p - 2) < 1, every GB will have limited disorder at
Tm, and the liquid will not perfectly wet its equilibrium solid phase. The intersections
with circle markers represent local energy minima. Those with square markers are
local maxima.
that a continuous increase in grain boundary width and disorder as T --+ Tm could be
considered a "pre-melting" localized at those grain boundaries with sufficiently large
defect energies.
Moreover, the model identifies the conditions that some materials systems will
possess first-order transitions between disordered complexions at a specific curve in
misorientation-temperature space. Figure 2-5 is a grain-boundary complexion dia-
gram that indicates the temperatures and misorientations where two types of grain-
boundary "phases" exist as a stable or a metastable complexion. The curve at which
complexions co-exist at equilibrium is analogous to that in Cahn's CPWT phase di-
agram [22]: 7"B is analogous to PF which also has two coexistant equilibrium values
for which the difference vanishes at a critical point. This similarity is inevitable be-
cause KWC and CPWT have isomorphic free energy functionals (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9).
However, in this model, the interface term sA0g(?7GB) is derived from a GB functional
in Eq. 2.4.
Of the three transition modalities depicted in Fig. 2-5, the two spinodals pertain
for metastable behavior at T > Tm. The higher of the two, AOu(T), is the stability
limit for ordered complexions. At T > Tm, a GB with AO > AOu will spontaneously
disorder as quickly as interfacial kinetics permit-it cannot be further superheated.
However, for GBs that have a metastable rG°d structure (AO < AOu) could be super-
heated; solids containing only such GBs thus could be superheated metastably until a
nucleation event occurs. Simulations of superheated Si and metallic grain boundaries
showed that GBs directly disordered, and the liquid band grew as fast as interfacial
kinetics allowed [50, 51,55]. It is suggested that GBs that melted without incubation
above Tm [50,51,55] would completely premelt as T -+ Tm. This is because the same
simulations showed that melting at low-energy free-surface orientations did require
incubation at T > Tm, which implied the GBs' metastability.
In this model, no special misorientations are associated with cusps in ygb(AO)
(except at AO = 0) that have been observed elsewhere (e.g., [149-152]). Including
multiple cusps in a KWC model would be possible through modification of the IV01
term in Eq. 2.3 with a function of IV0O that has multiple minima. Furthermore, this
model does not provide an upper bound for misorientation-A9 can be at most 27r in
crystals with the lowest possible symmetry, and this upper bound will be smaller in
most systems of interest. Therefore in practice, complexion diagrams will be restricted
to lower subregions of Fig. 2-5 and the curve of first-order transitions may intersect-
and thus terminate without a second-order transition -at the maximum allowed
misorientation.
Polycrystalline materials will typically contain grain boundaries with all possi-
ble misorientations; therefore, at a fixed temperature, observable complexions would
range over those which appear along a constant temperature (vertical) line in Fig. 2-5.
However, microstructural evolution or texture affect the distribution of GB misori-
entations, and the frequency of observed complexions may not be directly related to
their relative line intersection lengths. The behavior of a fixed polycrystalline mi-
crostructure may have a complex temperature relationship: some grain boundaries
may have continuous or first-order premelting behavior until the grain boundary is
replaced with a perfectly wetting liquid at T = Tm; others could remain ordered
without nucleating a more disordered complexion as T - Tm. The ranges of misori-
entations for which these behaviors are possible are separated by the values of AO
where the curves for the two spinodes and the first-order transitions intersect the line
T = Tm.
Specific complexion diagrams can be obtained numerically for particular models of
free energy, Af, and misorientation gradient penalty. The manner through which Af
and g(q) combine to create a spectrum of diagrams were explored by developing a test
model that depends on a ratio q/(2p - 2) relating the steepness of the misorientation
penalty (via q in Eq. 2.34) to Af (via p in Eq. 2.22). This generic model could also
serve as a foundation upon which material-specific models for p and q could be tuned
by comparing model predictions to empirical observation. However, such a tuning
scheme would not serve as an independent verification of this model. Preferably, those
continuum-model parameters which cannot be obtained through direct observation
could be obtained through coarse-graining of atomistic simulation data.
2.5.1 Relation Between Model Predictions and Atomistic Sim-
ulations
Some corroborating evidence for the qualitative behavior of the model presented in
this chapter can be obtained by comparison to published atomistic grain bound-
ary simulations. Molecular dynamics simulations of metallic grain boundaries have
demonstrated that grain boundary cores tend to disorder with increasing temperature
and that this tendency is increased for larger misorientations [150,153]. Considering
that a fixed AO requires that a grain boundary system must promote collective bond
distortion, this trend could be rationalized through the thermodynamic consideration
of entropic and enthalpic differences between ordered grain boundary cores with over-
lapping elastic fields and disordered cores with reduced elastic energy densities. Such
considerations are consistent with the form of Eq. 2.3; in fact, it is possible to modify
g(q) so that 'YGB is the Read-Schockley form derived from interacting dislocations at
small misorientations [134].
Molecular dynamic determination of bulk melting temperature is troublesome and
incurs errors of at least a few percent [50, 51, 55]. Consequently, molecular dynamic
confirmation of grain boundary transitions, such as premelting, is difficult and more
uncertain. Structural fluctuations and stochastic grain boundary migration can be
misinterpreted as evidence of a complexion transition. There are no estimates of
the values for nucleation barriers to complexion transitions which could be used to
estimate the duration of an MD simulation which might produce them. Furthermore,
characterization is hindered by the absence of a standard measure for local disorder,
such as q. Moreover, the complexion diagram's sensitivity to model parameters (such
as p and q in Eqs. 2.34 and 2.22) may indicate a similar sensitivity of atomistic
simulations to models of interatomic potentials. Systems that are likely candidates
for complexion transitions (i.e., those that form glasses, have complex grain boundary
structures, or highly-populated unit cells) are probably the most difficult to subject
to reliable MD simulations.
Nevertheless, extant simulations do provide evidence that premelting occurs for
higher-energy GBs. Simulations on tilt boundaries have demonstrated increasing
disorder and characterized divergent grain boundary widths as T - Tm [44,45,147].
In other simulations, tilt and twist boundaries exhibited wide disordered structures
at 0.98Tm, but the Tm asymptotic behavior was not characterized [60, 154, 155].
In Si simulations [49,156], low-angle twist boundaries (about [111]) remained nar-
row and crystalline at 0.95Tm, but higher-energy density GBs show increasing disorder
with T. In several cases high-angle twist boundaries were found to have amorphous
GB structures even at OK [49, 156]. Recently, von Alfthan, Kaski and Sutton et
al. re-examined the structures of Si twist GBs with improved simulation methods
[140, 157]. They found that the previously seen disordered GB structures at OK are
indeed simulation artifacts due to insufficient sampling in GB structural configura-
tions. However, their simulations do confirm again the existence of GB premelting
in Si as T - Tm [158]. Among the three (001) twist GBs they studied, i.e. E25, E5
and E29 that correspond to twist angles of 160, 370 and 440, continuous premelting
was found for high-angle GBs (E5 and E29), which starts at 0.7-0.8Tm, and no melt-
ing occurs to the E25 GB. No evidence of a first-order GB transition was obtained
in their simulations. The reason could be that GBs with intermediate energies that
exhibit first-order transition behavior were not sampled in their simulations, or that
(001) twist GBs in pure Si have a complexion diagram similar to Fig. 2-7 and the
first-order complexion transition is thus absent.
Molecular dynamics evidence for first-order grain boundary transitions is often
indirect. In one MD study, high-energy GBs clearly disordered below Tm; at TI, low
AO remained structurally stable, and intermediate cases exhibited ranges of disor-
der [147]. Several MD and Monte Carlo studies found two or more GB metastable
configurations for the same boundary at fixed temperature [52, 57-61].
Other indirect evidence is available from simulations of temperature-dependent
grain boundary properties. Simulations of GB migration and diffusion in fcc metals
suggest discontinuous reductions in activation energies at (0.6-0.8)Tm and may in-
dicate a first-order GB transition [62-64]. Futhermore, atomic displacements within
the GB core become more isotropic above the transition which is consistent with a
more disordered GB structure [63,64].
2.5.2 Relation Between Model Predictions and Experimental
Observations
Interpretation of reported experimental results such as TEM evidence is also non-
trivial. First, absence of observation does not imply absence of the phenomenon. In
experiments and simulations, there may be a bias towards special boundaries that
have higher symmetry and lower energy than random boundaries and towards mate-
rials that do not easily form glass. As suggested by Fig. 2-8, transitions tend not to
occur at the lower end of the grain boundary energy spectrum. Such a bias would
probably under-represent observations of complexion transitions. Second, presump-
tions that premelting must result in a completely amorphous core may have lead
researchers to neglect observations of partially ordered GBs. The structural differ-
ence between ordered and disordered GBs could be subtler and harder to discern than
expected. To be observed in the best conditions, a disordered region must be several
atomic layers thick.
However, an in situ TEM study of a Bi tilt boundary near Tm showed the dihedral
angle, /i, where a GB intersects solid/liquid interface, decreased with increasing AO,
and 0 dropped discontinuously to zero at AO = 15' [43]. One interpretation is that
the GB energy was discontinuous at AO = 150, but this is puzzling for complete
equilibrium. It may be indicative of a first-order transition allowing coexistence of
metastable GB complexions.
Because free-surface premelting is a similar, and a perhaps related, phenomenon,
it is instructive to consider the requirements for its observation at the surfaces of pure
metals. Premelting of various metallic surfaces has been observed with melted layer
widths approximately 5 monolayers at Tm - T = 10 characterized by ln[Tm/(Tm -
T)] [32, 33]. That premelting is only observed in TEM observations of Al GBs above
0.999 Tm [42] is qualitatively consistent with surface premelting observations. Metallic
free surfaces exhibit about one monolayer of disorder that develops more than 100
below Tm [32,33].
At 0. 5-0. 9 Tm, some metallic free surfaces can have roughening transitions [30]
where ledges and kinks disorder. For grain boundaries well below Tm, comparable
phenomena are that the population of point defects and dislocations in the core's
vicinity increases with temperature. TEM observations showed that secondary GB
dislocations in pure Al persisted to 0.96 Tm [42,159]. Observations show that particle
rotations which are driven by grain boundary anisotropy persist up to 0.96 and 0.99
Tm in Cu and Ag [160, 161]. Both observations indicate that some boundary-core
coherency remains even though they may premelt closer to Tm. It is also known
that roughening (also known as defaceting) transitions of faceted GBs in pure metals
occur at 0.6-0.9Tm [93,162] suggesting that the resultant stable general GBs are more
disordered than the lower-temperature faceted GBs.
Our model suggests that it may be possible to superheat the metastable rd
solution above Tm in Fig. 2-5 for grain boundaries with AO < AOu. This can be
compared to melting at free surfaces, at which detectable superheating is rare. In
rare cases, for example Pb(111), Al(111) and Ge(111), surfaces exhibit some disorder
but do not fully premelt [29, 163,164]. Moreover, not all Pb surfaces are wet by the
pure liquid at Tm [28]. Recently it was shown that these highly ordered surfaces could
be flash heated to 1.15Tm without fully disordering-suggesting first-order transition
behavior [165,166].
Thus, it is suggested that the general predictions of GB disorder made by the
diffuse-interface analyses, including the possibility of a first-order transition in bound-
ary structures, is not inconsistent with published TEM and simulation evidence. Ver-
ification of the existence of partially ordered grain boundaries and their transitions, or
a demonstration of their absence, constitutes a challenge to the TEM and simulation
communities.
If metallic systems are not ideal for the observation of GB structural transitions,
which systems would be better? GB disorder is promoted in materials where the molar
free energy difference between crystalline and liquid states is small. Systems with
short-range order in their liquid phase, as with liquid silicates, will have larger atomic
complexes which participate in disorder, so disordered boundary cores will be widened
and thus easier to see. The gradient coefficient s should probably increase with the
length scale of short-range order. Increased energy barrier height in Af permits
greater undercooling for stablized disorder GBs (as in Fig. 2-6) and premelted GB
films should occur over a wider temperature range in good glass formers. Polymeric
systems, particularly semi-crystalline polymers, polycrystalline metals that readily
form bulk-metallic glasses, and liquid crystals are candidates.
In recent years, colloidal crystal systems have been increasingly used as an alter-
native "simulation" approach to computer modelling for studying atomistic processes
in real materials. Individual particles in colloidal crystals can be imaged by (scan-
ning) confocal microscopes, which allows the structures of crystal defects such as GBs
and dislocations and their time-dependent evolutions to be resolved with high resolu-
tion. Compared to the current capability of atomistic simulations, A colloidal crystal
system can often contain more particles and allow observations at larger time-scales,
thus promising significant advances in our understanding of atomistic mechanisms
in microstructural evolutions. Indeed, direct imaging of premelted structures near
GBs and dislocations in colloidal crystals has been recently reported [167], which
serves as first direct evidence of defect-mediated premelting. Other examples include
visualization of dislocation dynamics [168] and crystal sublimation dynamics [169].
Compared to pure systems, more abundant evidence of GB structural transitions
exists for multicomponent systems. Nanometer thick, equilibrium intergranular glassy
films comprise the GBs in various ceramics [2, 65-67, 78]. Such films have thicknesses
that depend on the additive chemical potential [65-67, 69, 78], and exhibit thermody-
namic stability [2, 65, 67, 69, 78, 81]. In addition, considerable evidence from kinetic
behavior points to the existence of GB transitions yielding similar GB structures in
metallic alloys [170-173]. However, GB disordering in these cases is usually connected
with significant changes in GB compositions [2,68,69, 78-80]. A complete thermody-
namic analysis of GB transitions in multicomponent systems must be able to treat
simultaneous changes of GB structural order and segregation. In the next chapter an
extension of the diffuse-interface analysis to binary systems will be presented.
2.6 Conclusions
The KWC diffuse-interface model for grain boundaries in systems of fixed stoichiome-
try predicts disorder transitions at GBs. The model predictions of disordered GB core
material can be associated with the appearance of a liquid phase, and therefore this
diffuse interface model can be considered a premelting theory for grain boundaries as
a function of their misorientation. The graphical construction for equilibrium grain
boundary properties can be used to construct a "grain boundary complexion diagram"
that predicts which of two more and less ordered grain boundary structures would
be most stable for values of temperature and misorientation. The model predicts
the possibility that first-order transitions between a more ordered and a less ordered
grain boundary structure can occur with increasing temperature below the melting
temperature. The types of grain boundary structures and the temperature behavior
for transitions between the structures will directly affect macroscopic material prop-
erties, such as creep and grain boundary migration, for polycrystals. The features on
the GB complexion diagram depend on the homogeneous free energy density for the
crystalline and non-crystalline fixed stoichiometric material and on models for energy
penalties for inhomogenous distributions of disorder and crystallographic orientation.
The diagram's possible features are: 1) the critcal point's location (Tcrit/Tm, AOcrit);
2) a spinodal curve for the upper stability limits for the more disordered structure; 3)
a spinodal curve for the lower stability limits for the less disordered structure; 4) the
upper limit to grain boundary misorientations with equilibrium structures that do not
perfectly wet the boundary at Tm. Not all features will appear on a given complex-
ion diagram, as illustrated and predicted from a quantitative measure q/(2p - 2) of
power law approximations to the free energy density (q) and the disorder dependence
of gradient coefficient function for misorientation (p).
Along with premelting behavior, extensions of the model above the melting point
show that, when the equilibrium structure perfectly wets its grain boundary, no bar-
rier to melting occurs at T > T,. However, low misorientation boundaries in some
material systems can have non-perfectly wetting metastable structures that could be
superheated in the absence of a nucleation event.
Some experimental observations and atomistic simulations have shown qualita-
tive behaviors that are consistent with the model's predictions. A subset of these
simulations models have some quantitative measure that could be used to calibrate
model parameters. However, the absence of standard methods to characterize a con-
tinuum of disorder from collections of atomic positions from simulation data or from
diffraction data make direct model verification difficult. Characterization of conti-
nous spatial distributions of order is a challenge for materials simulators, theorists,
and experimentalists.
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Chapter 3
Grain Boundary Transitions in
Binary Systems
3.1 Introduction
The existence of GB premelting (onset of localized sub-solidus or sub-eutectic struc-
tural disorder) was suggested as early as 1952 [174], and has been investigated nu-
merically (lattice models [175], molecular dynamics [147], and Monte-Carlo simula-
tions [176]). While indirect observations support the existence of GB premelting
[39, 43], direct experimental observation in pure systems is rare [167]. In compari-
son, observations of GB structural disordering in alloys are less rare, which has been
reported for metals [75, 76,177], and ceramics, e.g., the intergranular glassy films in-
troduced in Chapter 1 [70,82]). The disordering is usually accompanied by changes
in equilibrium GB segregation, and the two aspects appear to promote each other.
Modeling this cooperative phenomenon requires theories beyond those for pure sys-
tems.
However, models that treat simultaneous GB premelting and segregation are rare
and system specific [175,177]. Developed along a separate line from models of GB
premelting, solute segregation transitions at GBs [178, 179] and surfaces [180] were
theoretically studied previously. The effect of structural inhomogeneity on solute
segregation behavior was accounted for in these models by considering the excess en-
ergy arising from solute-defect interaction, but the forms of the interaction potentials
were invariably assumed to be independent of segregation strength, which neglects
any possible coupled changes in defect structures. A unified theoretical framework
for understanding cooperative GB disordering and segregation transitions remains to
be developed. In this chapter, a generalized diffuse-interface thermodynamic model
is presented for cooperative structural and chemical grain boundary transitions in
binary alloys. The model is a natural extension of the diffuse-interface analysis for
systems of fixed stoichiometry presented in the last chapter. The spatial variation
of the stoichiometry of a binary system is permitted besides crystallinity and crys-
tallographic orientation. A similar, but more complicated graphical construction was
developed to analyze the temperature and matrix composition dependence of GB be-
havior and the existence of GB transitions in binary eutectic systems. Based on the
analysis, it is proposed that intergranular amorphous films are an high temperature
GB complexion resulting from a coupled prewetting/premelting transition.
3.2 The KWC Diffuse-Interface Model for Binary
Systems
The KWC model is applied to binary systems where the local concentration is allowed
to vary in space. In addition to the crystallographic orientation and crystallinity
variables, a third field variable, c(x), is used to describe local concentration variation
for a binary system. As in the last chapter, focus is given to planar, symmetric GBs.
The total excess free energy of a GB is modeled as as a one-dimensional functional
of the three fields:
F[c, L7, 0; T] = Af (c, r, T) + d 2  + 2 2
+ sg(O) • ] dx (3.1)dx
where f is the homogeneous free energy density, and Af is the excess volumetric free
energy density with respect to the perfectly crystalline state (7 = 1) at a fixed bulk
composition coo:
OfAf = f(c, l, T) - f(co, , = 1, T) - f (c, 1, T) (c - c) (3.2)
The volume fraction of material affected by the GB is assumed to be small enough
so that coo is a constant not affected by solute adsorption (i.e., the bulk is a reservoir
at fixed chemical potential p(co)).
The gradient coefficients for c, q, and 0, i.e. (K2/2, V2/2, and s), are treated as
constants in this model. As in the single-component model, the prefactor g(rq) is
modeled as a monotonically increasing function of q to reflect the coupling between
structural order and orientation gradient, and g is assumed to be independent of con-
centration. g(,q) = q 2 is used for numerical calculations in this chapter. Discussions
on the effect of different choices of g(y) on GB transition behavior can be found in
the last chapter.
The boundary conditions for a solitary GB in a single-phase binary alloy are
c(x = 00) = coo q(x = 00oo) = 1
(x = -oo) = O_ (= +oo) = 0+
With consideration similar to the single-component case in the last chapter [143],
one finds that under the assumption that q(x) has only one local minimum at the
GB core located at x = 0, the equilibrium solution of O(x) concentrates all its change
at the GB center at equilibrium,
9eq(x) = 0_ + AO H(x) = x (3.4)
+ x >0
where H(x) is a unit step function, AO -_ 0+ - 0_ and AO > 0 is assumed here.
Substituting eq (x) (i.e., dOeq/dx = AO6(x)) into Eq. 3.1 yields
F[c(x), q(x); 0 eq, T, 7GB] - sAOg(rGB) +2 [Af (c, rT, T)
2 2 ()  + V2 ()2
+- + ]dx
where q7GB - r(x = 0) is the local structural disorder at the GB core. The GB
excess energy expression in Eq. 3.5 becomes a functional of only c(x) and 7r(x). The
orientation gradient across the boundary is captured by the misorientation parameter
AO. The solutions of c(x) and iq(x) for a GB at equilibrium are governed by the Euler
equations of Eq. 3.5
d2C _ Af
dx2 ac
dx 2 = C
vz a7
(3.5)
(3.6)
with the boundary conditions
dc
=0
dx x=0
= s Og'(rl)dx X=o
dc0
=0
dx S.-- 00
(3.7)
3.3 Graphical Construction
A graphic approach to identify solutions of the Euler equations, 3.5 and 3.6, will be
described in this section.
The first integral of the Euler equations [144] can be obtained by adding Eq. 3.5 xdc/dx
and Eq. 3.6xdqr/dx and then integrating once, which yields
52 (C)2 +2 2 ( = •
82 = f (c, 7, T)
82
(3.8)
The integration constant vanishes in Eq. 3.8 because dc/dx, dr/dx and Af vanish as
X -4 00.
Because the only minimum of r(x) is at the GB core, qr(x = 0) = rGB, dqr/dx > 0
holds and thus q increases monotonically with x in x > 0 (or dr//dx < 0 in x < 0).
This allows one to treat c as a function of q: c(x) = c(rq(x)). Similarly x can be
treated as a function of q . The differential of x = x(rq) can be derived from Eq. 3.8
V2V2 + 2 ()dx 2z(T)2dx = N dq2Af (c, 77, T) for x>O and/or dr > 0
Substituting Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 into Eq. 3.5 results in a change of variable from x to q
F[c(r); GB, AO, T] = sAOg(q,,G) + 21 P(1, c(tq), dc/dr)dr
?1GB
(3.10)
where the integrand P is
P(7r, c(7r), dc/dr) = 2Af (c, ) v2 +K 2 2 (3.11)
The GB excess energy expression becomes a functional of c(rq) only. At equilibrium
a GB should have its free energy minimized against c(rq) and the GB crystallinity
r7GB, i.e., F should have a vanishing first variation with a fixed end-point (rq = 1,
c(77 = 1) = co) and a free end-point (77GB,C(7jGB) = CGB)
6F = 0 =2 a5cd(
+ [sAOg'(1) - 2P]|GB,cGB S7GB
- 2n2  2Af(c, 7) dcV2 + n2( )2 lGBSd7 7GBi CGB
(3.12)
ScGB
(3.9)
which produces the Euler equation
22 + v2 + 2 ] ( d V 2 = 0 (3.13)
dq2 d7 dq ac
and the boundary conditions at the GB core
dc = 0 (3.14)
d777=77GB
sAO
2 g B( 2GB)= 2ZAAf(CGB,??GB) (3.15)
Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 ensure that F in Eq. 3.12 is minimized against variations in GB
concentration, CGB, and GB crystallinity, 7GB, respectively. Eq. 3.15 is similar to the
boundary condition in the single-component model, Eq. 2.19, and they have analogous
physical implication.
A graphical construction for finding GB solutions of Eqs. 3.13-3.15 is presented
below. A solution to the Euler equation Eq. 3.13 without the restriction of the
boundary conditions Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 is uniquely determined by its boundary values,
(77GB, CGB). Any point on the GB composition-crystallinity plane (viz. Fig. 3-1(a))
represents an energy-extremizing GB state among GBs that have the same boundary-
core concentration and crystallinity values, (CGB,77GB).
One first seeks solutions to Eq. 3.13 that satisfy only one boundary condition,
Eq. 3.14. A family of such solutions will be produced for all qGB e (0, 1), as illustrated
by the thin solid curves in Fig. 3-1(a). The end-points (r7GB,CGB) of all these solutions
form a continuous curve in the GB composition-crystallinity plane, which is called
CPDE, Fig. 3-1(a). Physically, solutions on CPDE represent GB states whose energies
are extremized with respect to GB concentration, CGB, but not to GB crystallinity, c7GB.
Locating CPDE on the CGB-7GB plane requires (numerically) solving the differential
equation Eq. 3.13.
Next, solutions that satisfy the boundary condition Eq. 3.15 alone produce another
curve, CLS, on the CGB-7GB plane, which represent the zero level set curve of the
function /2v 2Af( 7 GB, CGB, T) - (sAO/2)g'(qGB). The excess energy of any GB state
on CLS is extremized with respect to %7GB, but not to CGB. Analogous to the graphic
analysis for a single-component system, CLS can- be viewed as the intersection of
two surfaces. One surface, J2V2Af( GB, CGB, T) is related to the volumetric free
energy density of the binary system. The other surface, (sAO/2)g'(77GB), represents
the misorientation-crystallinity coupling. Fig. 3-1(b) illustrates the intersection of
the two surfaces and its projection onto the cGB-lGB plane which produces CLS.
Finally, because the equilibrium GB state, characterized by (7q`,,cqB), satisfies
both boundary conditions Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15, it. is graphically determined by the
intersection of CPDE and CLS, as shown in Fig. 3-1(c).
3.4 Coupled Grain Boundary Premelting/Prewetting
Transitions
3.4.1 A Modified Regular Solution Model of Eutectic Sys-
tems
Because most intergranular glassy films were found in materials which exhibit eutectic-
type phase diagrams, GB transitions in a model eutectic binary system were studied.
For simplicity, the system's two pure components are assumed to have identi-
cal thermodynamic properties and thus produce a symmetric eutectic diagram. A
modified regular solution formulation is used for the volumetric free energy density
expression
f(c,)7,T) {fA(7,T)(1- c)+ fB(r,,T)c+kT[clnc+ (1- c)In(1- c)]
=v V (3.16)
+ W(77)c(1 - c)}
where V is atomic volume and k is the Boltzmann constant. W(r7) is the regular
solution coefficient and will be described later. fA(rl, T) = fB(rl, T) - f(q, T) are free
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Figure 3-1: Schematic illustration of the graphic construction method for determin-
ing equilibrium GB state(s). (a) The end points of solutions to Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14
(thin solid lines) form CPDE (thick dashed line); (b) CLS is produced by the inter-
section between surfaces h = V2iV,2f(7GB, CGB, T) and h = (sA0/2)g'(qB). (c) the
Intersection between CPDE (dashed) and CLS (solid) determines the equilibrium GB
crystallinity (/7q) and composition (C4&). Also shown is the equilibrium solution
ceq(rq) (thin solid).
(b)
energies of pure components per atom specified as
f(, T) = f(T) + a2 (- Ahm (Tm - T)p(rq) (3.17)
2 TM
where fL is the free energy of liquid state, Tm the melting temperature of pure
components, and Hm the melting enthalpy. The other terms on the right hand side of
Eq. 3.17 specify the crystallinity dependence of the free energies of pure components.
The free energy difference between crystalline and liquid states is assumed to be
Ahm(1 - T/Tm). The function p(i) is a sigmoidal interpolation between p(O) = 1 and
p(1) = 0,
p(rl) = (1 - 77)3(1 + 3r+ 6r72) (3.18)
The a2-term in f(r, T) represents the energy barrier between bulk solid and liquid
phases - it has a maximum at 7-=1/2. The parameter a2 scales with the barrier height
and is related to the solid/liquid interfacial energy of pure components, 781, at Tm
av
7%,(Tm) = (3.19)
The regular solution coefficient W in Eq. 3.16 is modelled as a function of rl to allow
the two components to have varying degrees of miscibility depending on structural
order. W(q) = Wop(1 - r) with Wo > 0 is used here, which is a decreasing function of
7r. W(77) thus produces a positive regular solution constant Wo for crystalline states
and results in two immiscible, A-rich and B-rich solid phases, a and 81. W(77) is 0 at
S= 0, i.e. the two components form an ideal liquid solution. Therefore our model
depicts a binary system whose two components are more miscible in the liquid phase
than in the crystals, a character that often gives rise to eutectic-type phase diagrams.
Fig. 3-2 illustrates a schematic volumetric free energy surface based on Eq. 3.16.
In our calculations all variables and parameters are non-dimensionalized in the
following fashion: temperatures are scaled by Tm, energies by kT,,,, lengths by 1/3,
v and i by kTm/,/ 1/ 6, and s by kTm/I2/ 3 . AO is rescaled by multiplying the dimen-
sionless value of s. Ahm = a2 = 1.386 and Wo = 5.883 are chosen in all calculations
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Figure 3-2: Graphic representation of the volumetric free energy density given in
Eq. 3.16. (a) 3D surface plot; (b) contour plot. The three local minima on the energy
surface correspond to three (meta)stable phases: A-rich a and B-rich 3 crystalline
phases and the liquid phase L.
to produce a eutectic temperature Te = 2 /3Tm. Dimensionless v is fixed at 1 for all
calculations, which gives a solid/liquid interface thickness of about 4 atomic layers at
Te. The A-rich part of the bulk phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: The A-rich part of the eutectic phase diagram calculated from the modi-
fied regular solution model.
3.4.2 Coupled Grain Boundary Premelting/Prewetting Tran-
sitions at Sub-Eutectic Temperatures
The solution behavior was first analyzed for an equilibrium GB in the A-rich crys-
talline a phase at sub-eutectic temperatures with the matrix composition c, fixed at
the solubility limit of component B in a. This situation applies to a system whose
average concentration falls into the solid two-phase region below the eutectic point.
Fig. 3-4(a) shows CPDE at T = 0.9Te obtained by numerical solution to Eq. 3.13 sub-
ject to the boundary condition Eq. 3.14 for all 7GB E (0, 1). Along CPDE, CGB reaches
the matrix concentration coo at 77GB=l, which represents a non-equilibrated boundary
state with neither structural disorder nor segregation. As 7GB decreases, CGB tends
towards the eutectic liquid composition, c,=0.5. This is because Af is minimized
at c, for small 'qGB values; hence as CGB nears the eutectic liquid composition, the
homogeneous part of the excess energy of a largely disordered boundary is reduced.
However, a high GB composition is associated with a larger concentration gradient
near the boundary, which results in larger gradient energy penalty and prevents CGB
from choosing values that minimize Af. Fig. 3-4(a) shows that the tendency of
CGB -- ce on CPDE is enhanced with decreasing the concentration gradient coefficient,
K2. In the limit of K2 - 0, the concentration gradient energy vanishes, and CPDE is
solely determined by minimizing the volumetric free energy density of the boundary
core, ff = 0 (3.20)
OCOB CGB,77GB
i.e., CPDE is formed by the minima of the volumetric free energy curve Af (cGB, rGB)
for each riGB e (0, 1). Fig. 3-4(b) illustrates that CPDE is also temperature dependent.
A larger portion of CPDE becomes closer to ce at higher temperatures because the
excess volumetric free energy of the eutectic liquid relative to the crystalline state
becomes increasingly small as T -- Te. The general shape and topology of CPDE,
however, remains unchanged with temperature.
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Figure 3-4: CPDE in the eutectic system. (a) Gradient coefficient K2 dependence of
CPDE at T = 0.9Te. The lower to upper curves correspond to r2=1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
and 0. (b) Temperature dependence of CPDE for K2=0.01. The lower to upper curves
correspond to T=0.7Te, 0.8T,, 0.9Te and Te.
For graphical determination of CLS from Eq. 3.15, function h = /2v 2Af is a
two-dimensional surface in the cGB-rB-h three dimensional space and inherits its
features from the volumetric free energy surface Af (Fig. 3-2). For T < Te, 2/2V2Af
has two global minima at solid A-rich and B-rich phases and one local minimum at
the eutectic liquid state (qr = 0,c = ce), as shown in Fig. 3-5(a). The other function
in Eq. 3.15, h = (sAO/2)g'(r7GB), is graphically represented by a plane independent
of cGB. The plane intersects h = 0 at 7rGB = 0, and its slope is proportional to the
-- - · · ··
U
the GB misorientation AO. As illustrated in Fig. 3-5(a) for a GB misorientation
AO=2.15, (sA9/2)g'(rlGB) intersects V2-2Af at relatively large ~7GB values at large
undercoolings AT - Te - T. By projecting the intersecting curve onto the cGB-77GB
plane, Fig. 3-5(a) shows that CPDE and CLS produce only one intersection which has
a relatively large r7Gq and a small c4 close to coo. This solution physically represents
a relatively ordered GB with low solute segregation.
As the temperature raises towards Te, the metastable liquid minimum of V2v2Af
decreases to zero and approaches the (sAO/2)g'(7GB) plane from above at small r7GB
values. For some values of material parameters and AO, this results in additional
intersection between the two surfaces in the lower f7 GB region. As illustrated in Fig. 3-
5(b), an isolated loop in CLS develops near the liquid state at a small undercooling
T = 0.99Te. Two additional intersections of CPDE and CLS may be generated from the
topological change of CLS. The middle intersection in Fig. 3-5(b) corresponds to an
unstable solution of Eqs. 3.13-3.15, similar to the single-component case (viz. Fig. 2-
3(a)). The remaining two intersections are associated with two locally metastable
solutions, which are plotted in Fig. 3-6. The solution cord(?q) corresponds to an
ordered GB (rBd) with low solute adsorption (c° d ) that also exists at lower temper-
atures (Fig. 3-5(a)). The other solution, cDis(r,), only appears at higher temperatures.
It has a smaller GB crystallinity GoD8" and a larger GB composition (c6B) close to ce,
and thus represents a more disordered GB with higher solute segregation. The real
space profiles of the two solutions are given in Fig. 3-6(a)-(b), which shows that the
disordered GB solution also has a larger boundary thickness.
The loop of CLS expands when temperature rises. Fig. 3-5(c) shows that the two
separate segments of CLS may merge into a single curve at higher temperatures, e.g.
T = 0.995Te, while CLS still maintains three intersections with CPDE that represents
the same types of GB solutions as for T = 0.99Te. However, Fig. 3-6(a)-(b) shows
that the cDis(ir) solution increases its boundary structural disorder, solute adsorption
and thickness as T increases.
The physical reason for the appearance of the cDia(r7 ) solution at higher tempera-
tures is that a disordered GB becomes increasingly energetically favorable as T -+ Te.
fI
Figure 3-5: CLS (solid line) generated by intersections between the /2i2Af and
(sAO/2)g' surfaces and its intersection(s) (highlighted by closed circle(s)) with CPDE
(dashed line) at (a) T=0.9Te, (b) 0.99Te, (c) 0.995Te, and (d) 0.999Te. AO=2.15 and
K2=0.001.
The GB excess free energy given by Eq. 3.5 has two parts. The non-integral part,
sAOg(r/GB), is the excess energy for creating a misorientation AO across a boundary
of a given structural order 7r7. This energy term scales with the GB crystallinity
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Figure 3-6: Real-space profiles of ordered (cord(rl), blue line) and disordered GB
(cDis(rl), red line) solutions for AO=2.15 and T=0.99Te. 02 =0.001. (a) Crystallinity
7(x) profile; (b) Composition c(x) profile.
and thus prefers a completely disordered, liquid-like boundary structure to reduce
the misorientation penalty. However, a disordered boundary structure has larger vol-
umetric and gradient free energies than a more ordered structure below Te, both of
which are included in the integral part of Eq. 3.5. The equilibrium boundary struc-
ture and composition are thus determined by the competition between the two parts
of Eq. 3.5. A disordered GB is energetically forbidden by its very large Af at tem-
peratures well below T,, but its excess energy relative to the ordered GB complexion
decreases as the eutectic liquid's Af becomes increasingly close to that of the crys-
talline state when T --+ Te. For GBs with large misorientations, it is plausible that
a more disordered boundary structure becomes more stable at temperatures close
enough to Te. This is the case for AO=2.15 shown in Fig. 3-7(a), which exhibits an
energy cross-over of the two GB solutions at T = 0.9 8 9 7Te. A GB structural tran-
sition occurs at this temperature (defined as TPM) and it is a first-order transition
because the boundary properties such as crystallinity, composition and thickness have
discontinuous changes at TPM, illustrated in Fig. 3-7. One important feature of the
disordered GB complexion is that its boundary core adopts a composition close to the
eutectic concentration to effectively reduce the volumetric energy penalty. Therefore
boundary structural disordering is coupled with simultaneous increase in solute segre-
gation when the transition happens. In this sense, the GB transition is a coupled GB
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premelting/prewetting transition, as it combines features of GB premelting discussed
for single-component systems in the last chapter, and interface prewetting that was
first predicted by Cahn's critical point wetting theory (CPWT) [22].
As temperature further increases towards Te, the two intersections for the ordered
and the unstable GB solutions may merge and disappear, as shown in Fig. 3-5(d) for
T = 0.999Te. This leaves the disordered GB as the only solution at temperatures
very close to Te. The intersection (qiGB ,cGB ) approaches (O,ce) as T -+ Te. Fig. 3-7(a)
shows that its GB energy is equal to twice the solid-liquid interface energy Y,l and
the GB thickness diverges at Te. This suggests that the disordered GB is replaced by
two solid/liquid interfaces with a layer of eutectic liquid of arbitrary thickness, i.e.,
the boundary is perfectly wet by the equilibrium liquid at the bulk eutectic transition
temperature.
3.4.3 Multiple Modalities of Grain Boundary Behavior
However, not all GBs may necessarily undergo a first-order coupled premelting/prewetting
transition as described in the last section. GB behavior near T = Te can possess at
least two other modalities. For GBs with relatively smaller misorientations (e.g.,
AO = 1.2 in Fig. 3-8), the slope of the (sAO/2)g'(rGB) plane in Fig. 3-5 is reduced
and does not intersect the /2i2Af surface at small rqGB to produce an isolated loop
in CLS below Te. In this case, the relatively ordered GB remains the only solution, as
illustrated in Fig. 3-8, and no GB transition happens for T < Te. Different from the
disordered GB resulting from the premelting/prewetting transition, the ordered GB
retains finite structural order and thickness when reaching the eutectic point (Fig. 3-
7), i.e., it is not perfectly wet by the eutectic liquid at Te. However, the onset of a
first-order complete wetting transition may occur at a higher temperature between
Te and Tm, which will be discussed in 3.4.4.
At the other extreme, for GBs with relatively large misorientations, CLS may be
transformed from a high rqGB to a low rGB region without the appearance of a loop
and having multiple intersections with CPDE. As shown in Fig. 3-9 for a GB of
AO=2.5, CLS and CPDE have only one intersection at all temperatures below Te, but
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Figure 3-7: Temperature dependence of (a) GB crystallinity (17I), (b) GB composi-
tion (c%), (c) GB energy ("iGB), and (d) GB width (LGB) for three GBs of different
misorientations: AO=1.2, 2.15 and 2.5. For AO=2.15, a first-order GB transition oc-
curs at TpM=0.9897Te. The dashed lines represent metastable extensions of ordered
and disordered GBs, and the dotted lines are for the unstable solution.
it moves continuously from (rq r 1, c r c.) at low temperatures towards (0, ce) as
T -- Te. Similarly to the disordered GB solution in 3.4.2, the GB energy reaches
twice the solid/liquid interface energy (Fig. 3-7(c)) and the GB thickness diverges
at Te (Fig. 3-7(d)). In this case, the first-order GB premelting/prewetting transition
is replaced by a continuous transition: the GB continuously increases it structural
disorder and segregation until the boundary becomes perfectly wet by the eutectic
liquid at T,.
The GB misorientation dependence of GB modalities can be summarized a GB
complexion diagram (Fig. 3-10(a)) in the AO - T space that is analogous to Fig. 2-5
for single-component systems. The solid line in Fig. 3-10(a) denotes conditions for
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Figure 3-8: GB equilibrium state determined by the intersection between CPDE
(dashed line) and CLS (solid line) for AO=1.2 and r 2=0.001. (a) T=0.9Te and (b)
T=0.999Te.
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ordered/disordered GB complexion coexistence. This coexistence line meets Te at
AO=1.993. GBs with AO < 1.993 therefore retains finite structural order when T
reaches Te and premelting/prewetting is absent at these boundaries. Also shown in
Fig. 3-10 are the metastable temperature limits (spinodes) of the ordered (dashed
line) and disordered GB (dash-dotted line) complexions. The three characteristic
lines terminate at a critical point, (Tcrit,AOcrit)(0.96Te, 2.351). For AO > AOcrit, a
continuous GB transition occurs as T --+ Te.
3.4.4 Grain Boundary Complete Wetting Transitions
Fig. 3-10(a) shows that GBs of AO < 1.993. are stable against perfect wetting by
the eutectic liquid at Te for their boundary energies YGB are less than 2yi(Te) (e.g.
AO=1.2 in Fig. 3-7(c)). However, the difference between 2-ys and 7GB decreases
when T further increases above Te and c, follows the solidus line. This is because
the compositions of equilibrium solid and liquid phases become increasingly close as
T -+ Tm, which reduces the concentration gradient energy across the solid/liquid
interface. For some GBs, a first-order complete wetting transition can happen at a
temperature Tow (Te < Tow < Tm) at which YGB = 21,,. The GB is replaced by
two solid/liquid interfaces with a layer of equilibrium liquid of arbitrary thickness
at T > Tow. The ordered GB may retain its metastability above Tow and can be
superheated up to reaching its spinode (dashed line above Te in Fig. 3-10(b)).
Fig. 3-10(b) shows that the complete GB wetting temperature increases with
decreasing AO, and reaches the melting temperature of pure component A as AO -+
1.177. No perfect wetting occurs for AO < 1.177. This is consistent with results in the
last chapter, where it is found that GBs with AO < av/s are stable against complete
melting at Tm in single-component systems.
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Figure 3-10: GB complexion diagrams in the AO - T space for GBs of A-rich a phase
under two-phase co-existence. (a) Ordered/disordered GB coexistence line (solid)
and the spinodal lines of ordered GB (dashed) and disordered GB (dashed-dotted)
at sub-eutectic temperatures. (b) The complete wetting transition line AOcw(T) of
ordered GB (solid) and its metastable limit (dashed line) at Te < T < T,.
3.4.5 Coupled Grain Boundary Premelting/Prewetting Tran-
sitions in Single-Phase Region
It has been shown in the previous sections that disordered GB complexions can result
from a GB transition (either premelting/prewetting or complete wetting) by increas-
ing temperature in a system with its average composition in the two-phase region
(either solid/solid or solid/liquid coexistence). The disordered GB complexions may
also exist in the single-phase region, where a GB premelting/prewetting transition
can be induced by increasing the matrix composition cm towards the bulk phase
boundaries.
To illustrate this, the same graphical analysis can be extended to the single-phase
region by choosing a c, that is smaller than the bulk solubility limit, as presented in
Fig. 3-11(a)-(c) for various c, with AO=2.15 and T = 0.995Te. Similar to the case of
Fig. 3-5(b), multiple intersections appear between CPDE and CLS as c, changes from
1.3 x 10- 4 to 1.375 x 10- 4 , and the solutions corresponding to the three intersections
similarly represent an ordered/low-adsorption (upper intersection), unstable (middle)
and disordered/high-adsorption (lower) GB, respectively. The cm-dependence of GB
energy illustrated in Fig. 3-11(d) shows that a first-order GB premelting/prewetting
transition occurs at CpM = c, = 1.38 x 10- 4 - the disordered GB is the stable
complexion between CpM and the solubility limit.
Fig. 3-12 shows that such GB transition also occurs at T > Te as co increases
towards the solidus line in the single-phase region. Different from the case of T < Te,
the equilibrium GB is perfectly wet by the liquid phase upon c. reaching the solidus
line, while the disordered GB still has limited crystallinity and finite thickness at the
solubility limit at T < T,.
The graphical and numerical analyses establish that the disordered GB solution
has limited persistence within the single-phase region above TPM, and the coexis-
tence between the ordered/low-adsorption and disordered/high-adsorption GBs thus
extends into the single-phase region. A GB premelting/prewetting line on the bulk
phase diagram can be obtained by determining the bulk compositions at which the
two GB solutions coexist at temperatures T > TpM, which is shown in Fig. 3-13
for AO=2.15. This line separates the stability regions of the two GB complexions.
It may terminates at a critical point, (Tcrit,AOcrit), together with the characteris-
tic lines for the metastability limits of ordered and disordered GBs. For AO=2.15,
(Tcrit,Acr)it)=(1.O6Te, 1.8x10- 4). At T > Tit, the ordered and disordered GBs
are no longer distinguishable by a first-order transition. Instead, the GB continu-
ously increases its structural disordering and segregation as c, increases towards the
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Figure 3-11: (a)-(c) GB equilibrium state determined by intersection(s) between
CPDE (dashed line) and CLS (solid line) at different matrix concentrations in the a
single-phase region: (a) c,,=1.3x10-4 , (b) c,=1.375x 10-4 , and (c) c.,=1.375x10 - 4.
AO=2.15, ru2=0.001, and T= 0.995Te. (d) co-dependence of GB energy shows a first-
order GB transition occurs at c,=1.38x 10-4 . c,, 1=1.409x 10- 4 is the solubility limit
of B-component in a phase.
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Figure 3-12: co-dependence of (a) GB energy and (b) GB width for AO=2.15 at
T=1.02Te. A first-order GB transition occurs at cpM = 1.543 x 10- 4 . The GB width
diverges and GB energy become equal to twice of the liquid-solid interfacial energy
y,l when co, approaches the solidus concentration, c,,o = 1.612 x 10- 4 .
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solidus line. The GB premelting/prewetting line Fig. 3-13 is analogous to the surface
prewetting line predicted by the critical point wetting model [22], except that not
only composition but also structure of the boundary undergo discontinuous changes
across the line in the GB case.
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Figure 3-13: Ordered/disordered GB coexistence line (thick solid) shown on the bulk
phase diagram for AO=2.15. The spinodal (metastable limit) lines of ordered GB
(dashed) and disordered GB (dashed-dotted) are also shown.
For GBs that undergo a complete wetting transition at Tow > T, in the solid-
liquid two-phase region, the GB coexistence line similarly extends into the single-
phase region above Tow, as illustrated in Fig. 3-14 for AO=1.95,1.9 and 1.85. How-
ever, the nature of the GB transition on the coexistence line changes from a complete
wetting in the two-phase region, to a premelting/prewetting transition in the single-
phase region.
Fig. 3-14 illustrates that a distinct premelting/prewetting line exists for each GB
with a different misorientation. The line's location on the bulk phase diagram moves
towards higher temperature as AO decreases.
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Figure 3-14: Ordered/disordered GB coexistence lines (thick solid) shown on the
bulk phase diagram for AO=2, 1.95, 1.9, and 1.85. GBs with AO=1.95, 1.9 and 1.85
undergo complete wetting transition in the a-liquid two-phase region at T > Te.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Relations Between Model Predictions and Experimen-
tal Observations of Grain Boundary Cooperative Dis-
ordering and Segregation
The model analysis presented in previous sections suggests that coupled GB pre-
melting/prewetting transitions can occur in GBs with large misorientations. The
transitions produce disordered/solute-rich GB complexions at higher temperatures.
The model predictions have been observed in various ceramic and metallic systems,
and related experimental results have recently been reviewed by Luo [77].
As mentioned in Chapter 1, cooperative GB disordering and segregation phe-
nomena are exemplified in ceramic systems by nanometer-thick intergranular glassy
films (IGFs). The general characteristics of IGFs, e.g. high segregation levels, large
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structural disorder and equilibrium thickness, are consistent with the disordered GB
complexion in our model. Based on the analysis present in previous sections, it is
suggested that IGFs are high-temperature equilibrium GBs from coupled premelt-
ing/prewetting transitions, and their unique features and stability could be under-
stood/rationalized from this thermodynamic point of view. Similar to bulk phases,
the disordered GB complexion is in thermodynamical equilibrium with its surround-
ings. The structure, composition and thickness of IGFs are determined by inten-
sive thermodynamic quantities such as temperature and chemical potentials and also
quantities specific to GBs such as misorientation and boundary inclination. It is thus
not surprising that the segregation and thickness of IGFs show independence of the
overall second-phase content in the the two-phase region, in which the chemical po-
tentials are fixed. However, GB complexions are not phases and they do not exist
in the bulk form. They should possess distinct structures and chemistries from the
bulk phases. The theoretical finding that the premelting/prewetting transitions occur
at sub-eutectic temperatures and in the single-phase region explains why IGFs were
found under conditions where no bulk liquid is present.
Similar coupled premelting/prewetting transitions also occur at material surfaces.
The free-surface counterpart of IGFs, called surficial amorphous films (SAFs), have
also been observed in ceramic systems, e.g. Bi20 3-doped ZnO [86, 87], V20s-doped
TiO2 [88], WO3 -doped TiO2 [86], etc. In the case of V20 5 -enriched SAFs on TiO2
(101) surface, Qian and Luo studied the temperature dependence of film thickness
by either heating samples from room temperature to specified temperatures, or firing
samples at a higher temperature of 6000C first and then lowering to the desired
temperatures [88]. A hysteresis loop in the thickness-temperature plot was observed
for these two sets of samples. In V20s+P 205 -doped TiO2 samples, the coexistence
of SAFs with almost clean TiO 2 surfaces at a given temperature was observed [181].
These results suggest a first-order character of the surface prewetting/premelting
transition.
Experimental evidence for GB transitions are also abundant in metallic systems.
Luo and colleagues recently presented direct high resolution TEM (HRTEM) observa-
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tion of nanometer-thick disordered intergranular films in Ni-doped W alloys [75,76].
Intergranular films of -0.6nm thickness were found in a specimen sintered in the
Ni-W two phase region at 950 C below the bulk eutectic temperature 1495°C. Auger
electron analysis (AES) of fractured GB surfaces confirms that the disordered GBs
are also substantially richer in Ni than in the bulk phase. Because the specimens were
quenched to room temperature before TEM imaging, it is likely that the GBs at the
sintering temperature could possess more disordered structure and larger thickness.
Several other binary/multi-component metallic systems have also been extensively
studied for GB premelting/prewetting. In Cu-Bi system, a series of Cu-rich specimens
with different bulk Bi compositions and annealing temperatures were prepared by
Straumal and colleagues [177, 182]. AES measurements of fractured GBs in these
samples reveal that Bi segregation at GBs increases abruptly by about two monolayers
when the system conditions (annealing temperature and bulk composition) cross a
"GB solidus line" in the Cu single-phase region. In a related study, Dinvinski et
al. [183] measured GB diffusivities of Cu and Bi radioisotopes. They found that
accompanying the Bi segregation transition is a dramatic increase of GB diffusivities
by about two orders of magnitude, which is close to the diffusivity values in solid-
liquid bulk two-phase region. GB groove angle measurements by Scholhammer et
al. [184] further show that the GB energy has a discontinuity in its first derivative at
the locus of these abrupt changes in GB segregation and diffusivity. These studies
convincingly establish that a coupled first-order GB premelting/prewetting transition
occurs in the Cu single-phase region. The "GB solidus line" named in Ref. [177] is
the same as.the GB premelting/prewetting line predicted by our model analysis.
In a series of studies on (Fe-Si)-Zn quasi-binary systems with fixed Fe-Si atomic
ratios, the existence of GB prewetting transitions in the Fe single-phase region is sup-
ported by measurements of Zn GB diffusivity [185-187]. Furthermore, the transition
line was found to terminate at a critical point in the single-phase region in the two
sets of alloys, (Fe-10%Si)-Zn and (Fe-12%Si)-Zn.
In addition to the premelting transition, GB perfect wetting by its equilibrium
melt in solid-liquid two-phase region is also documented for a large number of metallic
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systems, e.g., Cu-Bi [131], Zn-Sn [188], Al-Sn [189], Al-Zn [190], W-Ni [191]. GB
perfect wetting is often experimentally identified by measuring the contact angle 0 d
between GBs and bulk liquid phase, which characterizes the energy difference between
GB and solid-liquid interfaces in the isotropic case
os - GB (3.21)
When GB perfect wetting occurs at a wetting temperature TCW, YGB is equal to
2 ysl and a zero contact angle will be found. Most GB contact angle measurements
of different systems have found a scaling relation of Od " (Tcw - T) 1/2 . Therefore
according to Eq. 3.21, Ay - 2,yl - Y-GB scales linearly with (Tow - T) as the wetting
temperature is approached, showing that the transition is first-order.
The criterion for GB perfect wetting, 2 ,yl - Y-GB = 0, indicates that the wetting
temperature should depend on GB misorientaion or energy - GBs with less energy
would not be wet by liquid until they are at higher temperatures. This is seen in
our model results, e.g. Fig. 3-10 and Fig. 3-14, and was observed in experiments.
In polycrystalline samples of Cu-Bi, Zn-Sn, Al-Zn and Ni-W etc, The onset of GB
wetting was found to span a temperature region, Twmin < T < Twmax, where Tmin
and Twmax correspond to the wetting temperatures of high-angle GBs with minimal
and maiximal energy, respectively.
3.5.2 Relations to Grain Boundary Transitions in Systems of
Fixed Stoichiometry
By allowing a system to vary its local stoichiometry, the graphical construction devel-
oped in this chapter becomes more complicated than the analysis in the last chapter.
However, similar results on GB transitions can be found for these two types of sys-
tems. In both cases, three types of GB behavior dependent on GB misorientation are
predicted: GBs of relatively small AO remain ordered up to the melting (or eutectic
temperature) and no premelting(/prewetting) happens; GBs with relatively large AO
values can undergo a first-order premelting(/prewetting) transition below Tm (or Te),
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and the disordered GB complexion is perfectly wet by liquid at Tm (or Te); for GBs
with larger AO, a continuous premelting(/prewetting) occurs when T -+ T, (or Te),
and the boundaries are also perfectly wet by the equilibrium liquid phase at Tm (or
Te). Fig. 3-10(a) for binary systems is analogous to Fig. 2-5 for single-component sys-
tems. Both show that the GB transition line in the AO - T space may terminate at
a critical point. For systems with variable stoichiometry, a GB equilibrium in binary
systems also depends on the matrix composition as well as AO and T. Therefore a
comprehensive GB complexion diagram for binary systems should be extended into
the c - AO - T three dimensional parameter space. Accordingly, it can be envisioned
that the loci of GB premelting/prewetting transitions should expand from a line in
Fig. 2-5 to a plane in the c - T - AO space. The GB premelting/prewetting line
shown on the bulk phase diagram, i.e. Fig. 3-13, can be viewed as a cross-section of
this plane in the c - T subspace.
There are similar aspects in model behavior, but there are also noteworthy differ-
ences between these two systems. The crystal-melt coexistence only occurs at Tm in
single-component systems, but by introducing alloying the bulk crystalline and liquid
phases co-exist with each other within a temperature range Te < T < Tm and can also
have metastable coexistence at T < Te. The presence of an equilibrium liquid phase
below Tm allows GBs to inherit characteristics of the liquid with less volumetric free
energy penalty and promotes GB premelting/prewetting. The effect of this difference
is manifested by the change in GB behavior between the pure components and their
binary alloy of the modified regular solution model present in this chapter. According
to the numerical results in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, A first-order premelting transi-
tion is absent in the pure components consisting of the model eutectic system whose
free energy is specified by Eq. 3.17. A GB either continuously melts if AO > av/s
or remains stable against melting at Tm if AO < av/s. In contrast, such a first-order
transition is present in the binary eutectic system. This shows that the tendency
to have a first-order GB premelting/prewetting transition is enhanced by allowing
GBs to undergo simultaneous disordering and segregation to borrow features from
the equilibrium bulk liquid state extrapolated at T < T,.
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The difference in bulk solid-liquid coexistence conditions also results in different
GB complete wetting behavior in the two systems. For systems of fixed stoichiometry,
a complete wetting transition is only possible at Tm at which the bulk crystalline and
liquid phases coexist. GBs are either melted or super-heated above Tm. However, GBs
in binary systems become perfectly wet by liquid at various temperatures depending
on GB misorientation. GB complete wetting is thus initiated and completed within a
temperature range in polycrystals of binary systems, resulting in less abrupt changes
in the overall material properties than in single-component systems.
3.5.3 Limitations of the Diffuse-Interface Analyses
The diffuse-interface analyses presented in Chapter 2 and this chapter neglect the sec-
ond order term in the orientation gradient, V0, in the free energy functional Eq. 3.1,
which is shown be necessary for simulating GB kinetics [136, 142]. The inclusion of
the (V0) 2 term also eliminates the jump in 0(x) across the GB (Eq. 3.4) and smooths
the 0 profile. However, considering this term is not essential for studying the equi-
librium properties of GBs, but causes the graphical construction to be much more
complicated, if not impossible. Bishop, Cannon and Carter recently applied the KWC
diffuse-interface model to SiO 2-doped Si3 N4 GBs [192]. Their numerical calculations
reached the same qualitative conclusions as our modeling results.
Our model also does not include effects of long-range interaction such as dispersion
forces on GB structure and width (most atomistic simulations also disregard these
forces). Although weak in comparison to forces that directly affect bonding, repul-
sive dispersion interactions are known to thicken premelted surface layers in some
systems [33]. Because the core of a GB has a different density compared to the bulk,
dispersion forces will be attractive across a GB [193]. For an ordered GB in SrTiO3 ,
the dispersion energy accounts for -5-10% of the total binding energy [194] and is
not trivial. It was argued that the presence of an attractive dispersion force makes
GB complete wetting never occur [195], i.e., the equilibrium liquid film sandwiched
between two crystal grains cannot be arbitrarily thick but has a finite thickness that
is controlled by the strength of dispersion forces and usually on the order of a few
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to a few tens of nanometers. Whether this hypothesis is true is still uncertain. Con-
sidering this effect, the results in Section 3.4.4 need to be modified accordingly: the
GB complete wetting transition may be replaced by a transition between a thin, or-
dered GB and a wider liquid film between two grains. Such a transition is sometimes
termed frustrated complete wetting [122] or pseudo-partial wetting [121] in the liter-
ature. The GB film resulting from frustrated complete wetting is different in nature
from the disordered GB complexion from the premelting/prewetting transition below
Te or in the single-phase region. Thickness of the disordered complexion is limited by
the excess volumetric free energy of the disordered structure instead of the dispersion
forces. Evidence of the effect of dispersion force on complete wetting was reported
for surficial amorphous films (SAFs) in the Bi20 3-doped ZnO system. SAFs in such
a system remain stable in the solid-liquid two-phase region above the eutectic tem-
perature and they are in coexistence with liquid drops with a finite contact-angle on
ZnO substrates [87, 123]. Calculations found an attractive dispersion force across
the air/SAF/substrate stack in this system [86], which is believed to prevent the
complete wetting of the substrate by the equilibrium liquid at/above the eutectic
temperature [87]. However, the liquid phase was found to perfectly wet ZnO surface
above 9000 C [196], which suggests that complete wetting may still occur at higher
temperatures. A possible explanation is that the dispersion force (or the Hamaker
constant) changes its sign from attractive to repulsive with increasing temperature.
This possibility has been confirmed in systems of alkanes (e.g. hexane, propane etc)
films on aqueous solutions, where the magnitude and sign of the Hamaker constant
can be tuned by temperature [197] or alkane partial pressure [122]. A sequence of two
wetting transitions, a first-order frustrated-complete wetting followed by a critical
complete wetting, was observed in alkane films by gradually increasing temperature
or alkane pressure. For grain boundaries, however, it is not expected that the two
wetting transition sequence would also happen because the dispersion force should
also always be attractive due to the grain/GB/grain stack symmetry.
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3.6 Conclusions
The KWC diffuse-interface model for grain boundaries in binary systems predicts
cooperative disordering and segregation transitions. The predicted disordered GB
complexion can be associated with the appearance of a liquid phase which at the
same time possesses a distinct composition from the crystalline phase, and hence
the transitions can be termed coupled premelting/prewetting transitions. The model
predicts that first-order transitions between an ordered/lower-solute-adsorption and
a less ordered/higher-solute-adsorption grain boundary structure can occur with in-
creasing temperature below the eutectic temperature, or increasing matrix composi-
tion towards the solidus line. Along with premelting behavior, the disordered GBs
become perfectly wet by the liquid phase under bulk solid-liquid coexistence condi-
tions. The wetting proceeds with no energy barrier and therefore the disordered GBs
cannot be superheated. Premelting/prewetting transitions may not occur in bound-
aries with relatively low misorientations, which remain stable against melting at the
eutectic temperature. However, a first-order complete wetting transition can happen
in the solid-liquid two-phase regime above the eutectic temperature when the GB
energy becomes larger than twice the solid-liquid interfacial energy.
The graphical construction and numerical calculations for equilibrium grain bound-
ary properties can be used to construct a "grain boundary complexion diagram" that
predicts which of two more and less ordered GB complexions as well as the wetted
boundary would be most stable for values of temperature, matrix composition and
misorientation. The features on the GB complexion diagram depend on the homo-
geneous free energy density for the crystalline and liquid/amorphous phases and on
the detailed forms of the gradient energy penalties for inhomogenous distributions
of structural order, composition and crystallographic orientation. The projection
of the complexion diagram onto a two-dimensional bulk phase diagram generates
misorientation-dependent GB coexistence lines as functions of system's temperature
and average composition. The coexistence lines start from the solubility limit or
solidus line, extend into the solid single-phase region, and may terminate at critical
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points. The locations of the lines move to higher temperatures as misorientation
decreases, and may not exist for small misorientations.
Predictions from the diffuse-interface model show qualitative agreement with ex-
perimental observations in multi-component ceramic and metallic systems. The fea-
tures of the disordered GB complexion induced by the coupled premelting/prewetting
transitions are consistent with those of intergranular glassy films (IGFs). It is thus
proposed that IGFs are a thermodynamically stable complexion. More accurate pre-
dictions may be achieved by fitting the free energy functional to thermodynamic
databases and interfacial energy measurements of real materials.
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Chapter 4
Phase-Field Modeling of
Morphological Evolution of
Surfactant Self-Assembled
Structures
4.1 Introduction
Interfaces in soft materials such as biological membranes and surfactant aggregates
display a rich variety of morphologies and morphological transitions. Surfactant
molecules represent a large group of amphiphilic molecules that consist of a hy-
drophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail group. When mixed with solvents,
surfactant molecules will form self-organized structures such as micelles at sufficiently
large concentrations, as illustrated in Fig. 4-1(a). The topology, shape and size of
the self-assembled structures are mediated by many factors, including the surfactant
concentrations, the molecular structures of surfactants and the solvent properties.
Three typical isolated micellar morphologies have been observed in dilute to semi-
dilute surfactant solutions in experiments, which are sphere, cylinder and bilayer
(Fig. 4-1(b)). In concentrated solutions these isolated morphologies self-assemble
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into ordered structures such as lamellar, hexagonal and cubic phases [198]: there is a
hierarchy of self-organization.
hydrophilic(a) head
(~a) had -self-assembly
surfactant •
moleculehydrophobic N i
tail
sphere cylinder bilayer
Figure 4-1: (a) Schematic illustrations of surfactant molecules and self-assembling
behavior in solvents such as water. (b) Schematics of three typical isolated surfactant
micellar structures (i.e., spherical,- cylindrical and bilayer structures).
The curvature elastic model introduced by Helfrich [113] provides a simple and
successful framework for understanding the morphological stability of surfactant sys-
tems. Modeling amphiphilic layers as elastic membranes, Helfrich derives the stored
elastic energy as a function of the layer's mean and Gaussian curvatures, H and K:
Ecur =f dA [2n(H - Ho)2 + RK] (4.1)
where K and R are elastic bending moduli for mean and Gaussian curvatures (some-
times called splay and saddle-splay bending constants), and can be evaluated from
mean-field thermodynamic calculations [199-207] and atomistic simulations [208].
Ho is the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant monolayer, an intrinsic property
that depends on the particular surfactant and solvent features and on temperature,
co-surfactants, pH and salinity, etc. Similarly, Ho can be estimated theoretically for
different surfactant systems [199,200, 202,207, 209,210]. The spontaneous curvature
value has a dominant influence on determining the micellar structure that minimizes
the curvature elastic energy. A spherical micelle is preferred when Ho0 1/10, where lo
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is the surfactant molecular length. When Ho decreases to ~ 1/(210), the energetically
favored isolated micellar structure changes to a cylinder, and a surfactant bilayer will
be the most stable structure when Ho further decreases to 0. At large curvatures, it
may be necessary to amend Eq. 4.1 with higher-order terms [113, 211-213]. Never-
theless, the Helfrich expression and the spontaneous curvature concept still maintain
useful predictive capabilities for experimental observations.
Though the growth and transitions of surfactant structures are closely regulated
by the curvature elastic energy, the kinetic aspects of surfactant self-assembly are
not treated in Helfrich's model. The phase-field technique provides a tested method
to connect thermodynamic information of a material system to a physical kinetic
model of its morphological evolution. Because it is a level-set technique, it is par-
ticularly well-suited to systems that undergo complicated shape transitions such as
tip-splitting, segmentation, or impingement. For reviews on the applications of phase-
field models to various fields, see Ref. [101, 116, 117]. In this chapter we propose a
phase-field model for studying the kinetics of surfactant micelle growth. The model
captures the surfactants' self-assembling tendency in solutions and the effects of the
curvature energetics on micellar morphologies. The model is based on a Ginzburg-
Landau theory developed by Gompper and co-workers for studying general phase
stability and wetting behavior of a water-oil-surfactant ternary system [214-221].
Similar formulations also appear within different contexts, including models for study-
ing phase transitions in block copolymer melts [222, 223] and liquid crystals [224],
Rayleigh-Benard convection [225], and a recently developed "phase-field crystal"
method for modeling microstructural evolution of crystalline structures on atomic
length and diffusive time scales [226, 227]. Phase-field models that apply the Helfrich
energy to vesicle membrane statics and dynamics also started to emerge in recent
years [118-120, 228-234]. However, several important new features appear in the
present model for surfactant self-assembly. Different from Gompper's formulation,
our model explicitly incorporates the spontaneous curvature Ho as a model parame-
ter, and the free energy formulation recovers the curvature elastic energy expression
(Eq. 4.1) in the sharp-interface limit, which thus facilitates studying the effects of
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spontaneous curvature on micellar growth. The model was extended into the kinetic
regime by employing Cahn-Hilliard kinetics [235], which allow one to simulate the
growth of surfactant micelles in dilute solution.
4.2 Phase-Field Formulation of Surfactant-Water
Binary Systems
A surfactant-polar solvent (e.g. water) binary system is treated within the phase-
field model. A scalar order parameter, 0(g), is introduced to model the local surfac-
tant concentration. q(£) is assumed to smoothly and monotonically increase along
a spatial trajectory that starts from hydrophobic tail-groups of surfactant micelles,
traverses through the hydrophilic head-groups, and ends in a polar solvent. ¢ = -1
represents the maximum possible concentration of surfactants, and ¢ = 1 represents
pure solvent. It is assumed that the head groups of surfactant micelles always abut
the polar solvent and their locations define the micelle/solvent interface, which is
specified by the level set (4 0(£) = 0). The total free energy of the binary system is
expressed as a functional of the order parameter ¢(£).
4.2.1 One-Dimensional Phase-Field Formulation
To better illustrate the phase-field model, its one-dimensional formulation with zero
spontaneous curvature (Ho=0O) is first described in this section. A three-dimensional
formulation will be developed in the next section. The following free energy functional
is proposed for such a 1D system
F[q(x)] = Jf [()+ 2 + $  ap()2  dx (4.2)
The physical significance of various terms in the functional is described as follows.
The f(¢) term in Eq. 4.2 is the free energy density of a homogenous solution as a
function of surfactant concentration. Because water and surfactants are macroscopi-
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cally immiscible, f (q) has a double-well shape with two minima close to 0 = +1 that
represent the bulk water and disordered surfactant phase respectively, as illustrated
in Fig. 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: A schematic plot of the volumetric free energy curve f(0) and its role in
promoting macroscopic phase separation of the surfactant-water solution.
However, the macroscopic phase separation promoted by f (q) is suppressed by the
gradient energy v(¢)/2(dO/dx) 2. Gradient terms .of order parameters contribute to
the interfacial energy. Different from most phase-field models, the gradient coefficient
v(0) in Eq. 4.2 is required to be negative in the interfacial region , -~ 0, which implies
a "negative" interfacial energy. Normally, this would give rise to an ill-posed stability
criterion but this difficulty is remedied by the A-dependent term in Eq. 4.2 as described
below. The physical origin of such an energy contribution is illustrated in Fig. 4-
3. Within the bulk disordered surfactant phase, there are unfavorable interactions
between the hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail groups. With the presence of
water-surfactant interface, such interactions can be avoided by removing the head
groups from the interior of the surfactant phase to the interface, where they interact
more favorably with water molecules. Therefore, the total free energy of the system
is reduced by increasing the interface area between water and surfactant aggregates,
which results in an apparent negative interfacial energy.
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To ensure the stability of the bulk phases, the gradient coefficient v must be
positive for ± +-1. Following Gompper et al. [214-221], v(0) is modeled as
v(¢) = Vo + v102  (4.3)
with v(O) = vo < 0 and v(+l) = vo + vi > 0.
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Figure 4-3: A schematic plot of the gradient coefficient v(0) which favors the forma-
tion of interfaces between surfactant aggregates and water.
With only f(¢) and v(¢)/2(d¢/dx) 2 present in the free energy functional, the
system tends to create interfaces everywhere in the solution due to the negative en-
ergy contribution from the gradient terms. However, this is physically inadmissable
because strong repulsion between tail groups will arise when two interfaces get too
close to each other. As illustrated in Fig. 4-4(c), an equilibrium interface separation
is established by the finite thickness of a surfactant bilayer structure, and it is approx-
imately equal to twice the surfactant chain length. The A/2(d 2¢/dx2 - rp(¢)) 2 term
in Eq. 4.2 introduces an effective interface-interface interaction that gives rise to such
a stable bilayer thickness. Fig. 4-4(a) illustrates that the magnitude of the second
derivative d2¢/dx2 within a bilayer profile increases when two interfaces approach
each other and serves as a measure of interface separation. An equilibrium bilayer
thickness deq depending on the o parameter is thus introduced by the A-dependent
term - the interface-interface interaction is minimized at deq. To demonstrate this,
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consider a plausible bilayer profile
1 _32(x d)2(XT+)2 d d
= _ 
< X < (4.4)Obilayer (2) = ( 2 h+ 2 (4.4)
0 otherwise
where d specifies the bilayer thickness. Substituting bilayer (x) into A/2(d 2a/dx 2 -
ap(o)) 2 and integrate it over (-d/2,d/2), one finds that this energy term is minimized
at a finite bilayer thickness deq that is inversely proportional to a1/2 (Fig. 4-4(b)).
For d de~ = 7.24u -1 /2 , the interaction energy has a quadratic form: FbiIayer
0.094Au 5/2 (d - deq)2 + 1.19)a 3 / 2 . Note that p(q) = 1/16(1 - 0)3 (8 + 90 + 30 2) is an
interpolation function that varies smoothly from p(-l) = 1 to p(l) = 0. Its presence
in Eq. 4.2 ensures that an equilibrium bilayer thickness is only characteristic of the
surfactant segregates and does not apply to the solvent.
Therefore it is shown that the free energy functional Eq. 4.2 does capture surfac-
tants' self-assembly behavior in aqueous solution, and surfactant bilayer structures
can be stabilized in solution by Eq. 4.2 (Fig. 4-4(c)).
An equivalent free energy formulation to Eq. 4.2 is
F[(x)] = f () + ()2 + ( 2 ( 2 dx (4.5)
Eq. 4.5 can be derived from Eq. 4.2 by integration by parts and it has the same first
variation as Eq. 4.2.
4.2.2 Three-Dimensional Phase-Field Formulation
To extend Eq. 4.5 to three dimensions, the first derivative do/dx is replaced with the
gradient VO, d2 $/dx2 with the Laplacian V2 , and terms related to the spontaneous
curvature parameter Ho are also included
F[0(9)] = / f() + 2 p()2 + (2 + p'()+ 2AH02) (V 2
(4.6)
-4AHo IV V2 + 2 2(V2) dV
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Figure 4-4: (a) A schematic plot demonstrates that the magnitude of d2¢/dx2 within
a surfactant aggregate increases with decreasing separation between two interfaces.
(b) Plots showing that the A-dependent term of a bilayer profile given by Eq. 4.4
is minimized at an equilibrium bilayer thickness deq, and deq scales with a - 1/ 2 . (c)
Illustration of a stabilized surfactant bilayer structure resulting from the free energy
functional Eq. 4.2.
It is shown below that the curvature elastic energy is incorporated in the above
functional. In particular, the Vq - V 20 coupling term, which is not present in
the functional by Gompper et al. [214-221], naturally introduces the spontaneous
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curvature Ho.
Assuming that q(Y) has continuous gradients, a local orthogonal coordinate sys-
tem (r,s,t) can be constructed based on the level surfaces of € as illustrated in Fig. 4-5.
In such a coordinate system, r is in the direction of V4 and the constant r coordinate
surfaces are the level surfaces of 0. s and t are normal to each other and lie in the
tangent planes of the 4 level surfaces. It is assumed that the local r values can be
chosen in such a way that I|/ larl- Il = 1.
)nst
Figure 4-5: Schematic drawing of a local orthogonal coordinate system based on level
surfaces of ¢.
As shown in Appendix A, the gradient and Laplacian of 0(i) in such a coordinate
system have the following expressions
(4.7)
(4.8)
ar
V2o =r 2 + 2H(r, s, t)
In Eq. 4.8, H(r,s,t) is the mean curvature of the ¢ level surface at (r,s,t). The mean
(H) and Gaussian (K) curvatures are two characteristic properties of a surface which
are related to the principal radii of curvature of the surface (R1 and R 2 in Fig. 4-5)
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1 1
H = 1 +R, R2 (4.9)
(4.10)K RR2R1R2
In the local orthogonal coordinates, the mean and Gaussian curvatures of the q level
surfaces have the following expressions
H(r,s,t) =
K(r,s,t) = I•~sr I -tr
I01 | IP I
(4.11)
(4.12)
The derivation of Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 is given in Appendix A. Eq. 4.8 shows that
the curvature information of the surfactant-water interface is incorporated into the
Laplacian operator.
Next, rewrite the free energy functional in the (r,s,t) orthogonal coordinate system
by substituting Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8 into Eq. 4.6 and changing variables from dx dy dz to
dr ds dt
F[q(!)] = JJ dr ds dtl~l I tI
V
-4AHo- Br (r2
f () + 2
+ 2H(r,s,t)r9r
i ( 02
+ 2O2 (
_\
+ AoX'(¢) + 2AH )(L,) ~2
,+ 2H(r,s,t) LO
r2 )
(4.13)
where the Jacobian for the change of variables is . I X1tl. Separating the free energy
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through
--
F into the curvature-independent and curvature-dependent parts yields
dr ds dt I8' ItI f () + Ap(¢)2
+ 2A Jds dt
A
drI, I I tI(H 2 - 4HHo + H2)
+ 2A ds dt drl'li
A
I't (H - 2Ho) Or Or2
It is seen that the curvature-independent integral FID in Eq. 4.14 has the same
expression as the one-dimensional formulation (Eq. 4.5) along the r-axis. For the
curvature-dependent integrals Z1 and 12, the integration is limited to the interfacial
region, r_ < r < r+, as I10/irlI vanishes outside the interfacial region.
By applying integration by parts to 12, one obtains
12 = A J ds dt
A
= A J ds dt
A
drI8  [I5t8 (4H (H -
dr J s I It1 (4 Ho H - K)
2Ho)] L,2Jodr + (H - 2Ho)
Eq. 4.15 follows from the reasonable assumption 8O/Orlr =0, Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12, and
the following equality
OH
Or 2 kl 122 I Xtl2I) (4.16)
The proof of Eq. 4.16 is given in Appendix A.
Combining Eq. 4.15 with I1 produces the curvature-dependent part of the free
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F[O()] = I + ( >2
F1D
(L,) 2kOrJ
(4.14)
2ar)
(4.15)
(2 2
energy functional
Fcurv == 1 +12 = A JJ dsdtj dr IYS Itt (• 2 [2(H(r,s,t) - Ho)2 - K(r,s,t)]
A
(4.17)
Because jal/oarl is negligible away from the interface, Eq. 4.17 can be further approx-
imated by a two-dimensional integral over the q=0 level surface
Fur = f dA [2n(H(r,s,t) - Ho) 2 + -K(r,s,t)] + O(ýH) (4.18)
where 6 is the interface thickness, and tn and - are the bending rigidities for the mean
and Gaussian curvatures
K= -K = A dr (4.19)
Eq. 4.18 shows that Fcur, reproduces the curvature elastic energy Eq. 4.1 in the
thin/flat interface limit when 6 and H approach zero.
Thus it is shown that the free energy functional given by Eq. 4.6, F=FlD + Fcurv,
captures both the self-assembling tendency of surfactants in aqueous solution (through
F1D) and the dependence of surfactant aggregation energy on its interfacial curvature
(through Fcurv).
4.2.3 Kinetic Equation
Because the surfactant concentration field is a conserved variable, the kinetic evolution
of the system is modeled with the Cahn-Hilliard equation [235], which simulates both
the growth of surfactant micelles and the diffusion of surfactants in solutions
0 V - MV (4.20)
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In Eq. 4.20, M is the mobility of surfactant molecules and assumed to be a constant
here. SF/16 is the first variational derivative of F(O)
5F =f'() + Au (p'v() - (-) + Ap"(O) (V()2
- (v(¢) + 2Aap'(¢) + 4AH2)V 20 (4.21)
+ 4AHoV V- VV.V -IV+ -¢/ AV4+
In Eq. 4.21, VVq is a second-rank covariant tensor: (VVO)ij = 0 2q$/,ixc9j .
4.3 Numerical Implementation
4.3.1 Choosing Parameters and Non-Dimensionalization of
the Kinetic Equation
For short-chained surfactant molecules, the effect of the connectivity of surfactant on
the configurational entropy of the water-surfactant solution may be neglected. Thus
one can model f(0) in Eq. 4.6, the homogeneous free energy per unit volume of the
solution, with the simple regular solution model
RT
f(q) = -• (XCcCS + c ,ln c, + c, In c,) (4.22)
where c, and c, are the volume fractions of water and surfactant molecules, respec-
tively, which are related to the order parameter q by c, = 1 - c" = (1 - 0)/2. Vm
is the volume per base-mole of the solution (1 base-mole is defined as one mole of
water molecules and surfactant monomers), and Vm = 18cm 3/mole is used (the molar
volume of water). The X parameter characterizes the non-ideal interaction between
solvent and solute; X ; 5 has been estimated for water-hydrocarbon systems [198].
To avoid the time-consuming evaluation of the logarithmic function and the diverg-
ing derivatives of f (0) at c, = 0, 1, a double-well piece-wise polynomial approximation
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is used to model f(q) in numerical simulations for computational efficiency
a 2 )22
b -2_ 2) (4.23)f(¢) = {
We choose a = 311J/cm3 , b = 100a and Om = 0.999 to "mimic" the regular so-
lution free energy curve given by Eq. 4.22, as shown in Fig. 4-6. The polynomial
approximation has no effect on the physical behavior below.
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Figure 4-6: The regular solution free energy curve (dashed line) is fitted by a piece-
wise polynomial curve (solid line) given by Eq. 4.23 in numerical calculations.
The mobility value M for surfactant molecules in a dilute solution can be estimated
from its relation to the diffusion coefficient, D ; Mf"(0) 2Ma. The self-diffusion
coefficient D of surfactant monomers in aqueous solution is on the order of 10-1 0 m2/s
(e.g., D=3.1x10-10 m2 /s for C12E5 [236]), which gives M 10-9cm 5 /(J • s).
In numerical calculations, the kinetic equation Eq. 4.20 is solved in its dimension-
less form by rescaling length, energy and time against the units 1 = 2nm, = aP
600kT and t = 1P/(Ma) J 0.1ps, respectively. This scaling sets the dimensionless
values of a and M both to be unity. All model parameters will be given dimensionless
values in the following. The A parameter determines the bending rigidities of surfac-
tant layers (Eq. 4.19) - A=0.005-0.01 are used in simulations to produce n - 10kT,
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m < 11 <
which are the typical values of the bending stiffness of unary surfactant systems. The
a parameter, which controls surfactant micelle dimensions, is set to be 15 to give a
bilayer thickness of deq , 21 = 4nm. The remaining parameters in Eq. 4.6, v0o and
v, (Eq. 4.3), are related to the water-head group interaction strength. vo=-0.075 and
vi=0.076 are chosen to give a critical micelle concentration (CMC) (the lowest sur-
factant concentration at which surfactant micelles become thermodynamically stable
in solution) less than 0.1%. Such parameter choices produce properties that simu-
late short-chained ionic surfactants such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB). The calculated profile of a stable bilayer micelle in solution with the chosen
parameters is shown in Fig. 4-7.
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0
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Figure 4-7: A calculated one-dimensional surfactant bilayer structure (solid line) in
a solution of 0=0.999 with A=0.005, Ho=O and other parameters as specified in the
text. Also shown is a saddle-point solution (dashed line) representing the critical
micellar nucleus.
4.3.2 Numerical Algorithms for Solving the Kinetic Equation
A semi-implicit spectral method developed by Chen and Shen [237,238] is used to solve
the equation of motion Eqs. 4.20 and 4.21 with periodic boundary conditions. The
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semi-implicit scheme enables relatively large time steps while maintaining numerical
stability. Details of the algorithm are given in Appendix B.
A singularity appears in Eq. 4.21 at Vq = 0 due to the 1/1VqI term. A numer-
ical approximation described in Ref. [136] is employed to remove this singularity by
applying a cut-off to the inverse function
Iy() = (4.24)
where y7=1000 is chosen. This numerical treatment is equivalent to smoothing the
discontinuity of IVqI at Vq = 0 in Eq. 4.6 by replacing it with the function
21V¢121 0 _< 1V4 < 4.A (IVVI) = { L (4.25)
T01 TY1 Il > 1/-
In all simulations except those noted in the following sections, a cubic cell of size
10x 10 x 10 discretized by a 64 x 64 x 64 mesh was used. A refined mesh of 128 x 128 x 128
grid points was used in a few cases to confirm mesh size convergence, which are not
shown here. Parallel codes were developed to run simulations on parallel computers
using 16-64 CPUs, and the FFTW [239] numerical package is used to perform the
fast Fourier transforms (FFT) required by the spectral method.
4.4 Simulations of Single Micelle Growth in Dilute
Solutions
The phase-field model was applied to simulate the growth of a single micelle in a dilute
but over-saturated (i.e. above the critical micelle concentration) surfactant solution.
At the start of simulations, a small spherical micellar nucleus was "seeded" at the
center of the simulation cell by using the following initial concentration configuration
( 2 + y2 + 2o(X, y, z, t = 0) = s - (1 + s) exp - 2  (4.26)/o
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where ro suggests the nucleus size and was set to 0.5. The solution surrounding the
nucleus has a uniform surfactant concentration, q, (or a volume fraction of c, =
(1 - 0,)/2). A small Gaussian noise with an amplitude of AO = 0.005 was added
to the starting concentration profile to break the symmetry in the solution. Because
c, is above CMC, the micelle nucleus will grow at t = 0. The micellar growth was
monitored by tracking the zero level set of q(A, t).
4.4.1 Effects of Spontaneous Curvature and Bending Moduli
on Micellar Growth
A series of simulations were performed to examine how different spontaneous cur-
vature (Ho) and bending rigidity (i,R) values affect the micelle growth behavior in
the phase-field model. The results were then compared to predictions from Helfrich's
curvature elastic model. First, c,=0.02, A=0.0075 and Ho=1 were chosen. Ho=1 is
a curvature value comparable to the reciprocal of the surfactant chain length (or one
half of the bilayer thickness), 10 - 1. Fig. 4-8 shows the snapshots of the micelle shape
at different times. It is seen that the nucleus rapidly expands at the beginning of the
simulation and becomes a stable spherical micelle by t = 4. Afterwards the micelle
retains its spherical shape and size throughout the rest of the simulation although
the surfactant concentration in the solution is still above CMC.
Next Ho was decreased to 0.5, or - 1/(210o), while keeping other parameters un-
changed. As shown in Fig. 4-9, the nucleus first follows a similar expansion to form
a spherical micelle as in the case of Ho=1. However, its shape begins to elongate in
one direction after t e 30 and eventually becomes a rod-like micelle.
When Ho remains at 0.5 and A is reduced to 0.005, which corresponds to a decrease
in the bending stiffness of the surfactant layer, a similar growth behavior is seen (i.e.
a nucleus expansion followed by one-dimensional elongation, and a cylindrical micelle
forms, viz. Fig. 4-10). However, the micellar growth demonstrates more flexibility
than in the case of A=0.0075 as the surfactant layer becomes "softer". A micellar
morphology that is called "wormlike" or "threadlike" [240-242] is produced at the end
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Figure 4-8: Snapshots of the q = 0 level surface during micellar growth at cs=0.02,
A=0.0075 and Ho=l. The purpose of this figure is to test the model for the simplest
known case and for comparison to subsequent simulations.
of simulation. The rodlike-to-wormlike morphological change induced by decreasing
A is associated with a decreased persistence length, 1,, of the cylindrical micelle [243].
1, is related to the coherence of molecular angular-correlations along the micellar axis
and scales with the interfacial bending rigidity [243]. In experiments, the bending
stiffnesses of cylindrical micelles can be tuned by counter-ions, temperature, and co-
surfactants. For example, adding co-surfactants with a shorter chain length to a
micellar solution can significantly reduce the bending rigidity and lp, and produce
wormlike micelles which otherwise do not form in the absence of co-surfactants [244].
For both rodlike (Fig. 4-9) and wormlike (Fig. 4-10) micelles, it is noticeable that
the end caps of the micelles are "swollen" and have larger radii than the cylindrical
body. This feature can be explained by considering the variation of the curvature
elastic energy density along the micelle: compared to the cylinder segment, the end
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Figure 4-9: Snapshots of micellar growth show that a nucleus grows into a rodlike
micelle at c,=0.02, A=0.0075 and Ho=0.5.
caps are associated with high curvature energies because their mean curvatures are
significantly larger than the spontaneous curvature value, Ho=0.5. Increasing the
cap radii reduces the magnitude of H - Ho and thus diminishes the curvature energy
difference between the end caps and cylindrical body. Similar predictions have been
previously made for the equilibrium shape of rodlike micelles by curvature elastic
energy calculations [213] and by molecular thermodynamic theories [245,246], and
was confirmed by cryo-TEM observations [106,247].
In a surfactant solution with multiple micelles in thermodynamic equilibrium, a
cylindrical micelle has an equilibrium length. Increasing the average micelle length
decreases the density of end caps in solution and thus lower the excessive curvature
energy associated with them. On the other hand, decreasing the average length
can increase the total translational entropy of micellar solution. The competition
between the two trends produces an equilibrium micelle length. It is shown [248]
that this equilibrium length increases exponentially with the end cap energy. The
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Figure 4-10: Snapshots of micellar growth show that a wormlike micelle forms at a
lower bending rigidity, A=0.005, with c,=0.02 and Ho=0.5.
equilibration however is absent in our simulations of single micellar growth, where
the cylinder length is only limited by the availability of surfactants (i.e., f qdV) in
the system and not by the equilibrium between micelles.
As Ho was further decreased to 0, the micelle growth switches from one-dimensional
to two-dimensional growth mode, producing a disklike micelle as shown in Fig. 4-11.
The inner part of the disklike micelle has a zero mean curvature (i.e., is equal to the
spontaneous curvature), but the rim region of the micelle is associated with a larger
curvature energy penalty. With same reasoning as above, the disk rim with a swollen
shape in Fig. 4-11 reduces its curvature energy. The disk micelle continues to expand
with time to increase the area of its bilayer region favored by the zero spontaneous
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curvature.
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Figure 4-11: Formation of a disklike micelle at c,=0.02, A=0.005 and Ho=O.
The micelle morphologies presented in Figs. 4-8-4-11 and their dependence on
the spontaneous curvature and bending rigidity conform to predictions made from
the Helfrich model as described in 4.1. The simulations thus establishes that the
phase-field model captures the curvature elastic energetics and its effect on micellar
growth.
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4.4.2 Morphological Instability of Micellar Growth: Disklike-
to-Cylindrical Shape Transition
In the previous section, typical spontaneous curvature values (Ho - 1/1o, 1/(210o) and
0) that favor spherical, cylindrical and bilayer micelles were chosen in simulations
for model validation. To further examine the spontaneous curvature effect on micelle
morphology, the micellar growth was simulated with an intermediate spontaneous
curvature value, Ho=0.25, which is between the Ho preferred by cylinders and bilayers.
Fig. 4-12 shows that a wormlike micelle forms at c,=0.02 and A=0.005 despite the
unfavored spontaneous curvature. However, the micelle has a slightly larger radius
(or lower mean curvature) than the wormlike micelle for Ho=0.5, which help reduce
the curvature energy penalty.
t=40
Figure 4-12: A wormlike micelle forms at c,=0.02, A=0.005 and Ho=0.25.
However, a different micellar growth behavior occurs at a higher surfactant con-
centration, c,=0.03. As shown by the snapshots in Fig. 4-13, the nucleus initially
grows into a disklike micelle that expands with time. However, the micelle develops a
morphological instability at large disk radii, where the circular shape of the disk rim
becomes unstable against radial perturbations. The amplitude of the perturbations
grows with time, and four protuberances emerge at the growth front at t r 28. They
continue to grow as finger-like cylindrical arms at the expense of the disk's bilayer
region. At the end of the simulation, the disklike micelle is transformed into four cylin-
drical micelles connected by two"Y-shaped" three-way junctions. Similar branched
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micellar structures have been observed in experiments [106-109, 242, 247, 249, 250]
and they are termed branched wormlike micelles.
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Figure 4-13: Snapshots of micellar growth at cs=0.03, A=0.005 and Ho=0.25.
A similar disk-to-cylinder morphological transition is also observed for micellar
growth at c,=0.04 (viz. Fig. 4-14), but six branches form from the disk shape pertur-
bation, leading eventually to a branched micelle with more individual arms connected
by four three-way junctions.
In Fig. 4-15, the scaled micelle volume is plotted against time for micellar growth
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Figure 4-14: Snapshots of micellar growth at c,=0.04, A=0.005 and Ho=0.25.
with Ho=0.25 at the three concentrations cs=0.02, 0.03 and 0.04. The micelle volume
is calculated by multiplying the number of mesh points at which 0 < 0 by (10/64)3
(the average space occupied by each mesh point). Micellar evolution at c,=0.02 can
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be divided into two stages. In the first stage, the nucleus quickly grows into a spheri-
cal micelle and then enters into an "incubation" period where the volume-growth rate
becomes very low while the micelle transforms from spherical to ellipsoidal and then
to cylindrical morphologies. Rapid growth recommences in the second stage during
which the end caps of the cylindrical micelle extend at steady rate. The evolution
changes qualitatively when c, is increased to 0.03. Following the less pronounced
"incubation"" period, the growth recommences by a fast two-dimensional disk ex-
pansion and then a slower cylinder-elongation regime. The growth-rate changes as
the disk-rim perturbation develops and micelle morphological stability occurs between
the two regimes. The relatively constant slope in the disklike growth regime suggests
that the disk area increases at a steady rate and the radius growth rate decreases
as dr/dt oc 1/r. The growth curve of c,=0.04 displays similar features to that of
c,=0.03, but the micellar growth rate is higher and the disk-to-cylinder transition
occurs at larger radii.
0t
0
time
Figure 4-15: Micelle volume vs time curves for c8=0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 with A=0.005
and Ho=0.25.
An increase in the chemical driving force at higher surfactant concentrations
(c,=0.03 and 0.04) should be responsible for the change of the initial micellar growth
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mode from one-dimensional cylindrical elongation to two-dimensional disk expan-
sion. The total driving force for micellar growth consists of a curvature energy term,
Ecur, and a chemical term, Echem, which is the chemical potential difference between
surfactants in solution and in a surfactant monolayer. Compared to a cylindrical
micelle, the growth of a disklike micelle is associated with a smaller driving force due
to its higher curvature energy density. However, such a difference in Ecurv becomes
relatively small compared to the magnitude of Echem at high surfactant concentra-
tions because Echem increases with c, but E.r. remains relatively constant. Despite
the lower driving force, a disklike micelle may achieve a higher growth rate at large
enough c, through its two-dimensional growth and thus be kinetically favored. An
analogous phenomenon, where surfactants preferring a spherical micelle shape grow
into cylindrical micelles at relative high surfactant concentrations, has been observed
in experiments [106].
The morphological instability of the disklike micelle and the formation of the
branched micelle configuration also depends on the spontaneous curvature Ho. When
Ho is reduced to 0, the micelle retains the disklike shape throughout the simulations
for c,=0.03 and 0.04 (see Fig. 4-17). A shape transition does not occur when the
simulations are stopped at t = 40, but the development of small perturbations is
already visible around the disk rim. To further understand the origin of the disk-to-
cylinder morphological transition, a perturbation analysis on the shape stability of a
disklike micelle will be presented in the next section.
The geometry of a "Y-shaped" junction in a branched micelle can be modeled as
consisting of a bilayer region and a saddle-like semi-toroidal region with two principle
curvatures of opposite signs [201,251]; the mean curvatures in both regions are signif-
icantly lower than that of the cylindrical body. Thus it is expected that the existence
of micellar branch points will become more energetically unfavorable as the sponta-
neous curvature increases. This was confirmed by simulations performed for Ho=0.5
at c,=0.03 and 0.04 (Fig. 4-17). It is seen from Fig. 4-16 that a similar morphological
instability occurs during the micellar growth at Ho=0.5 and c,=0.03 which produces
a transient branched micellar configuration. However, the inter-connections between
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individual micelles are broken at a later stage due to the large curvature elastic en-
ergy stored in them. The micellar structure at the end of the simulation consists of
two non-branched cylindrical micelles. Similar transition pathways are seen in the
simulation of c,=0.4- only one branch point survives from the evolution when the
simulation was stopped (Fig. 4-17).
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Figure 4-16: Snapshots of micellar growth at c,=0.03, A=0.005 and Ho=0.5. The
transient branching points obtained from the disk-to-cylinder transition disappear by
t=30 due to the high curvature energy of the junctions.
The above simulation results are summarized in Fig. 4-17, which displays the
micelle morphology as a function of surfactant volume fraction (cs=0.02-0.04) and
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spontaneous curvature (Ho=0-0.5). Fig. 4-17 shows that the formation of branched
micellar structure is promoted by increasing surfactant concentration and decreasing
the spontaneous curvature.
Ho
0.25
U2
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0 d
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Figure 4-17: The dependence of micellar morphology on the surfactant concentration,
cs, and the spontaneous curvature, Ho. All snapshots are taken at t=40.
4.4.3 Perturbation Analysis of the Shape Stability of Disklike
Micelles
The disk morphological instability observed in our simulations can be explained by
a perturbation analysis of a sharp-interface model. Both the volumetric free energy
change upon micellar growth and the curvature elastic energy of the micellar interface
are considered in the model.
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Consider a simplified disk micelle geometry as illustrated in Fig. 4-18. The disk's
bilayer region has a radius R and thickness 210, with lo being the surfactant chain
length. The disk rim has the shape of a half-torus with radii R and lo. A perturbation
in the form of sinusoidal wave is applied to the rim with an amplitude E(t = 0) and
n-fold symmetry:
r(0, t = 0) = R + lo + E(t = 0) cos(nO) n = 1, 2,... (4.27)
where n is the perturbation wavenumber.
Figure 4-18: Schematic drawing of a disk micelle. The dashed and dotted lines
illustrate the disk edge and the boundary of the bilayer region after a perturbation
with n=4 in Eq. 4.27.
The total micellar free energy is partitioned into a curvature energy part and a
curvature-independent chemical free energy part,
Etot = Ecur + Echem (4.28)
Each part has contributions from the bilayer and the rim regions. With the assump-
tions that R >> lo and the thickness of the rim region remains lo after perturbation,
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the curvature-energy part is given by
Ecrv = E + Ebilay er
E rr l -( 1•2HO ,r()2 +r'(o 2d (4.29)
Ebiayer = 2 2H ] (r(O) - lo) 2d0Eurv 10 d
where the rim's radial curvature component, Cr, is
r(=) 2 - r(9)r"(0) + 2r'(0)23/2
r(0)2 + r'(9) 2
Because the total Gaussian curvature energy remains invariant when the micellar
topology does not change, it is omitted in Eq. 4.29. The curvature-independent part
is given by
Echem= Er jem + E bilayer
Erhm 2 ] vr() 2 r(9)2d0 (4.31)
blayer = A/ (r (O) -1 0o)2d
where Ap ,- psoln _ pmic,O > 0 is the chemical potential change per unit volume
of surfactant molecules when they are transferred from over-saturated solution to
micelles in a reference state (e.g. bilayer). Applying Eq. 4.27 to Eqs. 4.29 and 4.31
and Eq. 4.28, one finds the change of the micelle free energy upon a small perturbation
to be
f (n2 -2 DR}° 2 - H°1o2( n2 R2  (4.32)
T l2 4t n 2to
-
- R -R- 2 -  + O (e3)
The leading term in the perturbation energy, AEtot), is proportional to c(t = 0)2
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Provided that Ap is sufficiently large, a perturbation of any periodicity n can lower
the micelle energy when the radius R is large enough to make Eq. 4.32 negative. At
the early growth stage, the fast uniform expansion of the disk radius may eclipse
any perturbation growth. Because dr/dt decreases, the perturbations at the disk
rim will develop eventually if Eq. 4.32 is negative. As a first approximation, the
perturbation growth rate de/dt is proportional to -OAE(2)/9e ; -2AE( 2)/E (e.g., in
a interface-limited growth), i.e.
SOc (n2 1)2 -rApl+ ( - Ho n2 2 + R3 (4.33)
dt 2 4 21o 0 lo
Minimizing dc/dt against n, the fastest growing wavenumber is
nmax = 1 + lo - Ho R2 (4.34)
which increases with R and Ap (we use d/dn, but any physical n must be an integer).
This is consistent with the simulations that show an increased n as c, changes from
0.03 to 0.04. Moreover, de/dt is minimized by Ho = [2o(1 + 2R/(n21o))]- 1 with other
parameters being fixed, which shows that the instability is mostly likely to occur at
Ho values that are in between the spontaneous curvatures preferred by bilayers or
cylinders (i.e., 0 < Ho < 1/(20o)).
4.4.4 Morphological Instability of Cylindrical Micellar Growth
The simulations and the linear stability analysis presented in 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 show
that a large driving force for micellar growth promotes the morphological instability
of disk micelles. Through simulations it was found that a different morphological
instability can similarly be induced at the growth fronts of cylindrical micelles when
facing large driving forces (i.e. high surfactant concentrations).
To illustrate the cylindrical micellar instability, a two-stage simulation was run
in a simulation box of size 10x 10x20 on a 64x64x 128 mesh grid. In the first stage
of the simulation, a cylindrical micelle is induced to grow along the cell's long axis
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in a solution of c,=0.02 with Ho=0.25. The second stage commences at t=10, at
which the surfactant concentration in the solution is suddenly increased to cs=0.03
(this is done by locating the mesh points at which ¢ > 0.94 and and setting their ¢
values to 0.94), and hence a large driving force is applied to the cylindrical growth.
This simulates the local chemical environment variation a micelle may experience in
solution during its growth. As shown by the snapshots in Fig. 4-19, the end cap of
the micelle undergoes a morphological transition at the same time while the cylinder
keeps elongating after t=10. The end cap first "swells" and flattens to form a bilayer-
like local structure, and then splits into two individual arms which further grow into
two cylindrical micelles and leaves a "Y-shaped" junction behind. Therefore, inter-
micellar junctions may be produced from the disk-to-cylindrical micellar transition,
and also from the tip-splitting event that occurs at the growth front of cylindrical
micelles. The instability may similarly be studied by a perturbation analysis as in
4.4.3.
The morphological instability of cylindrical micelles is not seen in the simulation
shown in Fig. 4-13 which was also run at an initial c, of 0.03. This, however, is
a finite-size effect of the simulation cell. Because the total amount of surfactants is
conserved in simulations, the surfactant concentration in the remaining solution keeps
decreasing with micellar growth. When cylindrical micelles emerge from the disk-
to-cylinder transition, the surfactant concentration may drop well below its initial
value and there is not a large enough driving force to trigger their morphological
instabilities. This decrease of driving force with micellar growth can be reduced by
increasing the simulation cell size. A different simulation was thus performed with the
same parameter settings as in Fig. 4-13, except with a larger simulation box of size
40x40 x 40 discretized by a 256 x 256 x 256 mesh. In the simulation (Fig. 4-20), the
micelle first undergoes the same disk-to-cylinder transition which produces four inter-
connected protrusions, and more cylinder segments are further generated afterwards
by the tip-splitting at the end caps of several cylindrical arms.
Fig. 4-20 illustrates a kinetic pathway through which branched points can be re-
peatedly produced at the micelle growth front through the morpholgoical instabilities
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Figure 4-19: Snapshots of the growth of a cylindrical micelle at c,=0.03, A=0.005 and
Ho=0.25.
of disklike and cylindrical micelles. Thus it is possible to generate an inter-connected
cylindrical micellar network from a single micellar nucleus.
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Figure 4-20: Snapshots of micellar growth at c,=0.03, A=0.005 and Ho=0.25 in a
large simulation cell of size 40x40 x 40 discretized by a 256x256x256 mesh. The
tip-splitting events that occur at the end-caps of cylindrical micelles are highlighted
by circles.
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4.5 Discussion
The morphological instabilities of disklike and cylindrical micelles observed in simula-
tions provide possible kinetic pathways to the formation of branched wormlike micelle
structures. Branched micelles have been experimentally observed and extensively
studied in various surfactant systems [106-109, 111, 112, 242,247, 249,250, 252-256].
Micellar branching can result in significant changes in structural and rheological prop-
erties of surfactant solutions [107,109,111,112,252-256] and has technical importance.
For example, the formation of branching points was found to change the repetition
mechanism of the entangled wormlike micelles during stress relaxation and causes a
decrease in viscosity.
Theoretical studies on micellar branching have been mainly focused on the ener-
getics of micellar junctions [201,213,251] and on the thermodynamic stability of the
inter-connected micellar network [257-261]. Molecular-level model calculations show
that forming a Y-shaped junction always results in a positive energy change to the
micellar structure [201], similar to forming other micellar defects such as end caps of
cylindrical micelles. However, defects will exist in solutions at equilibrium because
of their entropic contribution, whose population is proportional to exp(-AEd/kT),
where AEd is the formation energy of a specific type of defect. Statistical mechanical
models [257-261] predict that branched networks will become the equilibrium micellar
structure over non-branched micelles when the formation energy of branching points
is smaller than that of end-caps. Some predictions of these models (e.g. the existence
of a phase separation of semi-dilute solutions of branched micelles into a micelle-rich
and micelle-depleted phase) have been confirmed by experiments [108].
Combining molecular-level calculations of junction energetics and the statistical
theories, the conditions under which a branched network becomes thermodynami-
cally stable can be understood. However, how micellar junctions evolve or develop
has not been satisfactorily explained. One hypothesis is that a Y-shaped junction
forms when a cylindrical micelle's end-cap merges with another micelle [201,213]. In
a coarse-grained atomistic simulation, it was found that Y-shaped junctions can be
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produced from the impingement of wormlike micelles under tension [262]. Our simu-
lations suggest a plausible and different scenario, in which the formation of branching
points does not necessarily involve multiple micelles. Multiple junctions and inter-
micellar network structures can be produced from the morphological transitions of a
single disklike or cylindrical micelle through disk-to-cylinder transition and splitting
of cylindrical end caps, as illustrated in Fig. 4-20. The transitions depicted here are
not two-body processes and do not depend on low-probability collisions, and hence
might be the dominant mechanisms for generating branch points, especially in dilute
surfactant solutions which have low micelle densities. However, these modes of Y-
shaped junction formation certainly do not exclude one another - they may happen
simultaneously during micellar growth.
Our simulations show that the tendency towards stabilized branch points during
micellar growth increases with surfactant concentration (compare cs=0.02, 0.03 and
0.04 in Fig. 4-17) and with a decreased spontaneous curvature (compare Ho=0.5 and
0.25 in Fig. 4-17). This tendency can be rationalized by the effects of c, and Ho
on the kinetic pathways. Similar trends have been confirmed in experiments. The
development of junctions between cylindrical micelles has been found to occur with
increasing surfactant concentrations [106,108, 254], increasing electrolyte concentra-
tions for ionic surfactant systems [107,109,111,112,254], and increasing temperature
for non-ionic surfactant systems [108]. Adding salts (electrolytes) to ionic surfac-
tant solutions can effectively screen the eletrostatic repulsion between head groups
and reduce Ho. Similarly, increasing temperature can reduce the Ho of a non-ionic
surfactant layer due to a decreased hydration number (the concentration of water
molecules between head groups) at higher temperatures [263]. The observed depen-
dence of micellar branching on surfactant and salt concentrations and temperature
has mainly been explained from the thermodynamic stability of inter-micellar junc-
tions [107, 109, 254]. Simulations suggest that kinetics can also contribute to such
phenomena.
Transitions that are analogous to the micellar morphological instabilities observed
in the phase-field simulations have been reported for vesicle systems. Different from a
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micellar structure, a vesicle consists of a bilayer interface which separates the solution
into the outer and inner parts. However, morphologies of both structures are regulated
by the curvature elastic energy. Light microscopy observations revealed a vesicle
shape transition that transforms an initially disklike vesicle to a structure termed
"starfish" vesicle upon increasing the vesicle's surface-area-to-volume ratio [21,102-
104]. Experimentally such a transition can be induced by gradually increasing the
osmotic pressure of the solution (e.g., adding salts) outside a vesicle to decrease its
volume and keep its surface area constant. The "starfish" vesicles display a very
similar morphology to the branched cylindrical structure, and its transition sequence
is analogous to the disk-to-cylinder transition observed in the simulations [102].
Compared to vesicle shape transitions, direct observation of morphological transi-
tions of micellar structures could be more difficult. Because of their nanoscale sizes,
surfactant micelles need to be imaged by TEM. Current TEM techniques (e.g. cryo-
genic TEM) usually require samples of micellar solutions to be frozen and imaged
at the liquid nitrogen temperature to avoid artifacts such as solvent evaporation and
staining [264]. This essentially excludes the possibility of in-situ observation of mi-
cellar morphological transitions. Recent development in neutron, X-ray and light
scattering techniques with high time resolution provides an alternative approach for
studying the dynamics of morphological instabilities of micellar structures [265,266].
For example, the kinetic pathways of the micelle-to-vesicle transitions in lecithin-bile
salt mixtures have been revealed in details by time-resolved light and neutron scat-
tering experiments [267, 268]. It is expected that such techniques can be applied to
verify the disk-to-cylinder shape transition predicted here.
4.6 Conclusions
The morphological evolution of surfactant aggregates in solutions is studied in this
chapter. A new phase-field model for simulating surfactant micellar growth was pro-
posed. A detailed analysis of the free energy functional shows that the phase-field
formulation both captures the self-assembling behavior of surfactants in solutions
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and incorporates the curvature elastic energy of surfactant layers. This was fur-
ther validated by numerical simulations. The phase-field model recovers the Helfrich
model [113] in the limit of sharp/fiat interfaces. Moreover, it extends the curvature
elastic energy model to the kinetic regime and thus increases its predicative power.
Simulations of single micelle growth in dilute solutions were performed based on
the phase-field model. The simulations produce a rich set of micellar structures that
depend on physically measurable quantities such as the spontaneous curvature and
bending rigidity of surfactant layers. In each case, the theory and simulations agree
with experimental observations. Dynamic morphological instabilities are revealed to
develop at micellar growth fronts at relatively high surfactant concentrations. For
micelles that form a disklike shape during the initial growth, a disk-to-cylinder shape
transition can occur at a later stage and transforms the micelle into multiple cylindri-
cal micelles connected by Y-shaped junctions. The branch points tend to break off at
relatively large spontaneous curvatures, but remain stable with decreasing the spon-
taneous curvature. A perturbation analysis of the shape stability of disklike micelles
shows that the disk shape is unstable against the growth-front perturbation at suf-
ficiently large disk radii. The shape instability is promoted by increasing surfactant
concentration and spontaneous curvature.
A second type of morphological instability was observed to occur at the end caps
of cylindrical micelles, where a micelle splits into individual cylinders connected by
a branch point. It was found that the two shape transitions can occur subsequently
during micellar growth: the end caps of cylindrical micelles can undergo tip splitting
repeatedly following the disk-to-cylinder transition to produce an increasing number
of cylindrical segments and Y-shaped junctions.
Based on the numerical simulation results, it is proposed that micellar morpho-
logical instabilities provide kinetic pathways to the formation of branched wormlike
micelles observed in experiments. Unlike previously proposed mechanisms that de-
pend on two-body collision events [201, 213, 262], multiple inter-micellar junctions
can be produced from a single micelle through morphological transitions.
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Chapter 5
Equilibrium Wetting of Silicon
Oxide on Silicon Surfaces
5.1 Introduction
The oxidized silicon surface arguably forms the most important interfacial structure
in the history of technology, having underpinned the development of microelectronics.
Moore's law, being dependent on gate feature length scales, now relies on nanometer
scale siliceous or modified composition gate oxides. The silicon free-surface sponta-
neously forms a silicon oxide when the ambient Po2 exceeds its equilibrium value
determined by reduction in molar free energy, AG, for the reaction Si+O 2 < SiO 2
SP2 = exp(-AG/RT). Perhaps because top-down device fabrication has typ-
ically been conducted at oxygen partial pressures many orders of magnitude above
that for Si/SiO2 coexistence, the wetting behavior of the silicon oxide on silicon
near thermodynamic equilibrium has not been well-understood. At equilibrium in a
closed system of an adsorbate on a substrate, there are three different wetting char-
acters [269-271]: complete wetting where adsorbate forms a flat thick layer on the
substrate surface, partial wetting where adsorbate forms islands upon a bare substrate
or a microscopic adsorbate layer, and pseudopartial wetting where adsorbate islands
coexist with a flat, thin adsorbate film due to the competition between short-range
and van der Waals forces. In an open system where the adsorbate phase can grow, the
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adsorbate's kinetic morphology is also affected by its wetting behavior that relates to
different growth modes such as Frank-van der Merwe, Volmer-Weber and Stranski-
Krastanov growth [272]. Thermal or native silicon oxides usually form a perfectly
flat layer on silicon, but they are grown under conditions so far from equilibrium
that they do not represent the equilibrium wetting behavior. It has been discovered
in several two-phase inorganic material systems [86,87] that near chemical equilib-
rium conditions, wetting equilibrium consists of impurity-rich surficial films having a
self-selecting nanometer scale thickness. The thickness, structure and composition of
such films are thermodynamically controlled by the impurity activities. In this chap-
ter, we developed a solid-state buffer method to systematically access oxygen activity
near Si/SiO2 coexistence. Treating oxygen as the impurity we found that a similar
sub-nanometer surficial oxide layer is present on the Si(001) surface at oxygen partial
pressures close to and above the Si/SiO2 equilibrium. This discovery may provide a
new methodology for the control of gate oxide interfacial structures in planar silicon
devices as well as new topologies for use in nanoelectronics.
5.2 Experimental Methods
To ascertain the equilibrium wetting properties of the silicon-oxygen system, experi-
ments accessing extremely low values of Po 2 must be designed. Current UHV systems,
with upper limits of vacuum degree around 10- 14atm, cannot produce low enough oxy-
gen partial pressure to reach the Si/SiO2 equilibrium level, e.g., P i02/Si = 10- 4 0atm
at 7000C . In addition, the under-saturated SiO vapor phase in UHV systems causes
SiO 2 to decompose at high temperatures [273,274], a phenomenon accommodated
in device processing but which poses serious problems for the understanding of the
stable silicon oxide-silicon interface structure at low oxygen activities.
To overcome these limitations, a simple experimental methodology was developed,
in which the sample of interest (here, a section of Si(001) wafer) is annealed together
with a solid-state two-phase buffer to thermochemically establish the oxygen activity
in an encapsulated quartz tube. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5-1.
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Zr/ZrO 2 buffers were used in experiments. The Zr/ZrO2 buffer lies below Si/SiO2 on
the Ellingham diagram (Fig. 5-1(a)), has high melting points, and has no intermediate
oxides. The buffer consists of Zr (average particle size (APS) 23g/m, 95+% purity,
Hf nominal 2%) and ZrO2 (APS 1gm, 99.5% purity, Hf<100ppm) powders which
were obtained from Alfa Aesar, USA and loosely pressed into a tablet. Undoped
Si(001) wafers were cut into pieces of less than 1cmx 1cm each, and native oxide on
the surface was removed by dipping in 10%HF for 1-2 minutes before the wafers were
encapsulated into quartz tubes together with the buffer. Fused quartz tubes (made
from General Electric grade 214 quartz) were obtained from G. Finkenbeiner Inc. and
cleaned by water and isopropanol before use. An initial vacuum of <10-6 torr within
the tubes was obtained using a diffusion pump before sealing the tubes.
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Figure 5-1: Schematic illustration of the solid-state buffer method for equilibrating
the Si(001) surface at ultralow Po 2 : a Si(001) wafer and a Zr/ZrO2 two-phase buffer
are placed at the two ends of a sealed quartz tube. The silicon wafer temperature is
fixed at 7000C , and the buffer is at an adjustable second temperature that specifies
the ambient Po 2 as illustrated by the Ellingham diagram.
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Following encapsulation, the samples were placed in a Lindberg/Blue tube furnace
with controllable heating zones. The silicon wafer was held at a fixed temperature
(7000 C) and the buffer is at an adjustable second temperature. The total surface area
of the buffer powders is orders of magnitude greater than that of the silicon wafer or
the inner surface of the quartz tube. The Po0 2 within the tube is thus fixed by the
equilibrium at the buffer, which is furthermore controlled by the buffer temperature,
Tbuf, according to:
AGOr/zro Tbuf)
Po 2[atm] = exp - RT buf (5.1)
where AGr/zro2 (T) is the standard free energy of oxidation for Zr as a function
of temperature as illustrated by the Ellingham diagram. During annealing, Po, in
excess of the equilibrium value is eventually fixed by oxidation of the buffer metal,
while oxygen is readily supplied to the silicon wafer at fixed Po 2 upon reduction of
the buffer oxide.
The surface structure and morphology of the post-annealed samples were charac-
terized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). XPS measurements were carried out
on a Kratos AXIS Ultra Imaging Spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Ka beam
at 1487eV. AFM measurements were performed on a Digital Instruments NanoScope
IIIa, and images were analyzed with the accompanied software (version 5.12r5). TEM
images of cross-sectioning samples were recorded on a JEOL-2010 microscope. It is
noted that the samples were exposed to air for a short time (less than 5 minutes)
during their transfer from quartz tubes to the XPS chamber, which may introduce
undesired surface oxidation and override the original surface state. However, this
possibility was excluded by a series of control experiments (see next section).
Analysis of the acquired XPS spectra was conducted using CasaXPS [275] and
based on the deconvolution procedure recommended by Seah et al. [276], which is
outlined below.
After removal of a Shirley background and X-ray satellites in CasaXPS, the metal-
lic Si 2p peak was separated into the 2 p3/2,1/2 spin-orbit splitting with 50% of the
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intensity and a 0.6 eV difference in binding energy (BE). The oxidized Si 2p structure
was fitted with 4 peaks (70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentian), where the Si'+, Si 2+ and
Si3+ peaks are respectively at 0.95eV, 1.75eV and 2.48eV higher BE with respect to
the metallic Si 2 p3/2 peak [4, 277, 278]. The Si 4+ peak was allowed to float freely
between 3.3 and 4.2 eV higher BE. All peaks' full widths at half-maxima (FWHM)
were constrained between 0.5 and 1.8 eV. In the next step, the intensity ratios of
oxidized to metallic silicon signal were determined at 0', 350 and 700 take-off an-
gles (measured against the surface normal), where the intensity of oxidized silicon
was calculated as the sum of the individual intensities for all oxidized states. An
average oxide composition of SiO, was determined from the intensity-weighted aver-
age of Six+ (x=1,2,3,4) peaks. Using this information, the attenuation length Asiox
was calculated as a linear interpolation between the attenuation lengths of Si in Si
(2.72nm) and in SiO 2 (3.62nm) [279, 280]. Because bulk non-stoichiometric SiOx is
not available, the intensity per unit surface area from a bulk SiOx sample, Io, is
approximated by I'o2, which was acquired with Is at take-off angles 0=0° , 350 and
700
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Control Experiments
When the silicon wafer is at Tsi =7000 C, Fig. 5-2 shows that a Zr/ZrO2 buffer at Tbuf
=700'C produces a Po 2 of <10- 49 atm that should strongly reduce any surface silicon
oxide to silicon. This was demonstrated in a series of control experiments shown in
Fig. 5-3. First, a null experiment (a 24-hour anneal of a Si(001) surface at 700'C
with no Zr/ZrO 2 buffer to fix Po2) was conducted. The XPS Si 2p spectrum shows
a large Si4+ peak at <103 eV, indicating the presence of a greater than 1 nm SiO2
film at the Si surface that is formed by reaction with residual oxygen in the tube.
The Si(001) wafer was then annealed at 700'C for 24h with a Zr/ZrO2 buffer at Tbuf
=7000C using two different initial surface conditions: either the oxidized wafer from
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the null experiment, or an HF cleaned wafer was used. The disappearance of the large
Si4+-peak in the XPS spectra of both samples confirms that the buffer fixes the Po2
below the Si/SiO2 equilibrium level and reduces the surficial SiO 2 to Si. The XPS Si
2p spectrum of an HF-cleaned surface was also measured after about 30 minutes of
exposure to air prior to XPS analysis. It shows a barely detectable oxide similar to
the second and third control samples, most likely arising from the brief air exposure
of the samples during transfer to the XPS chamber. The four control experiments
together establish that the buffers are thermodynamically and kinetically effective in
controlling the amount of surface oxide.
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Figure 5-2: Equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen for the Si/SiO2 and Zr/ZrO2
systems illustrating the equilibrium P 0 2 for the annealing experiment. The high
partial pressure of SiO vapor, which is fixed by equilibration of silica surfaces at
the buffer end of the experiment, is also illustrated; it provides a potential source of
oxygen and silicon for rapid equilibration at the Si surface. Thermodynamic data are
taken from Ref. [3].
5.3.2 Si Surface Oxidation and the Formation of SiO, Islands
When the silicon wafer temperature is fixed at Tsi =7000C and Tbuf is increased to
900'C , 1000'C and 1100 0 C , the ambient Po, changes systematically from strongly
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Figure 5-3: XPS Si 2p spectra of Si(001) wafer surfaces in control experiments, mea-
sured at takeoff angle 0=70O off-normal. The top curve illustrates the null experiment,
that is, Si(001) annealed at 7000 C for 24 h without the Zr/ZrO2 buffer. The two mid-
dle curves are the results of the Si(001) surface after 24h of annealing with Zr/ZrO2buffer at Tbuf =7000 C ; the oxidized wafer from the null experiment was used for
annealing in the blue curve, and an HF-cleaned wafer was used in the black curve.
The lower curve is obtained from an HF-cleaned surface with about 30 min of air
exposure and without annealing.
reducing to near-equilibrium to oxidizing, as shown in Fig. 5-2. Comparing the XPS
Si 2p spectra in Fig. 5-4 to that in Fig. 5-3 shows that a stable surficial silicon oxide
appears on the Si(001) surface as the Po2 increases to and beyond the Si/SiO2 equi-
librium level (48h annealed samples). Note that upon varying the buffer temperature
from Tbuf =9000 C to Tbuf =10000C , the Po2 increases by a factor of 104, yet very
similar Si 2p spectra are observed, indicating a broad activity regime of stable ad-
sorbate coverage. XPS analysis of the Si chemical shift shows that the surficial oxide
is sub-stoichiometric with an average composition SiO 1.61. When Tbuf is increased to
1100 0 C , Po2 is now 8 orders of magnitude above its equilibrium value, yet the Si(001)
surface still shows a limited degree of oxidation. As a consequence, the surficial oxide
does become more stoichiometric, as shown in Fig. 5-4, and its average composition
is determined to be SiO1.73 .
To characterize the morphology of the surficial silicon oxide observed in XPS,
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Figure 5-4: Comparisons of XPS Si 2p spectra (0=700) of Si(001) with 48h anneals
at 7000C with Tbuf =9000 C, 10000 C and 11000C (corresponding to ambient Po2 of10-40,10 - 36, and 1032 atm), showing that the SiO, stoichiometry increases with in-
creasing Po2. The inset bar chart (same color scheme as that for the curves) gives the
percentages of different oxidized silicon components, obtained by decomposing the Si
2p photoelectron line as in Ref. [4].
tapping-mode AFM measurements were conducted on Si(001) surfaces after anneal-
ing. AFM height images of the Si surface that was in equilibrium with the strongly
reducing Zr/ZrO 2 buffer at 700'C are essentially featureless (viz. Fig. 5-5(a)). How-
ever, AFM height images of the surface equilibrated at Tbuf =9000C show numerous
islands having a spherical cap shape. Fig. 5-5(b) shows the islands on a sample
annealed for 48h. As measured from the image, these island features have average
heights of 21+6nm and average diameters of 220±50nm. A narrow distribution of
wetting angle 0=15.3' ±2.4' was determined by measuring 35 islands. The spheri-
cal cap morphology of the islands -is also clearly seen in cross-sectional TEM images
(Fig. 5-6(a)-(b)). XPS composition analysis of the sample surface confirms that the
surface is predominantly Si and 0, with trace amounts of C, F (presumably from
HF cleaning), and Zr (from the buffer) being detected. The oxide comprising the
spherical caps also exhibits no diffraction contrast in the TEM; it is concluded that
the islands are amorphous silicon oxide.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-5: Tapping-mode AFM height images of Si(001) surface morphology with
different buffer annealing temperatures, Tbuf . (a) a 5pmx5pm area of the Si(001)
surface annealed for 48 h with Tbuf=700'C demonstrating no noticeable features.
(b) a 10pmx 10pm area of the Si(001) surface after equilibrating at Tsi=700°C with
a Zr/ZrO2 buffer at Tbuf= 9000 C for 48h, showing the presence of islands on an
otherwise flat surface near thermodynamic equilibrium.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5-6: TEM cross-sectional images showing island and interface morphology.
The sample was coated with a <10 nm Au-Pd layer by thermal evaporation to preserve
the surface morphology. Two islands are visible in (a), and the close-up image of one
island at a higher resolution is shown in (b).
As shown in Fig. 5-7(a)-(c), the characteristic SiO, island size increases with an-
nealing time. A ten-fold increase in island height and diameter is seen when annealing
time increases from 4h to 48h. The total aggregate volume of islands as measured from
Fig. 5-7(a)-(c) increases with annealing time. However, AFM scanning reveals that
the island density varies considerably throughout the Si(001) surface of all samples,
where Fig. 5-7(a)-(c) represent the regions of highest densities. XPS Si 2p spectra,
which cover a surface analysis area of 700ymmx300jpm, show that the average oxide
coverage on a much larger length scale is relatively constant, even decreasing slightly
at long annealing times, as shown in Fig. 5-8. This suggests that the islands grow by
coarsening. Thermodynamic calculation shows that the SiO vapor pressure created
at the buffer end, which is determined by the reaction between the buffer and quartz
tube
Zr + 2SiO 2 <# ZrO2 + 2SiO (5.2)
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exceeds the equilibrium level at the sample wafer (held at 7000C) by a factor of 107.
Remarkably, continued growth of the SiOx layer on the wafer does not occur. Noting
that vapor phase SiO must decompose and nucleate Si in order to grow the SiO, layer,
e.g., 2SiO < Si + SiO 2 , the stability of the surface oxide and islands is attributed
to the existence of a large nucleation barrier for SiO decomposition. On the other
hand, equilibration of gaseous oxygen with the surface is evidently fast, as illustrated
by the facile film formation and removal in the control experiments (Fig. 5-3). Given
the experimental results, the following scenario is suggested: the equilibrium oxygen
activity in the tube is not fully established by the buffer at the initial stage of the
annealing, and residual oxygen in the tube creates a much larger oxygen partial
pressure which may oxidize the silicon wafer surface and form a non-equilibrium
oxide film, as supported by the null control experiment. After the oxygen activity
is reduced by equilibration with the buffer, over-saturated surfacial oxide is removed
by the vapor phase and by surface transport to nucleate islands at preferential sites
that are possibly related to underlying defects in the wafer. The islands subsequently
coarsen to reduce their total surface energy.
5.3.3 Angle-Resolved XPS Analysis of Silicon Surficial Oxide
Wetting Morphology
After finding the formation of silicon oxide islands on Si(001), a next goal is to
establish whether the non-wetting islands coexist with a bare Si surface or a con-
tinuous SiO. film. Cross-sectional TEM is often used for characterization of such
films, but the uncertainties introduced by added long-time exposure to high oxygen
activity environment during TEM sample preparation, which took several hours to a
day, are unacceptable. However, angle-resolved XPS analysis allows non-destructive
characterization of very thin films [4, 276]. For a Si(001) surface covered by a flat
nanometer-scale SiO, film, the intensity ratio of Six' to Sio is expected to have the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5-7: Chronological sequence of AFM images of Si(001) surfaces equilibrated
with Tbuf =9000 C for 4, 8, and 48h, showing that the islands coarsen by decreasing
their number density while increasing their length scale.
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Figure 5-8: XPS Si 2p spectra (0=700) showing that the average oxide coverage,
measured from an area 103 times larger than the AFM scanning area, does not vary
significantly with annealing time.
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following angular dependence [276,277]
sio (5.3)
Isi Isy exp - si,sx c
where d is the film thickness, and Asiox,siox and Asi,siox are the attenuation lengths
in SiOx for Si 2p photoelectrons generated from SiOx and Si, which are usually as-
sumed to have the same value Asiox. I00 and I' are the intensities per unit surface
area from bulk SiO, and Si samples, respectively. For a Si surface covered only by
nanoscale islands, such angle dependence is expected to be much weaker because their
thicknesses are comparable to the photo-electron escape-depth. Therefore, the silicon
surface is expect to display different angle-dependence behaviors depending whether
a thin oxide layer exists between islands or not.
We collected Si 2p spectra at three take-off angles: 0=00, 350 and 700, and observed
a clear angle dependence of the Six+/Sio intensity ratio, which is the signature of a thin
silicon oxide layer. Fig. 5-9 plots a function of Isio,/Isi, i.e., In[(Isiox/Isi)(I'o0/I + 1],
against 1/cos 9 for various annealed samples, which shows that the intensity ration
quantity increases significantly with 1/cos 0 in all samples. In the case of an island-
free Si surface covered by a continuous flat oxide film, the Isio,/Isi ratio changes with
the take-off angle 0 as dictated by Eq. 5.3 and a linear dependence should be seen in
the plot with the slope being d/Asio. (i.e., dashed curves in Fig. 5-9).
It is necessary to account for the contribution of the islands to the total XPS signal
because the area of analysis is large compared to the island spacing. A geometrical
model was developed to treat the additive contributions from a continuous film and
islands. The model was adapted from Mack et al. [279] to estimate from the XPS
data the thickness of the oxide film. The islands are assumed to have a spherical cap
shape and a single-size, and are uniformly distributed on the substrate. The islands'
area fraction f and their average height and diameter were determined by AFM, with
the assumption that the film and islands have the same composition. Let h and R be
the height and base radius of the islands. The intensity per unit surface area of Si 2p
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Figure 5-9: Take-off angle dependence of the XPS Si 2p intensity ratio Isio,/Isi for
Si(001) samples with different buffer temperatures and annealing times. The dashed
curves represent the intensity ratios for a Si surface covered by a uniform oxide layer
with thickness d=0.3nm, 0.4nm and 0.5nm.
electrons emitted from the island region is given by
island Sox d3 rdr 1 - exp s , C) (5.4)
where 0 is the take-off angle. Here (r, 0) are the polar coordinates of a point in the
base circle of the spherical cap, with the origin, (r=O, 3=0), located at the circle
center. The direction of 3 = 0 is taken to be parallel to the projection of the take-off
direction onto the base plane. L(r, ,) is the distance that electrons emitted at the
point (r, ,) travels in the take-off direction to escape the island. Geometric calculation
gives
L(r, p) = - r cos(3) sin(0) - (R - h) cos(8) (5.5)
+ [2Rh - R- h2 + (r cos() sin() + (R - h) COs8)2] 1/2
Note that Eq. 5.4 is exact when 90-89 is larger than the contact angle a of the islands,
which is true in our case because the largest 0 is 700 and a is less than 200. If a thin,
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homogeneous oxide film of thickness d exists between the islands, it also contributes
Si'+ signal. The Si 2p intensity per unit area of the film is
Silm = 1 - exp ( d )] (5.6)Six 
-- !Sio. 1-exp Asiox cos 0
Similarly, the metallic Sio signal from the substrate can be divided into two parts.
One part passes through the islands and the other part through the film. Their
intensities per unit surface area are given respectively by
island 2 d rdrexp L(r, )(5.7)i Asio cos (5.7)
sfilm = oo exp d (5.8)iAsiox cos 0
The shadowing effects [281] by the islands, which may affect Eqs. 5.6 and 5.8, is
negligible because 900 - 9 > a.
Given that the islands cover a fraction f of the total surface area, the intensity
ratio of Si'+ to Sio is calculated as
sio 'Tisland ( fimIsio J - SiO -( ) i (5.9)
Isi fisland + (1 f m
All parameters in Eq. 5.9 except the film thickness d were determined by experiments
or taken from literature. Thus d can be estimated by fitting the calculated intensity
ratio with the XPS data. Table 5.3.3 shows the film thicknesses fitted from angle-
resolved XPS data using this method. In the case of the samples annealed for 4h and
8h, the island fraction f is small (1-4%) and their contribution to the total oxidized
silicon component signal is minor. Nonetheless, their effects are included in the
columns for film thickness labeled lower bound, in which we assumed that the entire
XPS-analysed area had an island area fraction f equal to the largest value observed
in any single AFM image. The columns labeled "upper bound" in Table 5.3.3 give
thicknesses calculated assuming no islands (f=0). Consistently, the results indicate
a continuous film of -0.4nm thickness to be present. In the sample annealed for 48h,
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much of the surface was free of islands, while a few areas had a high density as shown
in Fig. 5-5(b). Here, also, the calculated upper bound value for film thickness is 0.3-
0.4 nm. It is emphasized that the angle-resolved XPS spectra yielding these numerical
values are clearly and substantially enriched in Six+ compared to the control samples
(Figs. 5-3 and 5-4 and Fig. 5-8). Thus the results indicate presence of a continuous
SiO. layer that remains relatively constant in thickness throughout annealing while
the islands nucleate and coarsen.
Table 5.1: Calculated Film Thickness with (Lower Bound) or without (Upper Bound)
Island Contribution
anneal
time
4h
8h
thickness (nm)
00 350 700
lower bound upper bound lower bound upper bound lower bound upper bound
N/A N/A 0.37 (f=1.6%) 0.38 0.44 (f=1.6%) 0.45
0.32 (f=3.1%) 0.35 0.36 (f=3.1%) 0.39 0.38 (f=3.1%) 0.39
5.3.4 Incomplete Wetting Behavior of Silicon Oxide on Si
Analyzing the angle-resolved XPS data of the Tbuf =10000 C and 1100'C samples
resulted in the same conclusion that a surficial oxide layer is present on the Si(001)
surface. Fig. 5-10(b) summarizes the film thicknesses for a number of samples. It
is seen that the silicon oxide film retains a thickness of -0.4nm despite an 8 orders
of magnitude change in Po2 as Tbuf is increased from 9000 C to 1100'C . The films
are stable in the presence of high SiO vapor over-saturation. The results show that
the observed surficial oxide film is a (meta)stable Si(001) surface configuration over
a wide range of Po2 and Psio beyond that for Si/SiO2 bulk equilibrium.
Several possible interfacial adsorption behaviors are demonstrated in Fig. 5-10(a).
As illustrated in the plot, if the second phase perfectly wets the first (contact an-
gle 0=0, curve 1), then the interfacial adsorbate excess F -- oo as the adsorbate's
chemical potential approaches the two-phase coexistence, i.e., p -, p2-phase-eq. In
cases of partial wetting (0 >0), I goes to a finite value at p2-phase-eq and may form a
multilayer film (curve 2) or remain as a sub-monolayer in the case where Langmuir-
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Maclean (L-M) adsorption behavior holds up to the limit of solubility (curve 3). The
wetting transition accompanied by a diverging F (curve 2) may occur in the super-
saturation region (p > A2-phase-eq). In the case of multilayer adsorption, F may have
first-order transitions as predicted by critical wetting theory [22] and may coincide
with interface structural transitions as described in Chapters 2 and 3. The system
of Si/SiO2 exemplifies the incomplete wetting behavior illustrated in Fig. 5-10(a),
where adsorbate coverage in excess of the Langmuir-McLean partial monolayer is
stable over a wide range of adsorbate activity (in this case, oxygen). At still higher
oxygen activity, the equilibrium configuration may approach that of a wetting film
which can thicken without energy penalty. The origin of the partial wetting charac-
ter or the Stranski-Krastonov behavior of silicon oxide on Si(001) surface probably
derives from the strain energy present at the Si-SiOQ interface due to bond-density
mismatch [277,282] analogous to the case of Ge island growth on Si [283,284], Ag on
Si [285] and InAs on GaAs [286]. It has been found by various experimental character-
ization methods [277,287,288] that the SiO 2 /Si(001) interface consists of 2-3 atomic
layers which are subject to lattice distortion and thus store strain energy [277, 282].
When oxygen activity is beyond the Si/SiO2 equilibrium, a chemi-adsorbed SiO,
monolayer is expected to readily form on Si surface which eliminates dangling bonds
of surface silicon atoms. However, the thermodynamic driving force for the growth of
subsequent oxide layers is much smaller due to the need to break Si-Si bonds. Fur-
thermore, the associated strain energy may make them energetically unfavorable to
form at small oxygen over-saturation, which accounts for the observed stability of a
relative constant surface oxide coverage over a broad range of oxygen partial pressures
above the equilibrium level.
Similar phenomena have also been observed in other isotropic systems. Ice is an
exemple for materials that exhibit surface premelting [18]. Elbaum et al. [289] have
found that the basal plane of ice premelts to form a continuous quasiliquid layer
beginning at about two degrees undercooling. With further heating closer to but still
below the bulk melting point, liquid droplets of small contact angle form, showing
that the bulk liquid does not wet the premelted film. In other examples, above the
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Figure 5-10: Oxygen activity dependence of the equilibrium silicon oxide film thick-
ness about the Si/SiO2 equilibrium Po2. (a) Schematic view of several possible inter-
facial adsorption behaviors, in which the interfacial excess, F, varies with adsorbate
chemical potentials. (b) Results from this study for the surficial oxide (upper bound)
thickness (averaged over values at three take-off angles) on Si(001) at 7000C as a func-
tion of oxygen activity shows the oxide thickness increasing to a relatively constant
value at coexistence and well into the supersaturation regime. The dashed line is a
guide to the eye. Samples included in the plot: 700'C buffer 24h, 9000 C buffer 4, 8,
and 48h, and 1000'C and 11000 C 48h.
dew-point for hydrophobic surfaces, water will form spherical-droplets surrounded by
a thin hydrated layer with thicknesses of 0.2-0.4nm [290,291]. Liquid droplets of pure
Pb and Pb-Bi alloy were found to be in equilibrium with a monolayer film on Cu(111)
substrate [292]. Alkanes on aqueous solution surfaces form droplets with a thin alkane
film covering the surfaces [122,293,294]. Silicon surfaces in equilibrium with its oxide
may be a high-temperature version of these similar phenomena.
5.4 Conclusions
Despite the extremely broad technical applications of the Si/SiO2 structure, the equi-
librium wetting properties of silicon oxide on silicon were previously not well un-
derstood. To study the equilibrium wetting behavior a solid-state buffer method is
used to systematically titrate oxygen activity about the Si/SiO2 coexistence value.
The equilibrium morphology at the Si(001) surface over 8 orders of magnitude of
Po2 about coexistence is revealed to be a uniform SiOz layer coexisting with sec-
ondary island structures which coarsen with annealing time. These results establish
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the utility of the solid-state buffer approach for controlling Po2 in ranges not acces-
sible by vacuum technology. In the on-going development of next-generation gate
oxides [124,125,295,296] the oxide-silicon interfacial structure has been proven to be
critical to device performance. Although many criteria must be met for any thin film
to perform effectively as a gate oxide [124,295], the methodology presented here opens
up the possibility of tailoring the gate oxide-silicon interfacial structure by thermo-
dynamic equilibration. Further demonstration appears in work where this approach
has been used in experiments on controlling the surficial film structure, thickness and
stoichiometry on Hf-doped Si(001) surfaces [129]. The obtained experimental data
on the surficial oxide layer and islands can be compared with theoretical calculations
to gain insight into the Si/SiO2 interface energetics. The solid-state buffer method
developed here can also be used to study the wetting properties of other metal/oxide
systems.
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Appendix A
Expressions of Mean and Gaussian
Curvatures and the Laplace
Operator in Triply Orthogonal
Coordinate Systems
A.1 Some basic definitions of differential geometry
of surfaces
Some basic notations and definitions from differential geometry of surfaces will be
briefly described in this section. They are necessary for deriving the curvature ex-
pressions in triply orthogonal coordinate systems in the next section. For a complete
exposition of differential geometry of surfaces, see Ref. [297].
A.1.1 Tangent space of a surface
Let S be a two-dimensional surface bounding a three-dimensional body. Let (s,t) be
a coordinate system defined on S, and i(s, t) E R 3 be the three-dimensional position
vector pointing from the origin to a point on S. Define X, - &i/os and t - 9•/it
as the derivatives of the vector with respect to s and t at a surface point p = (s, t).
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The tangent space to S at p is defined as
TS = {vi4, + v2 ' Vv = (v, v2) E R2} (A.1)
Any vector in T,S is a tangent vector to S at p. Geometrically, the tangent space
consists of all vectors in the tangent plane of S at point p - it is a two-dimensional
space spanned by two independent tangent vectors, x. and xt.
A.1.2 Surface normal vector
The surface normal vector N to S at p = (s, t) E S is defined as a unit vector normal
to any tangent vectors to S at p. By definition
N - s = N - 't = 0 (A.2)
It can be shown that [297]
X8 X 5x
N = (A.3)
where -I denotes the norm of a vector: IJ = ýx/.
A.1.3 The first fundamental form
The first fundamental form (or Riemannian metric) of a surface defines how the
distance along a curve on the surface is measured.
The first fundamental form of S at p is defined as the inner product of any two
vectors belonging to the tangent space TS, ' = dsX8 + dtrt and w' = ds' 8 + dt'-t
Ip(', )= v .w- - (A.4)
Ip(v, ') gives the expression of the arc length dl between two points p = (s, t) and
p' = (s + ds, t + dt) on a curve on S when ds, dt -- 0
dl2 = I )(i, i) = Eds2 + 2Fds dt + Gdt2 (A.5)
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where E, F and G are called the the coefficients of the first fundamental form and
have the following expressions
E = 1,812
F = S .•  t (A.6)
G = It12
The first fundamental form written in the matrix form is
E F ds'
Ip(', i) - ds dt (A.7)F G dt'
A.1.4 Shape operator and the second fundamental form
Shape operator S, is a linear operator defined on the tangent space TpS. It provides
a metric of the bending of surface S at p.
Let N be a surface normal vector to S defined in the neighborhood of a point
p = (s,t) E S, and v' = ds X' + dt 't be any tangent vector to S at p. The shape
operator at p is given by (see Ref. [297] for a more rigorous definition of the shape
operator)
P(6) = -ds 8, - dtN, (A.8)
where N, and Nt are derivatives of N with respect to s and t.
The second fundamental form is defined as the first fundamental form (i.e., inner
product) between Sp() and a tangent vector to S at p, W' = ds' 7, + dt' X'
II, (V, 7) = · I ( (1), A)
+ Wp(v) • (A.9)
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It can be shown that [297]
II,( e6) = +,(2) - d
= eds2 + 2fdsdt + gdt2
where e, f and g are called the
the following expressions
coefficients of the second fundamental form, and have
e = -N s
f = N., xt = Nt -XzS
9 = -Nt -x-t
(A.11)
The matrix form of the second fundamental form is
dt] ef ds'
f g dt'
Let the matrix form of the shape operator Sp be Ms, i.e.
Sp() = M~s(, 1)s + Ms(1, 2)(A (A.13)
Sp(Xt) = Ms(2, 1)X, + Ms(1, 2)Xt
where Ms(i, j) (i,j=1,2) is the matrix element on the i-th row and j-th column. Using
the matrix form of the first fundamental form, Eq. A.7, one derives
E F ds'
IIP(i, i) = [ds dt lMs FG dt'I -J ' L (A.14)
d d e f ds'
f g dt'
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(A.10)
(A.12)II,(, -) = [ds
which leads to an expression for Ms
[ ][(A.15)
F1 eG-fF fE-eF
EG - F 2  fG-gF gE-fF
A.1.5 Mean and Gaussian curvatures
The shape operator provides information on the curvatures of a surface. The two
principal curvatures, Kl and K2, at a surface point p are determined by the eigenvalues
of the shape operator matrix Ms, and the corresponding eigenvetors represent the
principal directions. The mean and Gaussian curvatures are often defined as the mean
and product of the principal curvatures
1
H = (K1 + 62) (A.16)
K = KlK2 (A.17)
Formally, the mean and Gaussian curvatures at a point p are defined as the trace
and determinant of the shape operator at p
1 eG- 2fF+gE (A.)H = -tr(Ms) =(A.18)
2 2(EG - F2)
eg - f2K = det(Ms) =EG - F2  (A.19)EG - F2
A.2 Curvature expressions of mean and Gaussian
curvatures in triply orthogonal coordinate sys-
tems
In this section the expressions of the mean and Gaussian curvatures are derived for
triply orthogonal coordinate systems, where the three coordinate axes are orthogonal
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to each other at any point in the three dimensional space.
Let (r,s,t) be the coordinates of a triply orthogonal coordinate system. x' and 5t
are tangent vectors to the level surfaces of r and they are orthogonal to each other.
By definition of triply orthogonal coordinates, Xr -Is = 5r - 't - 0, where ' - a F/r.
This shows that 5 r is normal to tangent vectors. Thus the surface normal vector to
the level surfaces of r can be written as
= &(s,t) X ZX(s,t) (A.20)N) (A.20)X s, x Xt s,It l y
In a triply orthogonal coordinate system, the coefficients of the first fundamental
form of the level surfaces of r have the following expressions
E = s2 (A.21)
F = . - = 0 (A.22)
G = It2 (A.23)
For the coefficients of the second fundamental form of the level surfaces of r, one
finds
e- N • .X'
-% (( )s (A.24)
in which the following equality is used
S X• Ssa(A.25)
- r 
-4 1
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Similarly one derives
g = NtX-t
I Xl Ixtl, (A.26)
IX1I
The other coefficient f is
f = Ns't
Xs " Xt)r -r- Xrt " s (A.27)
Ik1I
IXrt lJ
= -Nt. -f
which suggests that f = 0 in a triply orthogonal system.
The expressions of the mean and Gaussian curvatures of level surfaces of r are
given by substituting Eqs. A.21-A.27 into Eqs. A.18 and A.19
H = + xt (A.28)
K = 1 IXslr Ixtir (A.29)
By assuming that Ijr = 1, Eqs. A.28 and A.29 become
H = + (A.30)
K = 1 4 r Itr (A.31)I 17 I~tI
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Furthermore, Differentiating [.r I - 1 with respect to r, s and t produces
Xrr - = 0
Xrs =r  -Xrr s = 0
Xrt Xr = -Xrr .. t = 0
(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)
Eqs. A.32-A.34 show that the inner products between rr and three independent
vectors, Xr, Ix and 4t, are all zero. Thus in a triply orthogonal system
xrr = 0 (A.35)
According to Eqs. A.27 and A.33, 'Zsr · = 4r . = 0. Therefore x, is a vector
parallel to x' and can be written as
Xsr = r I sIxSI x~ 2
Using Eq. A.36 one finds
and similarly
Xsr ' XsX8 ±1 lx
tlr Xtr = Xt  r IIZtIF ±I
By using Eqs. A.35, A.37 and A.38, the derivative of the mean curvature with
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(A.37)
(A.38)
(A.36)
respect to r, OH/Or, in a triply orthogonal system is found to be
OH 1 61 0 -[1:8 91 Ixtlr 1
1
2
_1
2
_1
2
I 1 I 1Z 12
Ixt rr
I Xt4
I•8sl I 1~2IXt0 1
l8 2I
XS 22
(x-r)s. -•r
-LI 12 , I 2 212 8 | X2 t
r, 141r2"
, It2]
Ir I2•1
(Xtrl IAxt
(A.39)
A.3 Expression of the Laplace operator in triply
orthogonal coordinate systems
The expression of the Laplacian of a scalar field O(r, s, t) in a triply orthogonal coor-
dinate system is [298,299]
1
V2 I = IjI X-O X-sl Xt Lr | I' I aOrIT (Ir X r sOs X-Ot I X-ra o ( XdrI -, a( 9I Os Ot || Ot J
(A.40)
In the special case that the level surfaces of q(r, s, t) coincide with the surfaces of
constant r, i.e. 0¢/Os = 80/0t = 0, Eq. A.40 reduces to
V 1 0 I•1 Ik1 Ov2q5 X = t I r Ir
By choosing zxr[ = 1, the Laplacian of q further becomes
(A.41)
V2q=O (a20Or2  X88 i - IXt I )qar$
-- + 2H(r, s, t)-0r2 ar
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(A.42)
-It 2
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Appendix B
Semi-Implicit Fourier Spectral
Scheme
The equation of motion for the order parameter 0(i), Eq. 4.20, in Chapter 4 is solved
by the Fourier spectral method with a semi-implicit scheme [237, 238].
The normalized equation of motion is
-= V26F
at 60 (B.1)
where
- = f'() + Aup2 p( '(O, () -)
- (v(0) + 2Aop'(¢) + 4AH02)V 2 ¢
+ Aop"(¢)) (V¢)2
(B.2)
+ 4AH oV - VV + AV4)
Let's divide 6F/56 into two parts
SF
-- G(¢(Y)) + AV4q¢() (B.3)
in which G(¢(Y)) contains all the terms of 6F/65 except the fourth-derivative of ¢.
The spectral method solves the equation of motion in the Fourier space. The
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Fourier transform of Eq. B.1 is written as
(, t)= -k2 [G(O(X, t))](k) - Ak O(k, t) (B.4)Ot
where F denotes the Fourier transform and (k) - F[¢(7)](k). In the semi-implicit
scheme, Eq. B.4 is discretized as
+ ) At = -k 2 F[G((x~())] () - Ak 6X +l(k) (B.5)At
where the superscipt n denotes the function value at the n-th time step and At is the
time step size. Eq. B.5 treats the linear fourth-derivative term in 6F/60 implicitly
and the nonlinear part G(¢(f)) explicitly. The resulting first-order time-stepping
scheme is
An+1 "() ) - k2F[G(())]() (B.6)
1 + AtAk 6
Eq. B.6 requires G(O(Y)) to be evaluated in the real space at each time step.
G(¢n(y)) depends on o", Vo" and V 2qn, for which real-space values are obtained by
applying the inverse Fourier transforms to on
on(~l) = •--l[on(k)I(Y)
Von() = F--[ikn()]() (B.7)
V20n()- =.•-[-k2on(k) (J)
The forward and inverse Fourier transforms are performed by the Fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT), which evaluates 0 and 0 on a regular mesh grid.
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Appendix C
List of Symbols
Chapter 2 and 3:
Sposition vector
0(I) crystallographic orientation field
,q(y) crystallinity field
c(V) concentration field
AO grain boundary (GB) misorientation
77GB crystallinity at the GB core
17GB equilibrium GB crystallinity
r7GBrd GB crystallinity of the ordered GB complexion
7GBqi GB crystallinity of the disordered GB complexion
CGB composition at the GB core
CGQ equilibrium grain boundary composition
c°Od GB composition of the ordered GB complexion
cDi" GB composition of the disordered GB complexion
coo bulk composition of the binary systems
Crol solubility limit of B-component in A-rich a phase
T temperature
Tm melting temperature
Te eutectic temperature
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TPM GB transition temperature
Tow GB complete wetting transition temperature
AT undercooling
s crystallographic orientation gradient coefficient
g(rl) prefactor function of the orientation gradient energy term
v2 crystallinity gradient coefficient
K2 concentration gradient coefficient
F total free energy
Af volumetric free energy density
a2  energy barrier height of Af
Ahm melting enthalpy
W(O) regular solution coefficient as a function of q
p(A) a smooth interpolation function between p(r = 0)=1 and p(qr = 1)=0
k Boltzmann constant
f atomic volume
YGB GB energy
%8 solid-liquid interface energy
LGB GB width
p exponent of the function g(7r) = qP
q exponent of the function Af = a2 [47(1 - 7)]q/32
Chapter 4:
H mean curvature
K Guassian curvature
Ho spontaneous curvature
Sbending modulus for the mean curvature
Rbending modulus for the Guassian curvature
l0 surfactant chain length
0(0) phase-field variable representing local concentration of surfactant solution
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f(q) volumetric free energy density of the binary solution
a energy barrier height of f(¢)
v(O) gradient coefficient function of q
A parameter that determines the bending moduli of surfactant monolayers
a parameter that controls the equilibrium surfactant bilayer thickness
p(M) a smooth interpolation function between p( -= -1)=1 and p( -= 1)=0
r, s, t coordinates of a local coordinate system built on the level surfaces of €
r, X8 , Ixwt derivatives of the position vector Z with respect to r, s and t
M surfactant mobility
t time
cS initial surfactant concentration of the solution
0 polar angle
r(O) local radius of a perturbed disk micelle
R uniform disk radius without perturbation
AP surfactant chemical potential difference between solution and micelles
e perturbation amplitude
n perturbation wave number
Chapter 5:
Po 2  oxygen partial pressure
R gas constant
T temperature
Tsi silicon wafer temperature
Tbuf solid-state buffer temperature
AG free energy of oxidation
9 XPS take-off angle
d silicon oxide layer thickness
Asiox attenuation length of Si 2p electrons in SiO,
f area fraction of silicon surface covered by islands
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Isiox peak intensity of Si 2p electrons from silicon surficial oxide
Isi peak intensity of Si 2p electrons from silicon substrates
IsTox peak intensity of Si 2p electrons from bulk silicon oxide
Isi peak intensity of Si 2p electrons from bulk silicon
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